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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Hie New* Has Been
Constructiye Booster for

HoDand Once 1872

Volume Number 65

Emma Arends
Is This Week
MRS. MARIE KUHLMAN,
SECOND HOLLAND CENTENARIAN, WILL BE
104

FEBRUARY

Holland has two
one, Mrs.

Emma

11

—

centenarians
Arends, who cele-

brated her 101st birthday on Tuesday of this week, and who has been
closely identified with Holland and
vicinitysince her coming to this
county as a little Kiri; the second
Mrs. Kuhlman, who has lived in
Holland about half a century and is
now in the county infirmary at
Eastmanville where she has been
confined since a serious accident
to her hip and the death of a grindson recently.
Despite the fact that Mrs. Arends
during the past year lost her
daughter, Nellie Arends, an invalid
who lived with her at her home on
25 East 10th street, she is today in
comparativelygood health. She
also has a remarkable memory for
a woman of her age, being able to
give the history of her life and
her experiencesquite minutely.She
also remembers and can quote

Number 5

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, January 30» 1936

SNOW STORIES GIVE HISTORY
OF MILD & BLEAK WINTERS

101 Years Old

Folks Rsafl? Lift

The Holland City News this week
has some very interestingsnow
and winter stories. Some of them
deal with very bleak winters, another with a picnic on a local
steamer to the resorts and still another of local coal men going fishing wearing straw hats, on the
first of February. Then we have
another snow story of how city
engineer Zuidema has handled the
snow.
Ottawa County also comes in for
a snow story through a communication sent in by the Ottawa County Road Commissionwhere a former Holland engineer namely Carl
Bowen is in charge.
The article has to do with "Why
the Method to remove snow from
County roads is Used". A little
“horse and buggy day” plowing
is also set forth in the commun-

This Is Not

TWO HOLLAND

An

“Open Winter”

WOMEN-

COMBINED AGE OF

205

YEARS

Weather Review
NEWS FILES TELL OF AN
EXCURSION TO RESORTS
ON CHRISTMAS DAY.

Snows May Say
“They Shall Not
Pass” But they do

FROM LAWN SPRINKLING
TO SNOW HEAPS

Mrs. Harry F. Wetter of Waukazoo has just returned from a seven
weeks trip to the west, her destination being Colorado. Mrs. Wetter
CITY ENGINEER DESERVES left here hurriedly by automobile
CREDIT FOR
when she receiveda dispatch that
STREETS AND SIDEWALKS her sister was seriously injured
IN PASSABLE CONDITION
in an auto accident and the Holland
lady went to minister to her inThe way Holland's streets and jured sister, who is now on the
sidewalks have been kept during road to recovery.
a continuous snow fall of neatly
Mrs. Wetter also visited her
a month is the wonder of all who mother in Boulder,Colorado where
pass through or come to Holland she said the weather was as warm
for businessor other reasons. Trav- and balmy as a spring day and
eling men say there is not a city folk in that city were all sprinklin g
in the entire state that cleans up their lawns since during the week
after a snowstormas does Holland. a hot and dry spell had come to
Despite sub-zero weather,heavy that section.
winds that drift the snow and a
Imagine her surprise when she
snowfall almost continuously both rolled into Michigan to find snow
night and day, the city snow fight- heaps as high as the automobile
ing force, organized by city en- and sub zero weather. The contrast
gineer Jake Zuidema and augment- was very marked indeed.
ed by the supervisionof Louis Dalman, has kept Holland practically
snow clean as far as inconvenience HOLLAND CONTRACgoes.
TOR GETS LARGE CON-

KEEPING

PoMibly moat strenuous storm on
January 12, 1918. Ties up city
for four straight days.

Althoughthe

fall and the begining of the winter of 1935 were wonderful from the standpointof those
who dislike snow and cold, the beginning of 1936 is altogethera dif-

Holland Ready

To Handle
Soldier

Bonus

HEA DQUARTER8 OPEN FRL
IN TH
THE VANDER VEEN BLDG«

!
Vi

Many

requirements are aeeeea
Must have thetr discharge paps
together with application

Holland is already aet to go a*
head on the preliminary work of
the Soldier's Bonua whkh waa juat
pasted by both houses of Congress

I
I
I

over the veto of President Rooaa- J
velt. This Friday morning head- 1
ferent story. The holiday season
quarter! have been establishedon .1
was natural because we did have
the second floor of the Vander [
at least some snow and that conVeen Bldg, on the corner of Rim!!
dition is seasonal in Michigan. AfAve. and 8th St. in tha clothing j
ter January 1st, however, the winemporium of Russell J. Rutgers, j
ter ceased to be "open" and pracJohn Homfleld, welfare officer of 4
ication.
t cally every day and night snow
the Veterans of Foreign Wars, will 1
All these different articles, each ftakes fell until snow has accumbe in charge and Fred Sundin, com- f
interestingin itself are found in ulated to the extent of 8 or 4 feet
mander of the Veterans of Foreign .»
today's issue of the Holland City on the level, and in many instances
Wars in Holland, will be general u
News. They are worth clipping and snow banks are from 6 to 8 feet
MRS. EMMA ARENDS
MRS. MARIE KUHLMAN
Eighth Street and River Ave. may
TRACT FOR SCHOOL supervisor.The preHminanr
filing for future weather comparand still the snow keeps coming.
101 years Jan. 28
104 years Feb. 11
be filled with flakes during the
will be done in relays by diff
isons.
Unless a belatedJanuary thaw arnight but before business is really
Frank Dyke, one time alderman World War veteransfor ft haa
rives,
the
groundhog,
Saturday,
started the middle and parking of Holland and the builder of more
MW444H<4444H«*4444«4<W<44«
a
won't have a hole to get out of, letplaces are about as smooth and fine buildings than most contracVIRGINIA PARK COMMUNITY ting alone the seeing of his shadclean as a "bald pate." A small tors in Western Michigan, has se- THE AMERICAN LEGION BON- 1
|
of: army
CLUB TO GIVE POPULAR PLAY ow.
of men is up early before cured the contract for a $51,000 US HEADQUARTERS IN
many psalms and passagesfrom
Hoilland’s snow forces have been
many
cars are parked and believe public school from the Board of
HOLLAND CITY STATE BANlfl
Holland
City
Fifty,
Twenty-five
the Scripture, as she often does.
me, there is no hanging on to shov- Education and the P.W.A. at LowThe Virginia Park folk live in busy night and day cleaningstreets
Because of her age and her inand
sidewalks
and
they
have
done
el bandies but the snow flies thick ell, Michigan.
Fifteen
The Willard G. Leenhoutapo»t,j
timate acquaintance with the Holy the environmentsof community a thorough job under the supervisand fast into a line of waiting The building is to be a new grade American Legion, will also have
life. They all stick together, promai«»¥i
Bible, William M. Connelly, direcHU—
W
ion of City EngineerJake Zuidtrucks that go to the swamps and school, includinga gymnasium and their bonua headquartera and
tor of the Chamber of Commerce, moting those things that are in- ema and his staff.
dump their snow, hurriedlyreturn- other features that add to the ef- everything in the rules set down
FIFTY YEARS AGO
Holkeboer,local contractor.
had large pictures taken of her teresting,elevating and enjoyable In going over the files of the
ing to get another load.
and
this is largely done through
ficiencyand attractivenessof the in this articleapplies here also, v
reading the oldest Bible exhibited
Holland City News it is evident
the
Virginia
Park
Community
Snow plows on trucks plow the school of today. Mr. Dyke says Headquartera will be in the lobby
John
Peter
Siegers,
the
13-yearThe City Hotel has a horse of its
at the Dutch villageduring Tulip
that
there
were
other
severe
winClub.
own now and need not depend on old son of Rev. and Mrs. Siegers residential streets, pitching the that he will start on the contract of the Holland City State Bank
Time last May. The Bible is the
The avenue of expression has ters. On January 12, 1918 a storm other livery stables for carting of South Blendon and a grandson snow along the curbs, making these as soon as officialsanction comes from 9-3 every day except Sunproperty of Mrs. Ben Mulder. It
come largely through community started in the night such as no facilities to and from the depot. of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Steketee, thoroughfares passable. Early in from Detroit where the matter is days and also at the City Hall at
was printed in the sixteenth cenman living here had ever witnessed
tury and was handed down from plays and players and a great before. The storm started on Fri- Note — Later they put a brightly l,>oal merchant, was severelyburn- the morning undoubtedly many res- up for approval by the government Red Cross headquarterswhere
many
real worthwhile productions
Mrs. Mable Vanderberg will b« in
painted omnibus on the hotel depot e(l about the hands, arms and face identers are awakened by the pleas- agency.
generation to generation in the Van
have been put on. They are not day night and continued through
'JM
Mr. W. W. Gumser, a Holland
Landegend family. The picture of amateurishout nearly profession- Wednesday, and talk about a howl- run. Your editor remembers a during Christmas exercisesheld in ing tinkling of a small bell. That
Those soldiersin charge at the
the South Blendon school house. bell is around the neck of a horse boy, is the superintendent of that
Mrs. Arends and the Bible was al in their presentation.
ing blizzaro, that is puttingit mild. happy old colored man named
and it means the oncoming of the school.
Holland City State Bank wiU b# j
printed in the rotogravure sections
No mail entered the city in four “Siles" driving that bus and his The youngster,a fine lad, was act- sidewalk plowman. These boys
Sipp Houtman, the genial postSchool building is not a new de- Commander. Dr. G. VD. Boa, Nick
ing
as
Santa
and
his
cotton
batting
hearty
laugh
could
be
heard
all
of several big city newspapers, the
man. generally directs these pro- days. Not an outsidenewspaper ar- along quiet Main street. Other bus outfit,necessaryto impersonate start early, not long after 3 o’- parture for Frank Dyke. He buiR Hoffman, John Poet, 'Em eat V.
Detroit News devoting a quarter
ductions and everyone knows that rived and the newsboys of the local
drivers your editor remembers are Santa Claus, took fire from the clock a.m. in order that every side- Holland’s first high school many Hartman,Helnie Geerda and othen
of a page to the picture.
he knows how for his efforts during daily had a terrible time delivering
"Bud” Smith, a regular "kidder”j fandles on the tree as he was tak- walk may be passable by the time years ago. He built schools in Pe- who may be eelected.There will
their
routes
on
the
business
streets
In that picture Mrs. Arends wore Tulip Time stamped him as a verand about the happiest mortal ; >J’K °ff the gifts for the children. men go to the shops and factories, toskey and also in Jackson, Mich- also be a fingerprint artiit present
and
a
few
nearby
streets.
It
was
a "Vrouwen hoed" (woman’shat), satile artist, not only in directing
One of the boys near, seeing what children go to school and the mer- igan and in other cities. He has and it goes without saying that
a sort of lace effect strictly Neth- but in his stage setting.Sipp is impossible to make any kind of a alive. There was Peter Dulyea
was taking place, picked and threw chant wends his way to the bus- built many Holland buildings, one there will be collaborationand cowho
in
later
years,
with
Martin
erlandish. It is 200 years old and ping to direct "Gappy Ricks" to delivery.One little “newsie"was
iness center.
being that pearl of architecture, operation between the local bonus
was kindly loaned for the occasion be given at the Community Club st> overcome that he was prostrated Vander Bie, built and conducted a large overcoat over the boy and
City engineer Zuidema has his Hope MemorialChapel and a sec- agencies who will undertakethis
by Mrs. Taft of the Rose Cloak Hall at Virginia Park for three in a snow heap and was accidental-the River and Niqth street garage smothered the flames but not be- plans well laid and his courses well ond, one of the finest hotels in work for Holland and vkinity.
ly picked up by a man who passed. now conducted by Wynn Pember- fore the lad had been severely
Store.
nights,Feb. 12, 13 and 14.
Michigan,namely, Warm Friend
The American Legion does this
Roads in the country were block- ton. Then there was Clarence Har- 1 lJurn,‘d- Prompt medical aid did defined. The greatest arteries of Tavern. He also built a theatre in work voluntarilyand not a penny
Gerrit Hooker is to be general
Mrs. Arends <'*n picturethis city
travel are started on first but all
ris
who
could
make
more
sharp
re-|much
to
alleviate
the
pain
and
wHl be charged In getting the proand its environs practicallyfrom manager and Peter Van Dommelen ed for eight days and the first torts and “comebacks"than any young Siegers is on the road to re- receive rapkl attention in order Dowagiac.
communication with the outside
per set-up for every veteran who
its beginning, through the pioneer is in charge of the publicity. "Gapthat highway and sidewalk may be
man
we
know, He surely "owned covery.
world
was
to
Grand
Rapids
via
the
la eligible. Soldierscan gain much
stage, the plank and corduroy py Ricks’1by Edward E. Rose is
traveled without serious inconven- PLANS MADE FOR
the
bus."
Well,
Clarence
with
all
Holland
inter-urban.
After
(three
MEMORIAL CONCERT advance information and can saveroads, the first railroad,followed taken from the story of Peter B.
ience. Even the gravel roads of
his
self-assurance
has
made
good
days
of
fighting
snow,
the
late
"Ten Nights in a Barroom" will which there are a few left in this
a lot of delay by reading the rule*
by interurbans until the present Kyne.
The part of Alden P. Ricks is Jack Busby and bis men succeeded as he grew to mature manhood. bo played by thr Maude Henderson city, have been getting their usual
Plans for the W. Curtis Snow in this column before they go
age of automobiles and aircraft.
The
hotel
was
then
conducted
by
in plowing through to Grand RapStock Co. at Price’s Rink on 16th cleaning and judging from the memorial concert to be held Thurs- application headquartersin the
She came with candle light and has taken by George De Vries; John
ids.
George Williams and Manus Boone. and River streets. It is stated that
day, February 6 in the Hope Mem- three places designated.
seen the evolution of illuminationSkinner, Lloyd Van Lente; Matt
The highway to Saugatuckwas First the hotel was called the "City Stanley Penny will manage the comments of the citizens,generally, orial chapel at 8:30 p.m. were disthrough the electricity stage of the Peasley, Hendrick Noble; C. Periand the travelingpublic from the
blocked
most
of
the
month
and
here
Hotel,”
built
in
1872.
When
Mrs.
present day. She saw Holland’s cles Bernard,Harvard Nevenzel; too, the Holland interurban dug M. A. Ryder took charge some 35 combined theatre and rink owned outside, they are all exceedingly cussed at a committee meeting decided that the veterana ther
by James Price, Holland city engi- pleased because of the thorough Monday afternoon.Eugene F. Heestreets dimly lightedwith kerosene Ellen Murray, Florence Ten Have;
its way through over that branch. years ago it was renamed "Hotel
will save the nation the
neer, at one time.
work that Holland is doing to ler announced that artists from ves
lamps, stuck up on poles, "evolut- Florence Ricks, Mrs. Fred StekeThe Pere Marquetterailroad had Holland," then 11 years ago it was
mendous expense of this admin*!
tee;
and
Aunt
Lucy
Ricks,
Mrs.
J.
Ann
Arbor,
friends
of
Mr.
Snow
avoid traffic dangers, the slowing
ing” to the present beautiful boule• • •
more shovelers going around Hol- torn down and beautiful Warm
Koskuba.
have expresseda desire to take part istration work by offering
vard light arrangement.
Will Carlton, "Michigan’s poet," up of foot and motor travel and
land than at any time in* the his- Friend Tavern was built on the
services free. This holds good for
in the concert. They includeArthur
the
elimination
of
accidents
on
the
She came to Holland before the
tory of the road, before or since. site. Howard Lillard, formerly of died at Brooklyn, N. Y. He was
Hackett, tenor; Palmer Chriatian, the entire country.
highways.
telephone was invented and has BUSINESS INSTITUTE
born at Hudson, Mich., and Dr. J.
Officeshave been opened
ANNUAL BANQUET This blizsardcame right in the California, is now the manager.
University organist, with whom
witnessed the period of communiThis vicinity has Rad a great deal
B: Nykerk brought him to Holland
war period when the entire nation
from 2-5 p.m. and from 7-9 in
Mr.
Snow
was
studying
at
the
time
cation by one person to another Connelly, Toastmaster Sligh, Main was rationed, not alone on foodof icy weather at times this winStar hook and ladder company repeatedly to appear as a “head- ter and the city engineer has also of his illness; Joseph Brinkman, evening, except Sundays and
via the pressing of a button
stuffs, but especiallyon coal. One
liner" on Hope college lecture
after the rush is over when a1^
Speaker
No. 1 of our fire departmentheld
through a telephone exchange sysmade provisions for this. When eminent pianist;and Dr. Earl V. arrangementof hours will be anday a week and Sundays places of
courses.
Moore, directorof the University
their annual electionfollowed by
tem. A radio to her is still one of
this
occurs
the
approaches
to
every
• • •
An unusually fine program has business were closed to save fuel
school of musk. The choral Union nounced through Um newspaj
the “seven wonders of the earth," been arranged for the annual ban- and light. Coal was extremely an “oyster supper.” Those elected
street intersectionare well sandAt
a
birthday
party
held
in
Chorus accompaniedby the Hol- in ample time.
were
Peter
Vanden
Tak,
foreman;
and bordering on the uncanny.
quet of the Business Instituteto scarce in Holland at the time and A1 Finch, assistantforeman; John honor of Prof. John Slagh, a North ed and on the main thoroughfares land Symphony orchestra will also
The Holland City News has
the sanding extends over the entire
Duriqg these 100 years in a be held next Thursday evening at with the tremendous snow blockade
vided the veteran Art Van Kol
Holland
student
who
is
teaching
in
present
selections.
Prominent
citR. Kleyn, secretary;Leendert
length of the street.
there was absolutelya coal famine
mind picture she can marshal be- the First Methodist Church.
of HoMand, a fingerprintexj
Mulder, treasurer; John Mulder, Manistee,a number of Holland
The city engineer has eight side- izens of the community who have with pad, ink and roller so that
fore her eyes a kaleidoscopicreAll Holland Merchants and Man- and several busy factories simply
offered to assist with the sale of
friends
who
were
invited
came
near
steward. Note— Peter Vanden Tak
walk
plows
going,
each
drawn
by
view of America’s development ufacturersare especially invitedto had to close down because of the was alderman, also father of P. M. walking home. The dinner was
may have the facilitiesto take ‘
a horse and manned by one man. tickets for the memorial,include fingerprints of every appli
more tremendousduring this cen- attend as it affords them an un- lack of fuel. Coal dealers were very
engineer
"Ed."
A1
Finch
was
a given by Mr. and Mrs. Bert Knooi- There are three street plows that PrincipalJ. J. Riemersma, W. J.
tury of progress than any develop- usual opportunity to get together fine about the whole situationand
which is one of the requirement
mason;” the family, we be- huizen and was a delightfulaffair. do very rapid work almost as fast Olive, Dr. G. D. Bos, Mrs. J. E. Printers'ink is the only kind
ment before that time since the and to meet the present Business rationed the coal they had during "stone
Telling,
Dr.
A.
Leenhoutn.
Prof.
The
ending,
however,
was
not
so
lieve, has died out. John R. Kleyn
as a motor car can go. 20 to 25
Institute students.
that storm to all those who were
ceptable,it is said.
earth began.
was a contractorand builder, father pleasing for their horses and bob trucks are put in commissionand Clarence Kleis, Mrs. T. P. Cheff,
It would be well to ask ft
Besides having a toastmaster short. The Board of Public Works
She came to America when she
sleighs had been spirited away these draw the snow to the swamp Mrs. J. I). French, Miss Helena
of
Simon
Kleyn
and
Mrs.
Ed
Westwas 13 years of age, together with of such rare ability as Mr. W. M. also aided materiallyfrom the city veer. LeendertMulder was your during the oyster supper and after at 6th St. These trucks need no Visscher, Vernon D. Ten Cate, Mar- blanks at headquarters, howei
the News prints below some Infc
her parents,who settled in Albany, Connelly is known to possess,the coal pile.
editor’sfather and started in the waiting for several hours for some- unloading by shovel but the load tin Dykema, George Damson, Henprogram committeefor this event
Anway, the second day of the newspaper business 74 years ago. thing to show up a- searching party
ry
Geerlings,
Miss
Metta
floss, mation concerning settlement of]
is dumped and the snow slides
adjustment service certiflcatea.
There were ten childrenin all in was fortunate to secure the ser- storm it was scarcely possible to John Mulder was his younger found the conveyance a few miles
lown the embankment. Altogether Jack Bos, Mrs. Clarence J. Becker,
1. If no loan is outstanc
the family, and Mrs. Arends is the vices of Mr. Charles Sligh as the get from the residentialdistrict brother and father of Mrs. Jennie up the road. Those in the party 50 men have been employedon the E. P. Stephan, John Van Appledowntown and the business men Mulder Smeenge, wife of Abel were the Misses Gertrude Wabeke, average during part of December dorn, Bruce Van Leuwen, Adrian against the adjusted-service
only one living today. Those were main speaker of the evening.
The program for the evening al- who did walk were simply exVan Putten, and Adrian Klaasen. tificate it should be forwarded wit
trying times and the young girl in
| Margaret Beukema, Lizzie Roze- and all of January.
Smeenge,the contractor.
This memorial concert will be the application to the regionaloffice
her ’teens was compelled to go to so includes a Violin Solo, Vocal hausted and had to rest at interI boom, liena De Haan, Fannie De
*
*
•
Despite these fine efforts on the
of veterans administrationfacility!
work immediately, helping toward numbers,a XylophoneSolo, and a vals. No automobiles could be movHaan,
Jennie Smith, Grace Knooi- part of the city engineer and his made up not only of the Ann ArThis week Ed Williams sold out huizen, Mr. and Mrs. John Van
bor
talent
but
there
will be a com- conducting regional officeaotivit
the family support until her mar- one act play presented by the Bus- ed,' because the snow was too deep
staff and the success that crowns
iness InstituteStudents.
and snow plows were unworkable his part of the City Hotel to his Tatenhove, Arthur Schaffer,Maribination of local choruses number- nearestthe applicant’s home. Fi
riage to Mr. Arends.
their efforts,there are always some
ities at which regionaloffice activi-|
for
the
same
reason.
And
still
the
partner
and
brother
George
WilThey had read of such wondernus "Butch" Den Herder, John who register a kick, but these are ing 175 persons.It will be a mix- ties are not conducted are not au-l
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kon- snow kept coming in large gusts liams. Note — Both men have pass- Roggen and John M. Slagh.
ed chorus and those organizations
ful prospects in Michigan that they
isolated cases and you generallyfind
out of the northwest
ed away several years ago.
who will take part are the Hope thorizedto make these settler
looked upon this state as the gate- ing, a daughter, Judith Ann.
them with a kick for everything
* • •
o
Chapel Choir, the Choral Union 2. If a loan was obtained ft
The business places didn’t do a
way toward their success,so with
The Crisp creamery has again that is a chronic ailment.
a bank but has not been rede
and the Civic Chorus.
Peter Wilms, old soldier,was
Friday February 7 Dr. A. Piet- dollar’s worth of business on the
their first born child of three weeks
The News says. "Hat’s off to enhired Henry Smith as butter
by the veterans admnistration
This
large
chorus
will
be
augelected
deacon
of
Hope
church
in
ers
of
Western
Theological
Seminfirst
day
for
there
were
no
peothey boarded the train for Buffalo,
gineer Zuidema, his able staff and
maker.
application will be executed
mented
by
an
orchestra
of
40
piecary
will
speak
before
the
Holland
place
of
Wm.
Brusse,
local
clothple on the street. Your editor rethere took a slow-going boat that
his faithful workers."
• •
forwardedto the veteran* adr
es.
stopped at every port along I>ake Open Forum at Labor HaJl on members John Van Tatenhove say- ing merchant. Note— Mr. Wilms
David Vander Schel of Holland
A
splendid program of music is istration, Arlington buildi
Erie, Lake Huron and Lake Mich- "Shall We Make Medical Service ing, “The French Cloak Store took was inventor of a "spring tooth”
Holland harbor is ice-lockedand
Washington, D. C.
harrow to be used on the farm and has the Michigan agency for the Lake Macatawa is closed to navi- now being arranged and very
igan, until finally Grand Haven a City Matter.” The public is in- in only one dollar in 2 days."
3. If a veteran obtained a U
new
kind
of
horse
shoe
that
is callthoughtfully
and
appropriately,
vited.
also
made
inventions
on
drive
well
was reached. They found nothing
A hurried council meeting was
gation. Ice in Lake Michigan exfrom the veterans administr
ed
the
"Never
Slip”
and
it
is
detwo
numbers
of
Handel's
Messiah
pumps.
That
was
before
the
days
that could hold them at Grand Hacalled at that time when John Vantends to about one-half mile from
he was furnished a pink
Donald Kramer, marimbaphonistder Sluis was mayor. The men in of water works in the citv when clared that If horses wear them it the breakwater and icebergs have will be rendered as a part of the
ven, so they came on by ox team
(Form 1184-c). The same wc
is
impossible
to
slip
even
on
ice.
program.
It
will
be
remembered
over terribly rough and sandy roads and Gary De Haan, pianist and ac- the shops and factorieswho were the porch or side yard of every
formed a considerabledistance that Mr. Snow gave this impres- be true if a loan was obtained frn
filled with stumps and stones. In companist, left for New York for idle because there was no coal for home was graced by a "pump Note — Dave is still baking bread from the shore line. Ice in Lake
sive religiousoratorio as a fore- a bank and redeemed by the vi
fact, the roads were so uneven with an audition with Major Bowes Fri- the boilers, were gathered togeth- handle.”Some fanners still have since the iron horse has supplanted Macatawa ranges from 7 to 9 inerans administration except
the
old
kind
in
slippery
places.
day
at
4
p.m.
"Hungarian
Rhapthem
as
well
as
spring-tooth
harno road at all, that it was difficult
er and they were asked if they
ches in thickness and scores of runner of all Christmasactivities the form would be numbered 11
during
each
holiday
season
and
sody
No.
2”
by
Liszt,
is
the
selecto stay on the wagon. The little
would volunteerto dig out the town rows. The widow, Mrs. Mary
shanties have been stationed for
a. In such a case if either form
Pete Steketee and Nick Hofsteen winter fishing on the lake. The each year the citizens of this city in the possessionof the veteran
family finally landed at I^iketown tion they have chosen for the au- for this was possibleonly by pick Wilms, still lives in the old homeand
its
environs
came
to
hear
this
26-pound muskelonge coast guard is on duty throughout
after having left Grand Haven at dition, which if successful, will re- and shovel. They willingly com- stead on River avenue and the caught
canata in such large numbers that should be attached securely to
7 a. m., and arriving at the Hol- sult in their appearing before the plied and the laborer and the bus- pump factory,rather aped, is still while fishing through the ice on the winter.
it taxed the seating capacity of applicationwhen submitted.
microphone
over
a
nationwide
netat
the
rear
of
the
Colonial
theatre.
Black
lake.
iness man worked side by side makland colony at 4 p. m.
4. The name and address
Hope Chapel.
work.
ing the highways in the city pass- Wm. Brusse, often mayor of HolDr. and Mrs. S. Nettinga,W. 11th
In Holland they fared little bewhich you desire the proceed*
—
o
o
land, still resides in his beautiful
ter when it came to work. They
St. entertained members of the
your certificate mailed should
Holland taxpayers have paid inBom to Mr. and Mrs. W. Alofs, A large parade was formed at home at College avenue and 10th
Western TheologicalSeminary and JOB OPEN FOR POSTAL CLERK printed or typed in the space pr
had laid away a little money, howto
the
treasurer
$150,000
approxtheir wives on Wednesday evening.
ever, while still in Albany, and R.R. 6, on Jan. 17, a son, Wayne the city hall headed -by mayor street.
There i* a job open for a sub- vided therefor on the face of tl
imately. All but $4,000 has been
Guests were Dr. John A. Ingham of stitute clerk, carrier at the Hol- application to avoid any mist
they lived nearly five years with- Jay.
• • •
Vander Sluis and marched to the
payed and some of this has already
out Mr. Arends working for wages.
Holland City State Bank building
The winter is exceedingly mild. been collected.It is expected that New York City, stated clerk of the land Postofflce, that is, provided in name or address.The post
general svnod, who is visitingin such a man passes the examination. department will not accept
Uncle Sam was sellingland at to her home she hears the dom- and from that comer different Black lake is free of ice and the
not more than $1,000 in delinquent
50 cents an acre, but this was cov- inie’s message every Sunday.
groups started to shovel in all di- ground is bare of snow. It is very taxes will be turned in when the the city for a short time in conMr. Dick Klein in the Holland unless addressed to an indivk
nectionwith his work. Dr. and Mrs. Postoffice, will give the examina- at an establishedpostofficeadc
ered with dense woods, and cutting
rections.The snow in the street spring-like in mid-January.
collectors get through.
Henry Hospers, Dr. and Mrs. Jacob tion which is to be held on Feb- Therefore, in giving the posf
The other lady, namely Mrs. Ma- was hauled by teams into Centen• • •
for a clearing was slow work.
• • •
Vander Meulen, Dr. and Mrs. Al- ruary 1st, Saturday of this week. to which settlement is to he ,
They finally moved to Singapore rie Kuhlman of Holland,goes Mrs. nial Park and the mountain of snow
The Lyceum Opera House Co.
Holland takes its first step in berts Pieters and Dr. and Mrs. For information and for blanks ed, care should be exercisedto
on the Kalamazoo river, across Arends nearly 3 years better.
that had accumulated remained held its annual meeting and Lane
Boy Scout work and is about to or- John R. Mulder.
If she lives till February11 she there well into May. In the residenfrom Saugatuck, the town that has
covering this examination, please the name of the place or post
Ranters was named president,Fillfigured in poetry and prose as “the will be 104 years old and on Feb- tial district the diggers heaped the more Bird secretaryand treasurer ganize a troop through Rev. F. O.
call for him at the Holland Post- correctly.
The Rev. L. Veltkamp who cele- office window.
lost city," and all that remained ruary 12 she will- be heading to- enow along each side of the side- and Charles Waring manager. The Grannes, rector of Grace church.
5. It is important that the in]
to a few years ago was a heap wards the 105th milestone.
walk higher than a tall man. The stockholderswent to the City Hotel The movement is highly endorsed brated his 60th birthday anniver- The call is a hasty one and the formation required in the appli
Mrs. Kuhlman is a native of Ger- middle of the road, too had to be for an “oyster supper” after the by Col. “Teddy” Roosevelt.C. Voss sary was surprised Wednesday af- notification in the newspaperswas tion be furnished in order to inti
ofP sawdust purchased by the government for munition purposes many and well remembers the man shoveled out for no conveyancemeeting all but Jake Kuite, Sr of Hope college is helping in the ternoon by members of the Ladies short. The blank lists a great many positive identification.
during the recent war. It will be of iron will, Prince Bismark, who could break through the road with who stated that he had forgotten organization.Meetings will be held Aid "Search the Scripture"society qualifications which must be filled,
6. Identification— Before sett
of Central Avenue Christian Re- including citizenship,age, height ment is made on an adjustedremembered that Singapore was largely directed the destinies of snow at such a depth.
about the meeting and had his sup- at "Guild Hall” on West 9th street.
formed church of which he is pres- and weight, physical ability, for- ice certificate the person appl]
once « thriving city with Sawmills, Germany.
City Engineer, Cari Bowen was per at home and did not feel inbanks, a postoffice,large stores Your editor will never forget the in charge at that time and on the clined to partake of a second help- FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY ident.
eign or native bom. Each applicant therefor will be identified as
and residences, all eventuallyswal- cartoon printed throughout the first day he put on 186 men. A day ing.
• • •
will be photographedand finger person entitledto the settll
Lewis
Tenckinck
has
moved
from
lowed up and buried by wandering nation when Kaiser Wilhelm, a later 254 men were out.
• • •
printed, today all requirements in for which an applicationis
•
•
*
residence on West McKinley the postal department, not because If made in the United States’ll
smug young chap, was at the rail
sand dunes.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry James De Young, a former mayor his
Holland
was
quiet for several
In the saw mills they also re- of the ship of state. The caption months during the heatless Sun- Raffenaud, on 12th street, Jan. 20, and superintendentof the Board of Street, Zeeland, to the residence the department looks upon any ap- possessionscertification will be
ceived no money, only when the over the cartoon was “Dropping
Public Works, and now still its of his father, Jacob Oosterbaan, licant with suspicionbut rather to cepted if made by a United
and Monday whkh was order- 1886, a son.
women went to the lumber offices the Pilot.” Prince Bismark sadly day
president, fifteenyears ago was about one mile east of Holland..
have all the details and data should postmasteror assistant
ed by the National Fuel Administer over an impression of the
and demanded cash, then the bosses left the ship since Wilhelm had dechosen as the general manager of
The
new
First
Reformed
church
tration of which the late W. J.
John Aikenhead;Clyde, Wm. Bill- emergencies arise.
Anyway, Saturdayis the day of office cancellationstamp; a
would “shell out” $5.00 or ao, the creed that this great national ex- Garrod, local insurance man, was on 9th and Market streetsis rap- the Home Furnace Co. The News ings.
the examinationand Dick at the missioned officerof the regular
wages otherwise being taken in ecutive would no longer be helms- the administrator.
idly assumingshape. The frame Is devotes more than a column to hl«
postal window can give you full tablitfhment of the armv, navy,
store trade at the company’s stores. man of the nation.
change. Just recently he retired
All schools in Holland were dos- nearly all up.
Attorney “Dan" Ten Cate’s car details and the necessary blanks.
marine corps; a member of
They lived in Singapore for Anyway, Mrs. Kuhlman vividly ed to conserve coal, except the Holfrom the management of the com• • •
United States senate or the
some time. Prom there they came remembers the Germany of sixty land Christian school which still
Another “cheap store” struck pany which he conducted success- recentlystolen, has been found. C.
an officer,
to Laketown and later to Holland. years ago for she was nearly 50
fully, but is still connected with Steketee,officer of this city, had BAKER NEW YORK SPEAKER of representatives,
had some coal left to continue.On town tills week and is occupying
Mrs. Arends remembers as a years old when she left Germany to Dec. 21, 1917, a few weeks before Post's old store on “Main” street the company. Chris Becker, a much to do with the finding of the Hollis S. Baker, presidentof the his officialtitle, of a post, chi
young girl, 80 years ago, visiting come to America. She has lived in this storm, the mercury went 21 They hang out a large “red flag.” practical furnace man in every de- car. The police declined to give the Baker Furniture factories, Holland, or other comparable unR of
the “big pillar church,” now the the dty of Holland and vicinity below zero. One of the disagreeable Note— Red flag then meant the de- partment, assumed the manage- name of the little town in Ohio spoke aj the annual convention of ganization recognized under:*
Ninth Street Christian Reformed close to half a century but is now features of this snowstorm was struction of legitimate business. ment some months ago. Recently of where the car was found in good the National Retail Dry Goods as- erans Regulation No. 10, dr
church before it was completed and in the county infirmary at East- the paying of part of the bill by Now its destructiongoes far be- Grand Rapids, he too is a man of conditionwith only two robes and sociationlast week in New York. officer over his officialtitle,of
she was asked by the carpenter to manville where she has been since the property owners. The bill as- yond that Just read what A Holland birth and got a great deal a rear bumper missing. Chief Van Mr. Baker spoke on the merchan- state or national body of
ganiZation,or any persor
of his furnace building experi- Ry also kept in touch with the case dising of fine furniture.
take a seat in the pews which they her hip was fractured in a fall at sessed to them was $816.29. Ac- Smith said Saturday.
legally authorized
and
it
is
believed
a
gang
of
auto
were building,in order to see if her home in Holland.
.......
......
—
ence here.
cording to a councilmeeting $100
thieves will soon be broken up.
they were comfortable. gl
Although crippled, she is still was paid but over $700 had to be
The Beechwood Boosterettesmet oaths in a state,
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
" *
I
Allegan County Circuit court Note— This is just what took place Wednesday evening and plans were sion, Distriet of
No longer able to attend services mentally alert and is able to read advanced from the general fund
TODAY
a
jury has been drawn. Those from later and several served prison made for a Valentine party to be federal
at her church, today the Central without glasses. Mrs. Kuhlman is to help pay for the factory laborUnited States,
Avenue ChristianReformed church, the official “grandma” among the ers who did the shoveling. The
A toboggan slide has been built this vicinityare Laketown,Henry sentences according to the News held Feb. 12. Volleyball was played. is
made in a
“a stone’sthrow” from her home, inmates at the county home at item goes on to say that it was ex- at the Fourth Ward school (now D. Ten Cate; Overisel, Julius files later. At least a half dozen
will be
Edi
torial
“Holland
will
approcars
were
stolen
in
ten
days
in
Pomn:
Fillmore,
H.
W.
Mulder;
The misses no services.Through a Eastmanville. Her husband passed pected that the property owners Washington) and the lumber waa
elate” on next page of this issue.
«
•>ecial wire from the church pulpit away many yean ago.
kindly donated by Alderman Elite Ganges, David Scrimger; Heath, Holland fifteen years ago.
(Continued on Page Four)
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At the annual banquet of' the
employes and officialsof the Holland Federal Bakin* co. held at the
Warm Friend tavern Saturday evening, Arthur Wrieden was the
speaker. Dick Miles, president of
firm also spoke at the meeting,
attended by 40 employes of the
concern. Merrick W. Hanc
Hanchett,
manager of the bakery, was toastmaster.

FARlf

BY ALL MEANS FEED BIRDS
IN CITY AND COUNTY

POWER MEET
IN

ALLENDALE

SPORT NOTES
FEB.

SOCIETY

4

NEWS

The cagers from Benton Harbor

The Ottawa county rural electrihigh school took over Holland with
Although there has been to date fication committee will meet in Al- a 28 to 21 victory in a scrappy
an abundance of food sources above lendale next Tuesday at 2 p.m. to
game in the Armory. Toward the
the snowline, ground feeding birds submit projects on proposed con- half the local boys showed promise
struction
1
DO
or
power
lines
in
rural
throughout the southern half of the
of catching up on an early lead
lower peninsula may face a foot ***•? The meeting is open to the
though the score at the end of the
shortagethis winter if existing public. C. O. Falkenwald of the fed- first period was 16 to 10. But the
eral rural electrification adminisweather conditions continue
tration and Lynd A. Walking of margin widened in the last period
grow worse.
and the invadersadd&d another
The ground in many places has Lansing, secreUry of the Michi- victory to their laurels. Irelandled
gan
Rural
Electrification
associabeen covered by ice and crusted
with nine points for the visitors,
tion, will speak.
snow, forcing ground-feeding birds
Buss following with six. Borr and
o
to seek seeds on plants standing
Bale led for Holland with seven
WRITERS HERE TO
above the snowline.
respectively.
BE GIVEN WORK and six points
Fortunately the rainy season
• * *
:

Drivers’ License Sale

—

plates.

is

Stimulated

W

Lena Williams,256
Ninth St entertainedmembers of
Crescent Hive No. 874 L O. T. M.
Toeaday. The followingofficers state require only a personal re
were installed,commander, Mrs. minder that their operatore’ liLibbie Parsons; .lieutenantcom- censes may have expired to cause
mander, Mrs. Anna Bennett; past them to investigateand apply for
commander, Mre. Grace Barnum; one if necessary.
...Mrs.

their 1936
.
While there are stiU thousands
of operators whose licenses have
expired,the fact remains that more

receivoa every aay, uus rave naving been averaged for the past two
months, with some 40,000 in December, 1935, alone. Chauffeurs’
licensestook a giant stride, more
than 35,000 being issued in those
two months, aa compared with
18,000 for the corresponding
partment of State as the result of months a year ago.
0
the flow of appUcations for these

record keeper, Mre. Nellie Haight;
chaplain, Mrs. Belle Haight; mistress at arms, Mrs. Lena Williafhs;
At a meeting of the Women's
sergeant, Mre. Mary Vander MeulLeague for Service of Fourth Reen; Deborah, Mrs. Bertie Decker;
formed church, Mrs. Fred Meyer
and sentinel picket Mrs. Ida Horn- ™e™?8 during the past two HARD of HEARING TO
gave a review of the lives of the
ing. Mrs. Barnum, the out-going months. Late in 1935, it became
CONVENE IN HOLLAND
late Mr. and Mrs. John Cornelius
1935 produced an abundance
commander presented gifts to all
Kalamazoo
Central
spoiled
Grand
Mon
Clifford M. Montague,
adminisCITY
°f
officers who served with her the
The Michigan League for the
trator and editor of the WPA writ- Haven’s record in the South- past year.
would contain two questions: one Hard of Hearing will hold th 1936
Holland,Michigan
western conferenceat Grand Haven
ers
project,
was
in
the
city
TuesEaUr«4 aa 8*e*nd CUu Matter at tha
The Junior Welfare League met ask ng the number of the appli- convention in this city during Tulip
ng
defeatingthe Blue and Gold cagers,
«flc« at Holland,Mich., under tha art
By establishingfeeding stations day making preliminary arrange 21 to 13, for the local’s first
•f CMgraoa. March Ird. I87».
ret league
leagu Tuesday night in the Literary club f"t8 operator’slicense; the other Time on May 15 and 16, William
Charles Van Zylen and Bert Gebmenta
to
get
the progra
program
unde:
rooms and a report was given that the date of expiration.
Connelly, secretary of the local
Business Office
2020 ben have returned from a three- now sportsmen and bird students way here.
re. Willard
Will
_____________
Wichers
has been defeat. The visitors displayed i
may
be
able to help many game
week visit in Texas where the
appointedacting supervisor and speedy attack to turn back the glasses had been supplied to one
The
thousands of plate applica- chamber of commerce,said today.
Three hundred persons in the
temperatureis about 80 in the birds to survive the winter. This is will interview applicanU at his of- Cohrsmen. Peckman led Kalama- Zeeland child, and four more chil- tions flowing across the counters of
the plea of the conservationdepart
dren were to be fitted in the near
shade
e. The two local men have infice on the third floor of the city zoo with nine points while Vander
the departmentin the capitoland srtate affiliatedwith the league are
future. The remainder of the eveterests in citrus groves in the Rio ment and sportsmen everywhere.
hall. Compilingof a historical re- Marden made five for Grand Haat branch offices throughoutthe planning to attend the convention
ning was spent in planningthe
which tentativelyhas secured as
Grande valley which is valued at
cord of this section, particularlya ven, Kalamazoo won the prelimistate, furnish the explanation for
program which the league will preheadquarters the steamships of the
fiO million dollars because of its
history of this city, of tulip time, nary game, 27 to 16.
sent at the regular meeting of
Chicago, Duluth’and Georgian Bay
fertilityand fruit tree groves. ZEELAND TAVERN LICENSE
resort facilities and other data,
o
the Woman’s Literary club next
Transit Co., now in winter docking
REVOKED AFTER HEARING will be the primary part of the pro- ENGINEERING MATERIALS
They met several from Michigan
week. Mrs. Lester Exo is chairat the foot of W. 16th St.
at San Antonio and Mission,Tex.,
ject. According to Wichers, NY A
INSPECTOR
EXAMINATIONS
man.
Sheriff's officers took possession
as they were easily identified by
workers will be given preference
tk Perator 8 j1106"8*8- lowing
Dr. J. E. Cook of Virginia Park
the Tulip Time tire cover on their of the beer license issued the although any in the city or comThe United States Civil Service Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Lapish
"fCecp your cvci unde open before
attended the annual veterinary
car. The men covered 4,200 miles Grandview Tavern near Zeeland munity who have had material Commission has announced open will mark the sixtieth anniversary
marriage,and close shut ihnea/tcr." on the trip.
after an onier revoking it was puWished will qualify. Those acmeeting held in East Lansing, this
competitive examinationsfor «n- of their marriage February 8, mak- tions about them as they purchased
issued by state officials as the re- cepted will work on a IHMiour
week.
JANUARY
ing the eighth living Holland coupRev. G. Tyssee, who for Lhe past
gineerinjr materials inspectorposi
' 22— Pint baaeball league. Na- month has been in Sterling, 111. sult of a hearing recently in monthly basis. The local office is tions with salaries ranging from le to cross the three-scorepost in
tional Aasociation. it orGrand Rapids. The officers charged the first to be establishedoutside
establishinga branch of the Re$2,000 to $2,600 a year. These sal- wedded careers.Mr. Lapish, 82, is
ginued, 1857.
the proprietor, Frank C. Gura, of the district office at Grand Rapf or mod church, has returned to
aries are subject to a deduction of a native of England, and Mrs. Lapish, 79, was born in Canada. They
^ Thirteen-pound meteor Holland.Rev. Tyssee reported that allowed gamblingand sold beer to ids.
3 Vi percent toward a retirement
persons already intoxicated.The
fallaat Cynthiana.Kenwere married in Saulte Ste. Marie,
It Costs
to
the prospects of establishing
annuity.
beer garden is in Holland township HOLLAND TRIO PLACES
strong congregation in the SterSpecialties representedare mech- where they resided until they lojust on the outskirts of Zeeland and
IN AMATEUR CONTEST anical, electric, and aeronautical.cated in Holland in 1892. Mr.
ling community are very bright.
enjoyed a tremendous patronage. It
24- FLnt railroad dining car
Wiliam
Hamelink,
214
E.
13th
Applicants must have had certain Lapish devoted his career here to
urnr^ri!
placed in aerrice,1864
St was treated at Holland hospit- was located on the Zeeland-Holland A trio of Hollanders,The Tulip specified experiencesin keeping stone cutting as a member of the
road, M-21.
City Triplets, won 1st prize of with the specialty in connection firm of Wareham & Lapish, and
al for injuriesreceived in a local
^3 2S— Washing ton'a great
was connected with the construcUndersheriffEdward Rycenga $10.00 in Lhe amateur contest held with which applicationis filed.
plant late Tuesday. The index fingOlafaens
60c
Smithaonian Library is
tion of several large buildings with
er
of
Hamelink's
left hand was and Deputies William Boeve and over station W.O.O.D. in Grand
Full
information
mav
be
obtainburnedto ground.1865
Rapids Tuesday night.
stone
taken
from
the
quarries
at
Charles
Haack
and
Fred
Bosma
severed when it was caught in a
ed from Dick Klein, Secretary of
The Tulip City Tripletsare: Al- the U. S. Civil Service Board of Waverly.He retired several years
Liver
saw. The other fingers were severe- and Lester De Pree of the Zeeland
M— Pint set tiers reach Ausfred
Berkompas
who
plays
the
saxpolice testified against Mr. Gura.
ly mangled.
tralia: 1030 convicts and
Examiners, at the post office or ago. Mr. and Mrs. Lapish are parMore Vitamins Per
guards. 1781
ents of three daughters. Mrs. Bert
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Diekema, Gura was not even given time to ophone; Gene Seaver, guitar and customhousein this city.
Habing, Mrs. Joseph Borgman and
r>28 Central Ave. had as their dispose of the stock on hand, it is Budd Van Liere who plays the piTeaspoon fu I
ano accordian.
27— Samuel Gompert,famous
guests for a few days, Rev. and said. Zeeland "drys" have protestFETE ALLEGAN FAMILY WHO Mrs. Allan F. Harris and one
labor leader, bom 1850.
granddaughter,
Miss
Frieda
Welch,
Mrs. Chares H. Judd and daughter ed against the place for two years
MOVE TO HOLLAND
pint
all of Holland.
Maybeth. Rev. Judd and his family and while only technicallyout of LAYING OF SIDEWALKS
NEAR
BEECH
WOOD
SCHOOL
the
city
limits
it
really
was
in
the
left
for
Philadelphia
where
he
will
50c
(Allegan
Gazette)
2S— Kuchan. Persia,earthTO BE VOTED ON
fill a secretarialposition for the built-up part of the city which has
quake kill*12,000,1894.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Maentz, who
(mina Inland Mission, presiding outgrownits border line. Zeeland, A meeting of persons living in with their two sons expect to move
oyer the mission home in Philadel- however, had no jurisdiction since
the districtof Beechwood School to Holland this week-endto make
Antiseptic
phia.
this belongs to Holland township.
will be held Monday at 8 p.m. to their home, have been honored by
The
home
of
Albert
Kapenga.
several
social
gatherings
since
the
HOLLAND WILL APPRECIATE
determine whether they will be
two miles north of Zeeland, was FIRST CHICKS IN ZEELAND willingto pay extra taxes for the news of Mr. Maentz’ new affiliation Albert J. Meyer, 71 of James50c bottles
town died Tuesday at Huizenga
destroyed by fire. The roads were
NEW POST OFFICE
constructionof sidewalks on How- became known. Monday evening MemorialHospital in Zeeland.SurArtists without a peer in Ann blocked with snow and it was imard Ave. from U.S.31, in the vicin- their close friends, Mr. and Mrs. viving are a son, John of Wayland,
Arbor have expressed the desire possibleto place fire fighting apUsually the shipping of baby ity of the school.Construction of Edward T. Horan, entertainedthem five daughters, Mrs. Alex Klooster
that they wish to come to Holland paratus near the home. The family chicks in Zeeland begins about this the sidewalk is deemed advisable and members of their supper and and Mrs. John Bos of Forest Grove,
was able to save a very few pieces
to give s memorial concert honor of furniture. The home was part- time, but the annual rush begins as a safety measure by the Boost- contractclub in their home. Guests Mrs. Raymond Freeman, Mrs. Howlate in February or early in March ers Club who are sponsoring the besides Mr. and Mrs. Maentz were ard Freeman and Mrs. Robert Sneing their highly esteemed fellow ly covered by insurance.
and continues well into May or proposal. Students are in danger Messrs, and Mesdames H. D. Tripp, den of Jamestown; 14 grandchilartist, the late W* Curtis Snow of
35 West 8th Street
June. This year the shipments have when they have to walk on the road R. B. Perrigo, R. E. Myers, W. E. dren, and two sisters, Mrs. C. Smith
Holland
NECKTIE SALESMAN
Hope College and Holland.
Schmitz, E. W. DeLano, F. E. Hol- of Holland and Mrs. J. Hakkeq of
already begun. Although not the which is rather busy at times.
AROUSES
SUSPICION
Creation of the special assess- land, Mrs. H. J. DeLano, and Mr. Grand Rapids. Funeral services will
first shipmentsfrom Zeeland this
So many beautiful tributes from
year, the first shipment of baby ment district was advanced as the and Mrs. Leo -Hoffman, the latter be held Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the
(Grand Rapid* Pres*)
others have been printed in the
chicks from the new post office moat expedient method of paying couple substitutingfor the L R.
Holland City News in eulogizing Association of Commerce re- just opened at Zeeland was made for the work, no immediateoutlay Armstrongs who were unable to home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sneden. one mile east of Jamestown
the music master, that anything ferred to the police department Tuesday by Mr. William Bos, of funds being necessary. The accept. Thursday night Mr. and Reformed church. The Rev. NichFriday
reports
from
local
industhe News might say would be weak
manager of Fairview Hatchery, district would be formulated from Mrs. H. 0. Maentz had their son olas Boer of Grand Rapids and the
tries that a man had been en- Zeeland.
territory lyfiing approximatelya and daughter-in-law as their dinner Rev. B. Lammers of Jamestown
testimonialsin comparison.
deavoring to sell neckties in their
mile long the proposedwalk.
guests and Friday evening Mr. and will officiate. Burial will be in
Mr. Snow has left his mark in- plants stating he was a son of an
Persons living in the Beechwood Mrs. E. W. DeLano will be hosts Jamestown cemetery.
delibly, daring the past six years, official of one or another comdistrict will be given the oppor- in their home entertainingsixteen
Holland, Mich.
The Albert Kapenga home in
tunity at the meeting Monday night guests with a beautifully appointed
in raising the standard and broaden panies with which the local indusNoordeloos was destroyed by fire
—continuousperformance DAILY starting2:30—
Paul
Lee
Kietzmann,
17
East
tries did business. He is said to
to express their opinions relative dinner followed by the game of
ing the scope In all things musical.
Sunday noon at 12 o’clock. The fire
price change 5:30—
have been tripped up at one plant 13th street, baby; Herbert J. Van
the proposed measure. If the contract in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
department could not be called due
He extended his efforts in so many by mentioningthe wrong custo- Duren, 190 West 9th street, 35 consensus of those present at the Maentz.
to blocked roads. Only a few pieces
years; Coral H. O’Connor, 92 West meeting express favor for the fordifferent directions, he was so lib- mer.
FRIDAY,
JAN. 31-FEB. 1
of furniture were saved.
10th
street,
19
years;
Harvey
Vismation
of
the
special
district
petieral in giving of his time and so
This agent is said to have been
SECOND SEMESTER TO
No
new
candidates
have
yet
sigDOUBLE
FEATURE
ser,
375
West
18th
street,
27
years;
tions will be circulated and the
START IN LOCAL SCHOOLS nified intentionof seeking office in
untiring in impartingto others operating without a license.
Matilda Lamborg, 36 West 12th necessary legal steps taken.
George Arliss in
the art he loved so much, that we
Holland Park township, but nine
street. 54 years; Fannie Drool 20
All taxpayers in the school disAll students in Holland schools
sometimeswonder whether the tax
East 7th street, 80 years; Dr. Ray- trict are urged to attend the meet- have been busy with exams which incumbentshave filed petitionsin
mond Anglemire, 5 East 8th street, ing at which the decisionwill be have been in progress all this week. anticipationof the primary March
his physical resources did not
59 years.
made to add this improvement to The new semester begins Monday 2. Those seeking re-electionsin
ake him a martyr to the cause
Claudette Colbert in
Park township are Clerk Albert
the northside area.
at Hope with little change in enhe so loved to espouse.
Kronemeyer, Supervisor, George
BUSINESS CHANGES IN
rollment and none in faculty anHeneveld, Treasurer Dick Nuisman
Mr. Snow simply organized HolZEELAND TAKE PLACE IMPASSABLE ROADS FORGE
ticipated.Although ten students
and JusticeA. Brinkman. Other oflaud’a musical talent into units and g8888833S883eegeagegsga During the week a business deal
OTTAWA SCHOOLS TO CLOSE complete their high school courses fices to be filledare highway comwas consummated in Zeeland
at Holland high the enrollment will
at will he amalgamated these unTUBS., WED., FEB. 3-4-5
IMMANUEL CHURCH
Several rural schools in the vic- not be varied as at least ten new missioners, board of review and
whereby the Van Loo Fuel Co. on
its into a crescendo.
constable.
Services in the Armory
Irene Dunne and Robert Taylor in
Washington St. leased their prop- inity of Holland have been tempor- students are expected to enroll.
Holland loved Mr. Snow. The
The P.-T.-A.club of the Ottawa
Invites you
erty to John Bosch of that city. arily forced to close owing to im- Otherwise there will be no change,
naic lovers of this vicinity knew
Rev. J. Lanting preaches at 10:- He will conduct it under the name passable roads caused by drifting the 10 B’s remaining in junior high school held its first program on
snows.
school and the new 7 B’s coming
cominir January 21. An interesting prothat they had found a man of real 00 a.m.— “Gideon and the Fleece of the Home Fuel Supply Co. The
The street department in the city up from the primary schools being gram was presented including the
new owner will take possessionthis
Tuesday, Feb- 4 is
NIGHT-Reraain as
worth and of real talent, and that or_alonewith God."
<:30 p.m.— ‘‘Four things men week Saturday.For the past 7 has augmented snow shoveling assigned to East junior high school presentationof two plays.
they were not misuken in this is
At
the
annua]
meeting
of
the
to see Shirley Temple in
will have to remember."
yrs. Benj. C. Van Loo owned and rtrrw8 w*^ shifts from the county as was decided at the last meeting
indicativefrom the fact that the
” PA- Streets have been kept of the board of education.One new Otawa county Holstein association
Thursdayevening, prayer meet- conducted the business.
Thus week also, J. and J. H. Vene- clean and main highways are open, instructorwill be the only change it was decided to send a delegation
best artists in music saw these ing and Bible study.
klasen disposedof the Central but many county roads are impass- in the Christian High school at to the state association meetings
same attributes in Mr. Snow. They
FRIDAY, FEB. 6-7
Gas and Oil Station, located on able.
the mid-semester change of classes. held during Farmer’s week in Lanso folly recognized this Holland CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
The brick farm home of Albert Harry York of Holland has been sing beginning February 3. A. L.
Services in Warm Friend Tavern M21 and Elm St. to Alvin and
James
Cagney,
Pat
O’Brien
and June Travis in
man’s worth and ability and were
Henry Geerlings, also of Zeeand. Kapenga at Noordeloos was razed engaged as an instructor for the Van Farowe, Hudsonvillewas nam10:30 a.m. — Sunday services
ao imbued with the spirit of love
The young men bought the proper- by fire Sunday. The fire depart- incoming freshman class number- ed president of the associationin
11:45 a.m. — Sunday school
8:00 p-m.— Wednesdayevening ty outright. The Veneklasen broth- ment was unable to appear, owing ing between 25 and 30 students. the county. Harold Keppel of Zeeand admiration for him, that they
testimonialmeeting.
ers operated a sen-icestationeven to impassable roads.
Examinationsare also being hed land, vice-president,and Emit Koolnnteeredto come to the city of
Saugatuck, Jan. 28.-The heavy in the St. Francis De Sales Catho- ber of Conklin, secreUry. Five di"Love" will be the subject of the before the relocationof M21. The
his adoption to join with Holland's lesson-sermon in all Christian Sci- Geerlings boys operated a station fall of snow
snow has
has rnaHo
made necessary lic primary school this week. The rectors chosen were Van Farowe,
musical talent to make this testi- e n c
churches
societies they leased from Vanden Berg the closing of the village school un- new semester begins Feb. 3 at the Keppe!, Peter De Hoop, Dick Groen
This theatre closed for remodeling and redecorating.
and Emil Kober.
til country roads can be cleared,
Catholic institution.
monial concert one long to be re- throughoutthe world on Sunday Bros. Oil Co. of Holland but this
o
February 2.
lease expires Saturday and will be
membered by our citizenry.
taken over by E. P. Vanden Bosch, CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
SNOWFALL IN HOLLAND
Holland is going to fully appreccm- MISSION 51-53 E. 8th St. well-known and popular Zeeland SOCIETIES CELEBRATE THE
SET AT 30 INCHES
55th ANNIVERSARY OF THE
man.
iate the coming of musical Ann ArGorge Troter, Supt.
FOUNDING OF THE C. E. Bert Smith, local weather obserOn last Thursday evening a new
Saturday night-Prai.se and Tesbor and we know that when this
timony.
merchandisingorganizationwas
ver reported the snow depth at
memorial offeringis given in this
Sundsy.t 1 :30 — Sunday School; formed in Zeeland, a reorganiza- All Christian Endeavor societies thirty inches Tuesday. Although
pearl of architecture,Hope Memare
this
week
celebrating
the
55th
^O—Henry J. Boone, Supt. of tion of the Wm. Bareman store,
the snow continues to come down,
orial Chapel, turned into a temple the City Mission Sunday school will that is to be known as the Cus^j anniversary of the founding of the the temperaturehas risen considof music by the very man in whose peak; at 6:30 — Young People's tomers’ Co-operative Company^ C. E movement The local union erably and it is thought that winter
will observe the event this Friday
memory this talented offering is Meeting; at 7:30-The monthly Sa- The company is composed of a evening with a banquet in Third is beginning to lose its grip here.
cred Concert; “One Hour of Mu- group of local citizenswho will
One traffic mishap occurred in
to be given, this community will sic.”
.,?ed c^urch beginning at 6:- the city Monday, according to
operate on a co-operativebasis.
emphasizetheir deep appreciation A brief EvangelisticMessage by The present group numbers about 30 oclock. The Rev. Henry Bast local police, when four cars were
twenty-fiveand there are prospects has been named as principal speak- involved in a collision in the center
through their presence on that eve- George Trotter.
Tuesday at 7:30— Prayer Meet- for several additionalmembers in er and will speak on the banquet of a block on W. 13th St. at 5 p.m.
ing.
ing.
the near future.
theme “We Choose Christ." Jun- Cars driven by William Nienhuis,
Wednesday at 7:30- The Fellow- The new company will occupy ior Endeavors of the city will gath- R.R. 6 and Richard Van Dyke, of
KINDS OF HOBBIES DISSunday afternoon at 2:30 o’clock this city met when both were enCUSSED AT CLUB MEETING ship ( lub; Thursday at 7:30-0r- the store formery operated ny er
in the First Reformed church for deavoring to negotiatebetween two
chestra Practice.
Mr.
Bareman.
During
the
past
A regular meeting of the WomFriday at 7:30- Young People’s week Mr. Bareman has been clos- their annual rally. John Den Arden parked cars owned bv Henry Van
en’s Literary club was h-id Tueshour.
ing out his stock and the new store seminarystudent will address the Ry and W. Rooks, both of Holday and Mis< Laura Boyd spoke
will begin business as soon as new meeting. James Nettinga, Western land. Besides crashing into each
on the subject “The Care and FeedTheological seminary student, will other the Neinhuis and Van Dyke
Hobby Horses.” In caring for THE OPEN BIBLE BAPTIST CH stock arrives.
( arpenters and decorators are address a meeting of the Holland vehiclesstruck the other two cars.
Dr Charles F. Fields. Pastor.
acquisitivehobbies or collections,
Intermediate union at the same All four automobiles were damaged
three essentials are necessary, Residence,328 River Ave., Ph 3923 now busy remodeling and redecor- time
in Trinity church. His sub- extensively. None was injured.
**•
ating the interiorof the store a
SUNDAY
real interest in the collection, a
ject will be, “The Youth’s Place in Icebergs, manv of them rising
Services held in the Woman's coat of fresh paint.
place to keep it and a desire to
At the meeting the first board the Church." As a specialfeature to heights of 12 to 14 feet, are reLiterary Ciub Building.Cor. Cen•g* informed ^>n the subject.
tral Ave. and Tenth St.
of directors was elected comprising the group which in past meetings ported to have formed on Lake
Irs. Oscar Thompson . .....
10:00 a.m.- Morning Worship. of Herman Telgenhof,William was attended by about 250 Inter- Michigan as far out as can be seen.
Miss Boyd in telling of two popuSubject
of sermon by the pastor, Bareman, George Kleinjans, John mediates will divide into four The channel at Macatawa Park is
lar acquisitive hobbies,the collectgroups for discussion.The mission- frozen sufficiently sturdy to suping of stamps and coins. She dis- J au! s PertinentPrayer." Eph. 3:- \N oilers and Peter H. Karsten, and
the venture will be incorporated ary committee discussion will be port men. No effort will be made
played exhibits belonging to her
a ni.— Bible School study- under the laws of Michigan. Mr. in charge of the Sixth Reformed to open the channel as Lake MacCTUdren, arranged by her father,
'^8^ The Whole Bible Course" with Telgenhofhas been chosen man- church, lookout, Third church atawa is closed to navigation,Holwho is a collector of note.
ager of the company. He is the prayer meeting, First church; am land coast guards Informed. Wil2 Good Luck Oleo ....... 43c
Miss Boyd then mentionedthe
1-2 lb. Liptoni Black Tea.. 39c 4 Large Page Milk ........ 29c
4:00 p.m.— Children's Hour in eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. recreation,Ebenezer church. An bur Yates of Gibson is reported to
inquisitive type of hobby of which
none better
charge of Miss Adrienne Tyssen Tegenhof who operate a store on attendance banner will be given to have had five fingers and two toes
1 Large Instant Poatum...4Ic
music is the most common.
I Large Lux ............. 23c
North State Street. At the board the societyhaving the highest per- severelyfrozen while driving a
Mrs. R. F. Keeler, a guest of the and Mr. Gilbert Van Wynen.
5
lbs,
Fine
Corn Meal ____ 17c
3 La France Powder ...... 25c
6:30 p.m.— Young People’s Ser- of director’s meeting the following centage of active members.
truck during the recent cold spell.
dub, explained some of the gen1 Small Lux ............. 9c
vice open for all. Mr. Donald Hop, officerswere chosen: William Bare6 Matches ........ L ..... 25c
eralities of the “genealogical”hobM Bakers Cocoa ......... 10c
man, president: Geo. Kleinjans,
$10,000 SUIT BASED UPON RIDE
by she has been following for the the president,in charge.
• :30 p.m. — Gospel Service. The
vice-president;
Herman Telgenhof,
TO FIRE IN JAMESTOWN
4 Lux Toilet Soap ....... 25c 5 Graham Flour ......... 21c
past eight years. Explaining that
1 Swansdown Cake Flour.25c
in ten generations an individual pastor will bring a propheticmess- secretary and manager; and John
To Mr. and Mrs. Russell Swan- When Edward DeYoung and his
1 Large Ovaltine ......... 55c
Woltere, treasurer.
has 1024 ancestors,she showed the age entitled, “Are the Two Beasts
4 lbs. Macaronior Spaghetti 29c
wife, Evelvn, heard that the home
2 Cans Corn Beef Hash.. .29c
neat amount of research and the of Revelation 13 Showing Life To1 Cocoa Wheat—
of Mr. DeYoung’smother in JamesWPA MEN AT GRAND HAVEN No. 6, r
^fun" involved in the study of
5 lbs. Blue Label Karo
town,
Ottawa
county, was afire,
1-2
lb. Liptons Creen Tea. 32c
MUST
REMOVE
SNOW
IN
At
the
morning
service
the
the
new cereal ........... 23c
Leon N;
genealogy.Miss Boyd concluded
“dstreet,
M"; March 22, 1934, they dashed to the
16th
EMERGENCIES
her talk by naming different hob- Lords Supper will be observed,
1-2
Lipton
Tea
Free
Syrup
..................
29c
boy; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur James home of John and Mary Ritchart,
1 Dozen Oranges 126 aize.37c
bies thst have proven very profit- new members received, and the misPostma, Hamilton, Mich., boy; Mr. in Grandville,where all lived, and
sionary offering taken.
Grand Haven WPA workers will
able.
and Mrs. Melvin B. Essenburg. 255 obtained permission for thei-r
THURSDAY
have to work on snow removal in
At a meeting of the Education
West 19th street, boy; Mr. and daughter-in-law,Vera Ritchart,to
7:30
p.m.—
Prayer,
praise
and
emergencies
when
weather
condipartment at 1:30 p.m., Mrs. Sears
testimony
meeting
held
in
the tions are such work cannot be done Mrs. Jerald Van Omen, 26 East drive them to the scene of the fire
McLean, recentlyreturned from
church. cor. Pine Ave. and Nine- on regular projects, Mayor Richard 15th street, girl; Mr. and Mrs. —for pay.
conferences in Washington, teenth St.
Leonard Overway, 307 West 18th AH went well until the driver
L. Cook said the city had been in4 on the youth movement
street, girl; Mr. and Mrs. Alton
attempted to reach over to shut a
formed
by
Richard
Cone,
assistant
told of the steps taken in the wJ]IhevJ>8st0,iiDr:Char?8
FFie,ds
Will begin Monday night a two to Robert J. Mason, WPA district Van Faaaen, 308 West 13th street, door and, taking her eyes off the
th conferences in the country
girl; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van
road, crashed into a concretebridge
director in Muskegon.
I# the state. Mr*. Wynand
leuvelen, ---106 East 13th street, boy.
o
chairman of the group
-o
Rapids, of which Rev. I. Van W’estThese eUegations are set up in a
The $45,000 addition to the fedenbrugge is pastor, speaking each eral building at Grand Haven,
WASHINGTON MARKET
declaration in a suit for *10,000,
H. P. KLEIS
week night at 7:30 with the ex- which has been under way for the
Phene
H. W. Dornboe
filed in circuitcourt by the DeARRIVALS TO THE CITY ception
154
B.
Eighth
St Phone 4784
of Saturday. He will be in past several months, is about 90
Youngs against Mr. and Mrs. RitchHackett. Grand Rapids,
WESTING A WARNER
his own pulpit Sundays with the per cent completed. It will take Bay City.
art
for
injuries
received
in
the
120 West 11th street.
825 Lincoln Avenue Phone 2806
exception of Feb. 16th.
several weeks to complete the
CENTRAL PARK GROCERY
Kuiper, Zeeland, Mich.,
Cornelius Vander Maelen of the
0
„
projectdue to lack of material.
PEOPLE’S MARKET
»bU avenue.
J. A H. DeJONGH
Jwob
Phone 5512
First State Bank was the speak
s
Fundamental Bible Class held
Rev. Henry Bast, pastor of RichThe addition will provide much
tl B. Tenth
Phone 9414 498 Columbia Ave. Phone S916
VInet, California,88 East
at a meeting of the Washington
hirurto
mond Street Reformed church,
Grand Rapids, will speak Friday
J. HULST A SON
QUALITY NEVER
,
-----* * *
Studies in
677 CoDege Ave. Phene 1*06
>oat inspection
inspectionoffice
office and
and customs
_____ igan’s Educational systems. A mis- evening at the annual Christian!
DISAPPOINTS
boat
Endeavor
banquet
in
Third
Re-|
>ffice, all locatedin the building.
ilding. [cellaneousprogram was presented.
formed church.
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of Third ChristianReformed 1 American Legion Auxiliairwill be ' house, the
the Mrs. Henry Kleine last week Sat- iness trip to Holland.
both at homo and in town.
On Tuesday evening Rev.
church, gathered at the Antena held on Monday evening, February doorway ai.u u.ru *
a icw
few mmuwc
minutes urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kempker
Thor# waa no Young People’! Hoffman motored to Grand
A stenographiccourse will be of- home on West Main st, Wednesday
I*0
Jeanette later. Thelma Gile. 12, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Harmsen were from Hamilton visited Mr. Gerrit Society Sunday evening on account to join in the celebrationof
fered in the Zeeland high school evening for a social time. Games S,u*' wl11
the Piano as a part Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gile, of Plain- in Grand Rapids on business last Kempker at Bonselaar Wednesday of weather conditions and bad FiftiethAnniversary of the
beginning Feb. 3. Miss Leola Jab- were played and prises won by 0 , j, pr,0f[T*nin are re- well, died in Crispe hospital short- week FYiday.
afternoon.
roads. For the same reasons the Reformed church of that city.
lonski, commercialteacher,will be Misses Julia Cook, Helen Buikema, *m^Lde 1
The Double Sauare Club met at
?*rd Part* 1 to after she had been struck by a
Miss Hilda Bakker made a trip monthly nreaohing servicesof the Hoffman, who has formerly
in charge of the classeswhich will Grace Vander Ploeg and
Wd on E"d*y ‘fternoon »»icar driven by Dr. 0. D. Hudnutt, the home of Elenore and Pearl to Holland Wednesday.
Reformed Church was also cancell- pastor of the church for ten
be open to seniors, juniorsand those Wiersma. Refreshments were ser- V?- 0C 0Ck' P ease note chanSej«»ko Plainwell,who told sheriff Drenten last Friday evening. Edna
Mr. and Mrs. Lucas Mieste vis- ed. No ChristianEndeavor meeting spoke a few words in the
n®t jn school who have had a course ved. Those present were Misses 01
Fred Miller that a spray of snow Dangremond and Geneva Timmer- ited Mr. and Mrs. John Mieste Sun- was held this week.
program.
of instructionin typewriting.
.
It Vivian Moeke, Beatrice Wiersma, “orn> to Mn “"d Mrs. Martin ’obscured his vision momentarily. man were winners of first and secday evening.
Last Tuesday afternoon a group
Rev. Hoffman expects to 1<
was the hope of thee board
__________
of edu- Leona Wagenaar, Hasel
^°fcu'0. a Bon. Robert No inquest was necessary, the ond prizes
Mrs. Harry Bonselaar and Miss of ladies were entertained at the our snowy climate very soon to
cation that many not in school who Florence Bouwens, Donna Brower, Allen, Wednesday, January 22; to coroner promptly said.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brink, Jr. Hazel Bonselaar visited Mr. and
home of Mrs. Ed. Scheur. Her joy the California sunshine,
are eligible will take alvantage of Ruth Lamer, Grace Vander Ploeg,
Mrs. Martin Schafsma, ‘ A little daughter was bom Jan- spent Sunday at the home of Mr. Mrs. William Overway Wednesday guests included Mrs. Ralph Vos,
plans to spend a few months
the course whcih is offered without Janet• Blaukamp and Helen Buik- Bwt Central Avenue, a daughter, uary 12 to Dr. and Mrs. Louis Mc- and Mrs. Arthur Kaedekelc of Al- afternoon.
Mrs. Henry Dampen, Mrs. Krak«
with his children, Mr. and Ml
charge.
Jamce Ruth, Fnday, January 24. Rae of Albuquerque, New Mexico. legan.
ema.
Miss Nan Jajcer from Chicago Mrs. Bosnian, and Mrs. Vande Riet, Marvin Hoffman of Los Angeles.
Florence
Lugten
of
Kalamazoo
William Haan, 45. Grand Rap- Officers of the Sunday school of
At the morning service of the Mrs. McRae was formerly Gladys
visited at Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Van
spent the week end with her par- Den Berg and family for the week
ids, who is reported to have been
First Reformed Church are: First Reformedchurch, Rev. J. Van Roberts, youngest daughter of Mrs.
a member of the State house of William Van Eenenaam, super- Peursem, pastor, will preach on Clarence Huyser of Fennville.The ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lugten. end.
Lawrence Brower, who has been
represenUtives,third district,from
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Koops
intendent; William Schipper, as- “Finding the Lost.” At 2:00 p.m. baby has been named Marilyn Mills, driving the Standard Oil truck for
1919 to 1923, was arrested by ZeevisKed Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Mietse.
sistant superintendent; A Schip- the regular Holland service will be | Young Henry Macntz is credited several years has resigned to opland police on complaint of HowMr. Dannis Nyland made a busof
Suites
held. At 7:30 p.m. the pastor has on all hands as being a very forper, secretary;M. Lookerse, treasard Miller, on a charge of obtainchosen “In The Midst” as his top- tunate young business man and erate an oil station in Zeeland. iness trip to Holland.
urer; M. C. Ver Hage, William
Mr.
Brower
expects
to
leave
about
ing money under false pretenses.
Mr. Ten Brink, butter maker, of
ic. At 7:30 p.m. on Thursday a .everybody is willing to give a bond
the middle of next month.
Haan was arraignedbefore Jus- Hieftje and Herman Derks, li- prayer servicewill be
East Saugatuck made a trip to
| that Holland people will never rebrarians. The teachers include:
George H. De Boer of Holland Holland.
t*06 of tbe Peace Henry Huxtable
Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg, pastor , g^t taking a part in the deal that
of Zeeland and sentenced to serve Beginners— Mrs. William Hieftje of the Second Reformed church will m»de bim a real factor in the busi- preached at the American ReformMr. and Mrs. Henry SchrotenMrs.
Mulder,
Miss
Ruth
Hieftje,
ed church Sunday morning. The boer's daughter, Gladys Joyce, is
20 days in the countv jail, in addipreach
on
“Christ
and
the
Chris- 1 ne8B life of their town. The First
tion to a fine of $10 and costs of Mrs. J. Bouma and Mrs. Milan tian” at the 10:00 a.m. service ! State Bank of Holland has great evening service was omitted be- recovering from an attack of scarcause of the storm.
$19.95. If he does not pay the fine Huyser. Primary— Mrs. T. Van- Sunday. Children’s talk on “Our ' prospects in their new president
let fever.
iident
Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Rigterink, A surpriseparty was held at the
and costs he will be required to derpels, Mrs. J. Westenbroek, Mrs. Missionarie’sLetter.” At 11:40 a.! and that for many reasons and
William
Van
Eenenaam,
Mrs.
J.
who had planned to leave for Flor- home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tuberserve a total of 50 days in jail.
ida last week Friday morning, have gen in Holland honoring their parJohn Brink, 89, died Monday afihXr/ltTs1,,
;
Hattie Rookus. Junior— Mr. P.
postponed the visit indefinitely as ens. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Brink
ternoon at his home in South Blenp.m. and at 6:30 p.m. the Inter- 1 gan Gatette.
Dykema, Mrs. H. Lookerse, Mr. K.
of East Saugatuck. Those present
don. Surviving are two sons, Germediate ana
and senior
Senior u.
C. t.
E. will meet. | Mrs. Matthew
Mattnew
Kovacevic,58, the result of weather conditions.
The Annual Congregational bus- were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tubergan
nt and Herman of South Blendon, Vanden Bosch, Mrs. Henry Derks, At 7:30 p.m. the pastor will preach died Tuesday afternoon at Holland
__4i»
a»_i. of
-'•»--*>*
• ••the
• first hospital following a prolonged ill- iness meeting of the First Reform- and daughter Diane, Mr. and Mrs.
and a daughter, Mrs. William Mar- Mr. C. F. Waldo, Miss Helen on
“A Trio
Beatitudes,"
link of Grand Rapids, 12 grand- Meeuwsen, Mr. A. Johnson and of a series of sermons on "The ness. She had resided in West Olive ed church was again postponed and Ray Bultema. Bill Timmerman,
will be held next Monday evening Miss Lilyan Brink, Bud Brink, Miss
children and five great-grandchil-Miss Gertrude Kaper. Senior _ J. Sermon on The Mount."
for the past seven years. Surviving
at 7:30 o’clock.
Elenore Drenten, Arend Hovinga,
dren. Funeral services were held Westenbroek, A. Schipper, Mrs. F.
a ...r
nephew,
J.
A
class in shorthand will be giv- are the husband,
-----_
—
, -Fred
----Last week was a week of snow Miss Rosie Brink, Bert Brink, Miss
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the home Klumper, Thomas Dewey, Dr. J. A. en in the high school during the 1 Novotony, and three nieces, Hattie
and at 1:30 p.m. at the South Blen- Van Eley, Mrs. B. Poest and Mrs. second semester. It will be open to] Hefferman. Bessie Panock and Ma- storms. A surprising amount of Evelyn Rot man, Lawrence, Ted,
don Reformed church. The Rev. J. Alting. Adult— Mrs. A. Kooi- juniors and seniors who have tak-' rie Maracich. The nieces reside in snow fell and was piled up into Calvin Brink, Misses Viola. Evelyn,
H. Fikse officiated and burial was man and the Rev. J. Van Perusem. en previous commercialwork, as I Chicago. Funeral services will be huge drifts every where. All side Muriel, Donna Brink and the
Home dept.— Mrs. Chester Fox. well as to persons not attending1 held °P Friday at 9 a m. in the St. roads are blocked. Several plows guests of honor. The evening was
in Blendon cemetery.
were kept busy to keep M40 clear spent with playing games and a
Cradle
Roll Mrs. William Hieftje.
li'rort/Ma
n
Francis Aa
de QSales
church with fl***
the
The later elementarygroup of
for traffic. The mailmen were com- two-course lunch was served. Mr.
Rev.
Fr.
Frederick
W.
Ryan
ofthe mothers club met Thursday The Pioneer NeighborhoodClub
William Witvliet,65 died Tuespelled to use snowmobiles. Farm- and Mrs. Brink wore presented
with Mrs. Kenneth Folkertsmaas was entertained at the home of day at his home in Zeeland. Sur- ficiating. Burial will be in Pilgrim ers came to town in sleighs, Comwith a beautifulgift.
cemetery.
Mrs.
John
R.
Dethmers
on
Cenleader. Music was provided by
viving are the widow, a daughter,
munity and Church meetings were
Mrs. Herbert Stanaway,who given up. School was kept open, The Willing Workers aid will
Misses G. Meeboer and M. Early. tennial Street, Zeeland recently. Velma, of Zeeland; three sisters,
meet Wednesday afternoon, JanuHealth Jingles were presented by The following ladies were pres- Mrs. A. Vereeke,Mrs. Cornelius ceebrated her birthday anniversary
t a large number of children ary 22.
the third grade. The fourth grade ent: Mrs. R. J. Vanden Berg, Mrs. Van Haitsma of Vrieslandand Saturday, was honored at a sur- were unable to reach school.
Not exactlyas cut shown
The Ladies Aid Society did not
gave health readings “Posture” Herman Miller, Mrs. Howard Mil- Mrs. Albert De Groot of Loveland, prise narty at her home in MontelWord has been received from meet on account of the snow storm
lo
Park.
The
evening
was
spent
in
ler,
Mrs.
Herbert
Van
Eenenaam,
was presented by Mrs. J. Ver Lee;
Colo, and one brother, Matthew
Enory Mosier who submitted to a and the roads were covered with
Fine Walnut Veneer. Every piece handaomely finished and
“My Son is Underweight"by Mrs. Mrs. Dick Van Bree, Mrs. Beni. Witvliet of Holland. Funeral ser- playing bridge and 500. High scores major operation at the Bay City snow.
in
bridge
tfere
attained
by
Mrs.
C. Bennett and “Glands"by Mrs. Goozen, Mrs. J. N. Clark, Mrs. F. vices will be held Friday at 2 p.m.
hospital, that the operation was a
well constructedthroughout
Mr. L. Lemmen visitedMr. GerM. Rogers.
Klumper, Mrs. Evelyn Irvine and at the LangelandFuneral home in Luella White and .Robert Leen- successful one. We hope Every will rit Kempker and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Andrus De Kruit, all of Zee- Zeeland. The Rev. R. J. Vanden houts. Mrs. Fred Brendel was a- continue to recover and be back
At a recent meeting of the PrisHarry Bonselaar recently.
land, and Mrs. Bert Van Hees of Berg, pastor of the Second Reform- warded the prize for 500. Guests with us in a few days.
Mr. Gradus Koops is staying by
cilla Mission society, of First Chriswere
A.
McClellan,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Grand Rapids. A pleasant after- ed church there, will officiateand
Marlon Van Orden has returned his brother George Koops on actian Reformed church the followArthur
White,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
to school after a week's illness. count of the snow storm.
42-INCH DRESSER with
42 INCH
with
ing officers were elected: The noon was spent and refreshments burial will be in Holland.
White, Mrs. F. BrendeJ of Greenwere served by Mrs. Klumper and
The Junior Welfare League has ville, Mrs. Lena Hacklander, Mr. Lois Lugten is absent from school
Rev. William Kok, president;Mrs.
32 INCH MIRROR.
30 INCH MIRROR,
Mrs. Evelyn Irvine, hostesses.
reported that one child from Zee- and Mrs. Paul Coster, Mrs. Albert because of illness.
HARLEM
R. Pool, vice president;Mrs. LesPlans have been completed for the land has been supplied with a pair Boone, Mr. and Mrs. J. Hoffman,
BED and
BENCH, BED,
ter Wyngarden, secretary; Mrs.
EAST SAUGATUCK
Van Noord, treasurer;Mrs. F. Vol- sixth annual baby chick and egg of glasses.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Habing, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Andv Luursma of
only
show to be held in Zeeland May 5
kers, assistanttreasurer.
At the Christian Endeavor meet- Mrs. A. Leenhouts and Miss Clara
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Koops Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs.
to 8. More than 5,000 persons at- ing of the first Reformed church McClellan.
Henry
Kamphuis
visited
with
their
Mrs. Arie Van Dyke of Zeeland
from East Saugatuckmade a bustended the show last year. The ex- to be held Sunday, the Rev. Seth
parents Mr. and Mrs. Henry
has returned after spending a week
hibit is sponsored by the Holland- Vander Werf, secretary of the ReJAMESTOWN
Kruithoff Sunday.
visiting her children, Dr. and Mrs.
Zeeland Hatcherymen's associationformed church house, will give a
Mrs. George Ter Haar, Mrs. Ben
Evert Sugarbakerin Detroit.
and Zeeland merchants. Features stereopticon lecture on the imMiss Clara Van Omen spent the
Ter Haar and son, Erwin, Mrs.
Mrs. Gerald Smith of Zeeland is will includewindow trimming congrants. The lecture will be present- weekend with her parents Mr. and
Arie Ter Haar and children Myra,
visiting a few weeks at the home tests, parade and free entertained before the Ladies Societiesof Mrs. Van Omen at Oakland.
and Bobbie, and Miss Caroline Ter
of relatives in Mukwanago, Wis.
ment. Officers elected for the show First Reformed church Tuesday
No Masquerade party was held
Haar, all of Holland,and Mrs.
An interestingparty was held at are: President,Herman J. Matter; evening February 4.
at the skating pond on Friday eveMartinus Nienhuis visited at the
the home of Miss Mary Wichers vice president, S. B. Wiersma; secning.
home of Mrs. Bert De Vries
212-216 River
HoDand
on Maple st., Wednesday evening retary, Jacob Geerlings; treasurer,
Mr. Peter Vander Velde led the
and daughter, Gertrude, Thursday
when the members of her Sunday Lee Meeuusen; directors,Robert
prayer meeting of the Second ReThe
Old
Reliable
Furniture
Store
afternoon.
school class gathered for an enjoy- Pool and G. J. VanHoven.
formed church Tuesday evening.
Miss Gertrude De Vries was the
able time. Games were played and
Rev. and Mrs. A. Jabaay, Rev.
A number of friends gathered at
supper guest of Miss Louise Beea luncheon was served. Those pres- and Mrs. Wm. Kok, Rev. H. E.
the home of Mr. John Van Hoven
len of Waukazoo Sunday evening.
ent included Misses Wilma Kui- Oostendorpand Rev. T. Vander The Graafschap Christian Re- to help him celebrate his 81st BirthMr. and Mrs. Abel P. Nienhuis
pers, Dorothy Waldo, Molly shoe- Ark were among those of this city formed churoh, one of the pioneer day on Monday.
and sons visited Mr. and Mrs. B.
maker, Gertrude Wissink and who attended the funeral services churchesin the Dutch settlement The Christian Endeavor Society
De Vries and family Friday eveLillian Schuiling.
group of for Mrs. E. J. Krohne at Hudson- western Mich., will celebrateits of the Second Reformed church
ning.
girls, members of the Sunday ville Tuesday afternoon.
89th anniversary this year. Estab- met Sunday evening with Miss CynMrs. Fred Bell, Jr., visitedMrs.
Houghton Mifflin Co .......
school class of Mrs. Gilbert Antena
The regular meeting of the lished in 1847 as a Reformed tjiia Lammers as the leader. The
B. De Vries and Gertrude Tuesday
Holland, Mich., Jan. 13, 1936 The Book Nook ..................
church, it seceded 10 years later topic for discussion was “Basic
FOR
SALE:
Nice Table Lamp.— afternoon.
Gamble Hinged Music Co.
and was organized as a Christian principalsof our church."
Baker Used Furniture,7th St.
The program committee of the
The Board of Education met in Central Hardware .............
Rev. Schortinghuis of Ebenezer
Reformed church. The Rev. H. Blystra is the present pastor and has conducted the services at the Sec- FOR SALE— Used Majestic 8 tube Harlem P. T. A. met at the home reguar Reasion and was called to Associated Truck Line ....
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schutt. order by the Vice President.
Tubbergen Bros ...............
served since 1932, coming from ond Reformed church on Sunday.
console radio, $15.00. Several
Members all present except Bolhuis Lumber Co ............. 68.1
Sully, Iowa. The church has a mem- Next Sunday the serviceswill be table moddls, $5.00 up. — Meyer Mu- Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Timmer and Mr. and Mrs. Trustees Beeuwkes and Brooks.
Eugene Dietzgen Co.
bership of 1047 from 218 families. conducted by a student of the sic
Itc
Henry Wassink.
Trustee Kollen opened with pra- Oliver Machinery Co.
The Rev. M. Bolt of the Niekerk Western Theological Seminary.
H. Slagh and George Vander yer.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter De Leeuw FOR SALE — Used Hinze piano.
Zoermsn Hardware
ChristianReformed church conThe minutes of the previous Lussky White Co ................. S^j
ducted the morning and afternoon and Miss Stena Post visited Mr.
Made by the Kimball Company. Hulst are on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. John Neinhuis and meeting were read and approved.
De Free Hdw .......
services in Sixteenth Street Chris- and Mrs. Harry Baker on Satur- Walnut finish, good condition, $59.The committee on Schools re- Standard Grocery
tian Reformed church Sunday. day.
00. — Meyer Music
Itc daughter, Shirley, of Holland were
Miss Eleanor Rymbrandt has rethe supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. commended the following.
J. Verhulst ............................
IM
The Rev. P. Jonker, Jr., conducted
Your committeeon schools has De Vries & Dornbos
the morning and afternoonservices turned to her home from the Zee- FOR SALE: February Sale of Lace Martinus Nienhuis last Wednesday.
panels, 45 rnches wide, extra
bad under considerationthe crowd- Superior Ice Co ................... ti
o
at the Niekerk ChristianReformed land hospital after an operation
ed condition of the Senior High Florence Brower ................20J
for the removal of her appendicta. special59c each, one group 42 inchurch.
OVERISEL
School, and the fact that every Glen Eilers
Mr. and Mrs. W. Vermema of ches wide, fancy weave, 79c each.
It is decidedly fine to have the
Mass Furniture.
Mrs. John Arink, who has been class room in both Junior and Evelyn Harmson ................20.1
trunkline roads cleared of snow Grand Rapids visited their children
Senior High School is occupied, American Library Ass’n.
Al
that automobilescan run with Mr. and Mrs. Allyn Rymbrandt on FOR SALE, Odd lot of double visiting her son. Rev. Harold Arink
of Ustick, IllinoisJreturned to and that the teaching load (the The Book Nook ..................
greater speed and safety. This Saturday.
blankets,
large
size,
special Overisel last Saturday. She is a- pupil-teacherratio) is as heavy as
Miss Eudora Vande Bunte is
Remington Rand Inc .......
sly
prices, $1.19 and $2.19 each.— Mass gain making her home with Mr. it can be made without impairing
MacMillanCo ...................
and Mrs. James Koonman.
the effciency of the instruction. U File M Mfg. Co ...........
parents ^rMr. and
and ^r8>
Mrs. Clyde
Clyde Hollis, Furniture Co.
The state thus clears ninety-three par€nt®
Deanetta Vande Riet of Grand The Senior high school which was H. W. Wilson Co ...............
No Catechism was held at the One good used sewing machine.
per cent of such roads. The cost
Second Reformed church on Wed- Only $6.00. Singer. One drop head Rapids spent last week-end at the built for from four to five hundred Meredith Pub. Co. ..........
per year has been nearly $800,000;
home of her uncle. Rev. Vande Riet. students now has a membershipof American.Forests ............
nesday due to the bad weather.
rotary sewing machine. Only $15.
but as the work is to be this winter
o
Several of the High School and seven hundred twenty-five. The Educational Digest ..........
We repair all makes of sewing ma- College
greatly enlarged,the cost will run
studentsfrom Overisel, Junior High school has a mem- AssociatedTruck Line ......
SPRING LAKE MOVES
chines.
All
work
guaranteed.
Fresh, Crisp Soda
into millions.This extensionof the
who motor to Holland daily, were bership of eight hundred three. If Holland Printing Co .......
ITS TOWNSHIP OFFICE
Meyer Music
Itc
service is made chiefly in the upper
(
snowbound during the pant weeks the usual mid-year transfers are Central Mich. Paper Co. ..
Board meetings and other activ1 . lb.
peninsula,and northern part of the ities of Spring Lake township formmade, ninety-five 9- A students who Alma Koertge, salary ......
i
L Box
lower where the snowfalls are so erly held in tne village hall will be FOR SALE— Young Jersey cow,
become 10-B's February 3, will be Dr. J. O. Staughton .........
Expires Feb. 15 — 12987
due to freshen; also good separator.
much heavier.
Snow Queen
24 Vi lb.
transferred to Senior high school. Arnold Derksen ................
hed in the Perkins building until
State
of
Michigan
Jacob
Slotman,
Dunningville,
Mich.
All Purpose Flour
Bag
Mr. and Mrs. Cady Jordan of the new proposed municipal buildThis will increasethe membership A. FlanaganCo ................
The
Probate
Court
for the
Phone
Hamilton 9F21.
Chicago have purchased the Anna ing is completed. The removal of
of the Senior High school to Ihling Bros ..........................
9 Ib
County of Ottawa.
Pure Ambrosia
Wade home at Saugatuck, which township records and the public FOR SALE — 68 acre clay farm At a session of said Court, held more than eight hundred, after de- Zoerman Hdw ...............
L Box
ducting the number who will com- Associated Truck Line
they will soon remodel and make library were completed Wedneswith a seven room house and two at the Probate Office in the city of
Fine granulated
plete the twelfth grade and leave Postage and express .......... 15.!
their year round home. Mr. Jordan day.
lbs.
large barns, located across from Grand Haven in said County, on
Pure Beet
school at the end of this semester. H. Ebelink ....... . ......
o
is a brother of the late Scott JorEast SaugatuckChurch.
the 22nd day of January A. I)., If the usual transfers are made, T. Keppel's Sons ...
dan, who had been a summer resiHAMILTON
Smooth
FOR
SALE
or
RENT
—
40
acre
fruit
1936.
6-A’s, who become 7-B's on Milton Bradley Co.
2 Ib. Jar
dent here for many years. The
Tasty
and poultry farm, seven room Present: Hon. CORA VAN DE seventy
February 3, will be transferredto De Free Hardware .
Cady Jordans have become very
Hamilton
Fire
Department
was
house,
complete
bath
and
electricWATER, Judge of Probate.
Kellogg’s
the Junior High school.
Elm Valley Milk Co ...........28J
enthusiasticover the beauties of called out last Saturday morning ity, large hen-house and bam, also
In the Matter of the Estate of
To make these usual transfers Lowe & Campbell ..............
Saugatuck
and
are
a
most
valuable
to county garage in the north end concrete block garage. Russell A.
Pkgs.
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
2
would cause an almost impossible Fris Book Store ..................
addition to our village in every of town. A county road truck had Klaasen Insurance and Real Estate,
John B. Mulder, Deceased
condition in the Senior High Van PuttenV Grocery ........
way.
caught fire. The blaze was put out 8 East 8th Street, Holland.
Tri Point
Jeannette Mulder having filed in school.
Superior Cigar Co .............
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Myers and in short order by the firemen.
said court her petition, praying for
Your
committee recommends Nies Hdw. .....................
Ed
Dampen
returned
to
work
at
son Jimmie of Fennville,enjoyed
BARGAINS IN NEW LUMBER: license to sell the interestof said that the present 9-A students who Boven’s Dry Goods ...........
Sunday dinner with the former’s the Dampen Hardware last Monday
Hemlock 2x4s, 2x6s, Shiplap, estate in certain real estate therein will be 10-B’r February3, remain Faasen's ..........................
Oven Fresh
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George morning after an absence of eight Sheathing $27. Before you buy get described,
in the Junior High building the Mich. School Service ..........
Plain Varieties
weeks, Mrs. Dampen has recovMyers of Holland.
It is Ordered. That the 25th day remainder of this school year.
our prices on Barn Boards and Barn
Corner Hardware .........
ed
from
a
serious
illness
with
ty(Fig Bars and Ginger Snaps)
Mrs. George Thomas and Miss
Shingles.—Bolhuis Lbr. & Mfg. Co. of February A. I). 1936, at ten
We further recommend that the Mrs. J. Lampen ......
phoid.
Anne Kuisenga of Holland attend200 E. 17th
6tc7 o’clock in the forenoon, at said vacant rooms in Froebel No. 2 A. I. Nvstrom Co. .......
Sweet
O No. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Koning and son
probate office, be and is hereby school which has recently been White Bros ................
ed All Saints’ church Sunday eveEarly
J Cans
Floyd Allen of Holland were at the
ning at Saugatuck.
ATTENTION—
Stock owners. Free appointed for hearing said petition, remodeled and put in excellent J. J. Riemersma
Tanis home Monday evening. service given on dead or disabled and that all persons interestedin
Ever
Q
Mrs. William R. Takken and Ben
condition,be equipped ior Junior
Janitors’ Salary
Della Vander Kolk of Muskegon
Cream
O
horses and cows. Notify us prompt- said estate appear before said High school work and that the 6-A
Mrs. Charles V. Grant of Holland
January
1,329.
spent the week end with her mothly- Phone 9745, collect. HOL- court, at said time and place, to classes to be promotedto the 7-B
attended Saugatuck Woman’s Club
Fresh
O
16J
er Mrs. J. Vander Kolk.
show cause why a license to sell February 3, be transferredto that Gerrit
LAND
RENDERING
WORKS.
Friday
afternoon.
0
C. P. Zwemer
Mrs. Wallie Monroe, Jr., returnthe
interest
of
said
estate
in
said
6340
school.
recommend
further
RepresentativeClare E. Hoffman
Model Laundry
ed to her home in Chicago after
Vine
O
real estate should not be granted; that the rame of this school be
has announcedas his appointee to
Associated Truck Line
visiting relatives in this vicinity QUICK CASH — I^oans $25 to $300.
Solid
J
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
pubchanged to East Junior High Belding Basket Co.
the naval academy in Annapolis for several days.
Autos
Livestock
—
Furniture.
lic
notice
thereof
be
given
by
pubschool.
Sweet,
i
Edwin I. Donley of Buchanan, The Ladies Missionary society
Quality Millwork
Holland Loan Association,over lication of a copy of this order, for
Early June
tI
First, second and
third alternates of the American Reformed church
nd third
Holland Ceaner Co ......
Ollies Sport Shoo.
thret
successive
weeks
previous
to
are Robert H. Pullen of Allegan, met at the home of Mrs. B. VoorAt the last regular meeting of Holland Super Service
said
day
of
hearing,
in
the
Holland
Maurice Hem of Sturgis and Leon horst last week Thursday afterthe Board of Education the matter Michigan Gas Co.
BaIk
WANTED
Citv News, a newspaper printed of girls making house-to-house
E. Burgoyne of Berrien Springs. noon.
Board of Public Works
LOUIS
PADNOS
and
circulated
in
said
County.
Whole or
Appointmentsto the academy are
canvasses for the sale of tickets J. & 11. De Jongh ...........
Mr. and Mrs. John IHg of Grand Wants to Buy all Kinds of Scran
CORA VAN DE WATER. for school functions was referred De Fouw Electric Co.
Split
made on the basis of competitive Rapids visited friends and rela- Material, Old Iron, Radiators,Old
Judge of Probate.
examinationswhich candidates tives here last week.
to the committee on school. Your White Bros. Electric .....
Batteries and other Junk. Beat A true copy:
wrote in September, 1935.
committee has given this matter Holland Super Service
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Grevengoed market price; also feed and sugar
Dolores
Wierenger
Jackson
The date for completion of Alle- Mr. and Mrs. HaroN Haahius of
careful consideration and recom- Comer Hdw ....................
Dep. Register of Probate
gan’s hydro-electricpower project Holland were guests of Mr. and
mends that house-to-house canvas De Free Hdw ..................
»*»>...«
190BEast 8th
Holland
has been postponed from April to
by girls be limited to girls of the Zoerman Hdw ..............
Phone
2905
Expires March 7
Dr. John Sterenberg, Dr. J. J.
“sometime in early summer” by
high school senior class, and that Central Hdw ....................
TO
WHOM
IT MAY CONCERN:
city officials and the contractors. Brower and Dr. M. J. Cook attendsuch canvassingbe done only in H. C. Bontekoe .............
DR. J. G. HUIZENGA
Take
notice that a Limited Partdaylight hours.
The project has been a subject of ed the alumni dental meeting of the
T. Keppel's Sons ...........
nership has been formed and is
of
Grant
A
Huizenga,
Gr.
Rapida
litigationand under construction University of Michigan WedInesMoved by Trustee Geerlings sup- De Fouw Electric
___
< i*> •>*« 1.0!
doing
business
under
the
name
of
Eye—
Ear—
Nose—
Throat
since 1926. At present final touches day.
Osborn Research Farm, located in ported by Trustee De Koster that F. & F. Bouwman ..............26.7fl
Peoples State Bank Building
the recommendationsbe adopted. Nelson Bosman
are being put on some phases of
Park Township and elsewhere in
Holland. Michigan
• 5 • |b- "**
Carried.
Lokker & Rutgers ..............47.<
the work, while contracts remainOttawa
County,
Michigan,
to
tranHonrs— 10 to
2 to 4:30
Moved by Trustee Lampen suping to be let are those for supply- GAY SHRINE CIRCUS OPENS
Phone:
ReaMenr# 211 sact the business“breed, hatch and ported by Trustee Kollen that ap- IXL Machine Shop ............. 202.7
Geo. Woldring & Sons ...... 67J
GRAND RAPIDS ON MONDAY
ib
ing meters and constructing the
raise 'chicks’and poultry; buy,
propriate signs be placed on the C. P. Dolge Co .....................
71.1
plumbingsystem at the plant.
sell, and deal in poultry, poultry
school grounds. Carried all mem- Warm Friend Garage ..
Fennville and Saugatuck enjoy Two PerformancesGiven Daily at
supplies, medicines, feeds, farm
Civic Auditorium
bers voting aye.
Johnson Service Co .......
the friendships of “sistertowns”
supplies and farm equipment; and
Eye. Ear. Noae and Throat
The committee on Claims and Geo. Mooi Roofing Co. ......
until basket ball looms before them
in
general
to
carry
on
any
busiThe Shrine cirus opened in hte
SneHalfaf
Accounts reported favorably on the Jas. A. Brouwer Co ............. 17.1
then the keenest rivalry springs Civic auditorium in Grand Rapids,
ness in connection therewith and
following bills.
(Over Model Drug Sfnre>
White Bros. Electric
forth. At the games last week held
incident
thereto
not
forbidden
by
Mondav
afternoon
and
continue
>«%
im b.
Otflee Hnnrn: 0-7 a.
2-5 n. m
Jeanette Westveer salary....113.35 Meyer
eyt
Music House, band
here in the auditorium honors were
through Saturday giving two per- Evenings — Ratnrday 7dM* to O-OO the Laws of the State of Mich- Ihllng Broa....„ ....................
1.36 A. J. Nystrom,
maps,
.
aps, globe
split even among the first and secigan.”
20%— $1.38
formances every day at 3 and 8 Phones: Office
Rea. 2774
Multivtamp Co .....................2.05 Denoyer Geppert Co., mays
ond teams.
The
General
Partner
is
Minnie
o’clock.
Special Assessments
100 Ib.
Vander Meulen ............ 60.00
A 17-year-oldboy and a 12-year- Clayton H. Hoffman, chairman of
Ray Osborne, residingin Park Nell
DON’T GET UP NIGHTS
Roberta Oaborne .......... . ...... 36.00 For Paving ..... ..... * ..... ^ ..... l,69ii
old girl were killed in Allegan the Snrine circus committee, says
Township, Ottawa County, MichMich. Bell Telephone Co ..... 31.65
Liability Insurance
county from automobile accidents the show is more entertainingand
igan, The Special Partner is JarMake Thin 25c Test
Holland City News
....... 8.55
traceabledirectly to the heavy has more thrillingand hizardus
For teachers ....... . ...............
Use jnnioer oil, buchu leaves, rett N. Clark, residing at Zeeland. Holland Evening Sentinel
9.07
snow. Merton Story, 17, son of acts than any of the previous cir- etc., to flush out excess acids and Michigan. The amount contributed
For janKors ........................
20.85
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Story of cuses given by the local organiza- waste matter. Get rid of bladder to the Common Stock by Special Henry Geerlings,salary ..
Scrip Redeemed
Teacher's Salary
First State Bank
............
Casco township, died Friday after- tion.
irritationthat causes waking up, Partner, Jarrett N. Clark is $500,...... .....13,000.00
Insurance
noon at his home shortly after hav- The
____________
aftemhow attractionwill be frequent desire, scanty flow, burn 00. The Limited Partnership is to January salaries
...cr?,k<^ “tween his the largest man in the world. He
«c in* and backache. Get iuniper oil, commence January 22, 1936 and Lyons & Carnahan ............8.35 McBride Agency, boUer»^
fatheria milk tnide and a parked is said to be 9 feet 1 inch in height, buchu leaves, etc., in little green continue for a period terminating Lone Star School Bk. Co ..... 2.64
“Every
Prices
Educational Music Bureau.. 32.99
car. The truck had run into a snow General admission will be 50 tablets called Bukets. the bladder December 31, 1936.
Becklty Cardy Co ..... . ........20.23
bank and the youth was aiding his cents. Children will be admitted,in laxative. In four days if not pleased Dated: ' January 23, 1936.
Rand McNally Co .............. 17.29
Osborne Research Farm
father in freeingit when released .the afternoons for 25 cents. Re- go back and get vour 25c. Get reg32 West 8th Street
Holland
C. C. Birchard Co .................11.77 all members
By M. R. Osborne
suddenly, the vehicle rolled hack-! served seats wiU be solfat nights ular sleep and feel “full of pep.’
A. S. Barnes Co ................... 8.48
General Partner
rd, pinning him between it and and Saturday afternoon for 25 —Wade Bros. Drug Store, Peck
....... 6.78
Holand, Michigan R. F. D.l Express and freight
parked car. Walking into the cents extra.
Drug Store.
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THE HOLLAND C1TT NEWS

LOCAL NEWS

H. Den Herder, president of the
Women’s Missionary society; Dr.
At the annual congregational A. Leenhouts,chairman of the

Holland Ready

If possible use printer**ink. It i* bridge were in play. Prisea for high inches fell. In 1929-30 there was worst storms in the history of the ment WiHUm Pant, owner of the
neceaeary that the ridges in the score were awarded to Mrs. George 66.7 inches, in 1917-18,63.2 inches city tied up Grand Haven for four Holland Monument Works reca led
prigt are clear and distinct; other- Manting, Mrs. Miller, Ray N. Smith and to date including November, days.
one time that his father,who had
membership committee; and ^enwise the application will have to and Chester Van Tongeren. Host- December and January there has
That was the winter during the a milk route, had a horse stuck opmatting in Hope Reformed church ry Winter, church treasurer. Dr.
be returned to you for better fin- esses were Mrs. Esther Frundt, been a fall of 66 inches.
war when the heatless,wheatless posite the old post office building,
parlors Wed. night, the following T. W. Davidson presented the pasgerprint impressions. In case any Mrs. Martin Kammeraad and Mr*.
At
the present time there are and sweeties* days were ordered at Washington and First Streets,
alders were re-electedto the con- tor’s report.
or all of the fingersof right hand Chester Ver Mueen.
about 22 inches on the level. The by the government.The Grand and that he was literally dug out
sistoryof the church: Supt. E. E.
are gone, take impression of the
Misses Emma and Alice Kuyers
This is “thirty" for the editor heaviest daily snowfall this year Haven Dally Tribune carried col- of the snow before the animal
1
animal was
(Continued
from
Page
One)
Fell, Dr. W. M.
I. Tanpan,
Tappan, Dr.
Dr. J. B.
fingers
of
the
left
hand,
stating
unthis week.
was Jan. 18 when there was a umns that year on the coal short- able to move.
entertained a group of friends at
Nykerk, Leon Moody. Jacob Lokder
the
fingerprints
that
it
is
the
..... o
f
fall of nine inches. In February age due, not only to the restric
consul, a recognized representative
He also recalled being stalled in
ker and C. J. Dregman also were the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Application for a
a marriage li- last year the record was 10% inch- Jons, but the snow blockade on the Fremont once for four days as
of an American embassy or lega- left hand instead of the right In
elected elders. Deacons named Kuyers, 280 West 14th St. on Tuesthe case of veterans who are ment- cense was made at the county es.
railroads that prevented Khipmerita.there were no trains in or out of
tion,
or
by
a
person
authorized
to
were Vernon D. Ten Cate. Edward day evening. Those present were
allv incapacitatedand application clerk’s office by Albert Ter Haar,
The lowest temperaturerecord Many of the factories were forced that dtv during the time. There
J. Yeomans and Dr J. Haney (lertnide Junker, Edna and Alice administer oaths under the laws is being executed by a representa27, Jamestown and Marian Vander recorded in officialannais is 26 de- to close, there were no public
of
the
place
where
idertification is
was little motor travel in 1918 durKeinheksel.Dr. E. D. Dinimrn! \ienhuis, Luella Rement, Johanna
tive
of
the
veteran,
the
veteran’s
Heuvel, 19, Jamestown.
grees below zero on Feb. 11, 1899. meetings, people were forced to ing the winter and the county and
presided at the meeting aid rcGeneva Klienheksel, Gladys made; provided there be attached fingerprints will be obtained if poso
to the certificate of such latter ofOther below zero marks are Jan. move iif with others and there was state roads were not kept open as
arts were given by Mrs. (I. K Kol- TaNma, Misses Josephine and Rhosible. If this cannot be done, as GOSPEL MESSENGERS
*7, 1918. 11 below; Feb. 4 and 5 suffering on account of the lack they are today.
len, superintendent of the Sunday | da Johnson, Fanny, Grace and Mil- ficer a proper certification by an also in the case of an individual
AT IMMANUEL CHURCH 1918, 14 below; Feb. 9, 1933, 11 be- of coal.
•chool; Mrs. N. Dykhuizen, preai- died Kuyers, Ruth Bos, and Alice accreditedofficialof the state de- whose fingers are all missing,make
This section has had three
The Gospel Messengerscompos- low; Feb. 9, 1934, 16 below; Dec.
partment of the United States that
Business was suspended one day months of winter which with Febdent of the Aid society;Mrs. Jay Spykerman.
a
sUtement
to
that
effect
in
the ed of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Mulder, 30, 1935, 10 below.
such officer was authorized to ada week and churches and schools
John Voshel, custodian of the were forced to curtailsessions to ruary and March still to come mav
minister oaths in the place where apace provided for the fingerprints. Mr. and Mrs. E. Gieb, Mr. and Mrs.
produce a record for snow fall
8.
After
making
out
your
apEdw. Dogger will present a special Peoples Savings Bank, recalledto- ssve the fuel.
certification was made.
as already there has been a fall of
7. In the rectangle set-offon plication, go back oyer it and check program at Immanuel church, Sun- day the winter of '29 and '30 when
The streetsin the old days were 65 inches.
the left side of the application each item so as to be sure you day evening from 7:30 to 8 o’- it snowed, he states, 67 days in dug out for the most part by hand
Beautiful
In 1932 there was almost no
succession. He also recalled the as the motor driven snow plow
blank, the applicant will make his have omitted nothing and that each clock.
snow to speak of until March when
Mr.
Mulder,
Crayon
Artist,
draws
winter
of
1917-18
when
one
of
the
(her) fingerprints. The fingerprint item is properly filled out. It will
was not a part of the city equip- 32 inches fell that month.
impression of the four fingers of be especially noted that the appli- pictures that represent gospel
the right hand are to be made all cation must be signed and finger- songs while other members of the
at the same time after the fingers prints made in the presence of the group provide musical accompanihave been inked with black print- person certifying as to the identity ment. The gospel messengersare
well known in the vicinity and preer's ink, or by using a stamp pad. of the veteran.
will
sent a very interesting and helpful
program.
" HAT VETERANS WILL DO WITH
o
THEIR BONUS IN OTTAWA COUNTY
,SJtr „ J- ^ Sundin, commander of the Henry Walters post No. 2144,
of Honand through his aids has made a survey of what the veterans
will do with the $870,925.61, the approximateamount that the World
War veterans will receive.

To Handle

Bonus

Soldier

.

---

W

at

.

-

New

Filling Station
open

Saturday of this

-

You Are

- --

Week

-

Invited

This Is Not

opening on Saturday of this week. The
the northeastcorner of
Columbia Avenue and Eighth Street. We
ask all of Holland and vicinity to come.

to the

Watch

gress.

Announcement
Week!

for Large

Next

The Main Oil Company
Eighth Street and Columbia

Ave.

Holland. Mich.

1

BUEHLER

BROS.,

Inc.

(Continued from Page 1)
Here are Mr. Sundin’s figures:
Total cash receivablefor Ottawa county Veterans
$870,925.61
would pay in full within a few
Repair Homes
164.055.00
weeks which they undoubtedly did.
Buy new furnitures
35.625.00
The strangest part of this storm
Buy new Clothing
71.865.00
was that ten days later a warm
Buy new Elect. Equipment
14.500.00
January thaw startedin and within
Buy new Homes ...............
52.940.00
four or five days there wasn’t a
Buy new Automobiles
33.990.00
vestige of snow left except the
Pay MerchantsBills
92,182.50
heap in Centennial Park and the
Pay Bank Loans ...........
68.280.00
rest of the winter there was pracPay Mortgages
120,800.00
tically no snow.
Pay Back Taxes
35.275.00
The cost of shoveling out HolPay Doctor Bills
15.740.00
land at that time was approximatePay Hospital Bills
1.960.00
ly $1700.00 which figure was equitPut back in own business
3.870.00
able and fair. The work was imBuy new Furnaces
2,000.00
perative,and it went to idle facBuy new Farm Equipment
53.030.00
tory laborerswho were forced out
Savings .......................
70.370.00
of employment thru the coal shortMiscellaneous Items
34.443.11
age Nevertheless,in the next camTotal
$870,925.61 paign, it figured as candidates’
propaganda showing how unfair
»»»»>»»>$»»»»»>>>>>>) WILLIAM CONNELLY SPEAKS political gossip can sometimesbe.

SERVICE AND FILLING
STATION OPENS SATURDAY

$20,000

A real unique,attractive and imposing oil filling station will open
up Saturday at the northeast corner of Columbia Ave. and 8th St.
on the site formerly occupied by
the old Beach Bldg.
The new structure attracts one
immediatelywhen he rolls inlo
the city over Eighth St. The new
station constructionand equipment
cost at least $20,000and the slogan

FOR SATURDAY ONLY
Beef Roasts best cuts lb. 15c
Boiling Beef

10c

young, tender ribs lb.

Pork Roasts c^rshid.cu..jj, igc
Pork Butt Roasts ^Liule lb. 22c
Pork Loin
lb 20c

|

Roasts

Sirloin Steak

cuts

17c
Pure Pork
lb. 18c
Link Sausage med. size lb. 18c
tender

lb.

Sausage

Hamburger

beef

all

2 lbs. 25c

Squares

Bacon
Bacon sliced Buehlers best
Home Made Metworst
Mince Ham sliced

lb. 19c
lb.
lb.
lb.

“Open Winter”Weather Review

Mr. Sundin does not claim that these amounts are exactly accurate
but it shows, nevertheless,what is uppermost in the minds of the
soldiers who are to benefit through the soldier’s bonus passed by Con-

station is located at

31c

20c
15c

H©

AT FURNITURE SALESMAN CLUB MEETING

There were other winters that
were not really winters at all. In
1921, January was so beautiful
that dandelions appeared in the

The Furniture Salesman’sclub
called a meeting of leading business men Tuesday to make plans lawns in the city and large clusters
to establisha Furniture Festival of them were found all over Jenin Grand Rapids during the July ison Park by Jim Irving the cusmarket. William M. Connelly, sec- todian. But here is one that beat
retary of the local Chamber of everything yet. This was in 1889
Commerce was called upon to make when a party was formed on
suggestions.Introductionof a pan- ChristmasDay and an excursion
orama entitled "Periodsof Pro- was run on the steamer "Lizzie
Walsh” to Macatawa.

gress” portraying the evolution of
This is what the Holland City
of the Boeve boys who own furniture similiar to the "Wings News had to say relative to that
the station is, “We Serve Cars of Century" at Chicago at the Christmas excursion in 1889 when
Grand Rapids Furniture exposition
From Bumper to Bumper.”
the weather was so warm that citThe approach to the station is was suggested at the meeting by izens shed their overcoats,donned
Mr.
Connelly.
Such
an
exhibit
easy with plenty of room and to
their straw hats and took an exspare. The most modern pumps are would be more appropriate than
cursion down the lake. The descripused, the servicing part contains parades during the exhibition it tion from the files follows.
hydraulic lifters,electric oilers and was believed. Also under considerall the mechanism that makes for ation to be incorporated in the
The oldest inhabitants have
quick action. There are rest rooms Festival is an eliminationto deterbeen completely non-plussed by the
mine
a
“Royal
Honeymoon
Couple."
for ladies and gentlemen, and a
present winter. After last season’s
well-fittedoffice and serviceable This winning couple would be chosen at the Festival through elimin- onen winter,the weather prophets
stock rooms.
all foretold four or five months of
More than 12,000 square feet of ations conducted by dealers snow and sleighing.
concrete have been laid for the throughout the country. The win"Christmas came with a clear
85x33 building which is located on ning couple would be presented with
blue sky, warm sunshine, and a
furniture.
a lot measuring 102-132.
balmy wind blowing from the
o
Russel Boeve is the manager and
south, not a trace of ice or snow
three other Boeve boys are associs to he found anywhere,and the
iated with the Main Oil Company.
frost has not even touched the
The others are John J. of Holland
ground. With such an unusual conand Arthur J. and Nelson of Kaldition of weather the Michigan
amazoo. Glen Mannes will be in The editor of this column has Christmas more resembled that of
been so snowed in that all items the Southland. But strange as it
charge of the new itation.
appearedte those who are accusThe Main Oil Co. distributesall are frozen this week.
tomed to snow and ice. the ChristPure Oil company products
We hurriedly remind you that mas spirit still prevailed,and the
through 20 units in this city and an
next meeting of the Willard G. observance with a few exceptions
equal number in Kalamazoo the
where branches were first estab- LeenhoutsPost will not be called was very much in the usual wav.
until the 12th of February.
“The unusual incidents about
lished in 1931.
this Christmas-time,however, were
Watch for another announcement
We notice that our former com- these:
next week together with the picmander Louis Dalman is helping “In spite of the sea of mud in
ture of the exterior of this unique
to direct the snow army in making the principle streets of Holland
building.
Do not forget that this week Holland a passable city. Surely a and impossible conditions of the
country roads, the livery stables
Saturday this stationwill be open thorough job has been done.
did a thriving business, supplying
for the public and Holland and
Ben Mulder says he has a lot bonnes and carriages instead of
vicinity, in fact everyone, is cordof stuff, as this relates to the bon- sleighs to the young folks.
ially welcomed to give it the “onceus, on the first page of this issue.
"The most novel celebration,
over.”
How the bonus is to be gotten and however was an excursion adver4<44W<4<44<44444<W<<<<<<4<<<H<
the agencies to see, which will all tised for 2 o’clock on Christmas
Wm. M. Connelly,director of the be local, will be found in this art- afternoon.The Steamer Lizzie
Chamber of Commerce, motored to icle.
Walsh left Holland crowded to capDetroit and Indianapolisin the inacity with flags flying, carrying the
terest of the Chamber. He is exVeterans of the World War are large partv of excursionistsas if
pected to return today.
aiding in this bonus administration it were mid-summer instead of midas volunteerswithout pay.
winter. Men discarded their overBIBLE WITNESS ASSEMBLY
coats. and not a few wore straw
Zeeland
The local American Legion Post hats in order to give the party an
C. Tarvestad— Pastor
entertainedmembers of the Amer- extreme touch.
10:00 a m. — Communion Sendee. ican Auxiliary at a party Wednes“Many ladies from the ertv ac1:30 — Bible School.
day evening in the City Hall. A companiedtheir husbands or beaus
2:00 — School house services, Alprogram was presented and the dressed in summer togs. The steamlegan Co. Home, Salem Indians, following were awarded prizes;Si- er stopped at Harrington’s landPray for these branch workers.
mon Meeuwsen,Herman Gerritson, ing, Shadv Side, Macatawa and Ot6:15 — Y. P. meeting. Mr. DePree
Edward Slooter, A. Van Lento, tawa Beach. A majority of the parwill speak on “The Kind of a Wife
Jack Riemersma,George Manting, ty left the boat at Macatawa
a Young Man Should Choose.”
Mrs. G. D. Bos, Mrs. Peter Machae- spending an hour wanderingabout
7:30 — Song service. Message,
ly, Mrs. C. V. Miller, Mrs. Edward the park, visiting the life saving
“Why We Pray, Even So Come Slooter and Joe Kramer.
station and other places of interest.
Lord Jesus.” The orchestra will
“The bath houses were closed or
play.
A benefit party sponsored by the it is possiblethat the bovs of the
7:30— Wednesday, cottage pray- American Legion Auxiliarywas
wa: crowd would have insisted going in
er meeting.
held Wedneeday
_______ ay evening at
At the
th< bathing to further add to the un10:00— Saturday, Jewel class.
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Miller, 8ea«nnable character of the trip.
7:30— Y. P. Prayer meeting.
193 W. 15th St. Ten tables of
“The day was too pleasant for
Coming, Sunday, Feb. 9 to 16th.
work to be stepped upon the new
Missionary Conference.
factory building, and a large force
Watch next week’s paper for anof men were busy all dav on Christnouncementof the speakers to apmas putting un the brick walls."
pear.
The files of the News picture
The assembly gave nearly $1,another balmy winter which occur000. to missions last year. In aded on the first of February, 1914.
dition to carrying on a ministry
photo taken on Harrington’s
God’s word in several schooldock shows several coal men of
houses, the Allegan County Home,
Holland in their shirt sleeves with
the Salem Indians, Open Air Work
straw hats. It was an extremely
and the local hospital work each 20 West 8th St
Holland hot day with no ice in Black Lake

-

-

-

KROGER STORES

An

—

AMERICAN LEGION

NEWS

EATMORE NUT

OLEO

OVEN FRESH

AVOMDALE SELECTED
LABGE

PEACHES
WAX BEANS

(Mo.

,

si

Yonker’s

5
OUR MOTHER'S COCOA 2
WHITE CORN Good Quality 3

follow,

today look rather grotesmie in sailor, straw fedora and those mud
turtle straw hat* they wear in Cen-

Aromatic Cascara 4 oz. 2*
U

it'a

HEAT and

got what

it

real performance

takes to

you again that it
the

COAL 1 Way

you

crave, we've

make you happyl We

Peck’s

remind

isn't the climate that counts,

it's

up in the Arctic Circle, you could

Rate Drug Store

Cut

keep cozy and comfortable (and all unannoyed by
soot on the snowy walls of your igloo) with that hotburning.practicallyBootless fuel—

(I.

8.

PaUot Ottic*

Qt.

The "Vlad-to-Ueui- You’ COAL!

Ammonia Water

$1.00
Elec.

Preadnn Third Vein PocohanU*.All

— Hard

Bmr.
—
—

Mouth Wash

71e

.

29c

......

Lb. Hospital Cotton
G. E. Light Bulbs

Wood
Kindling.
WW and
IBSIU IV
UU

We

19«
79c

.......

lie

....

...

$1 Beef Iron

Wine

20c Cal

Salts

$1.50

If

' 2<

Fcenamint

l/i oz. Tr. Iodine,

5^
2!

oz. 1^

Aspirin

5 lbs. Epson

25c

11

Paste
2

9*

1 j

Those in the picture are Harry
Harrington, Cecil Huntley. G. A.
Klomparens, Austin Harrington,
Harry Klomparens, John De Boer,
Henry Zwemer, Thomas Klomoarens, Albert Keppel. JohiiVen Huiz^le N*W8 asks the question,
“How would you like to be the ice
man or how would you like to be
the coal man* This winter there is
little consolationin being either,”
The New* continues,“The Holland coal dealer*are not discouraged despite the fact that because of
the summery winter their coal sal-

dropper 7c es have dropped from 1/8 to

Kolorbak

98c

in

some

CREAM

Quinine 17c

50c Ailla Hills
Listerine14 oz.

SOAP

D

-NUT COFFEE

BEECH

Phone 2679

IOC

pt.

Old Golds

UHsPkg.

inf to reportsand the memoriesof
pioneer*.The record in snowfall

•••#•••••••• wa*

reached in 1030-31 when according to the officialreports,71.9

t

23c

EASY TASK
SOAP CHIPS

29c

5 L 29c

9c

»<„,

pbp*

Me

FLOUR 5

lb.

PANCAKE FLOUR

S

lb.

Hncm

25c

Lima Beans
SEASIDE FANCY

27c
eack 25C
sack 23C
can

lb.

FAMO PANCAKE

3

25c

1?

COUNTRT CLUB

s 01

MOTOR

OIL

PEMM

BAD 2

0ol eon

84c

(PLUS 8c FEDE1AL TAX)

PURE REFINED

LARD 2

WHIZ

PANCAKE

14%-lb. sock

69c

KING'S FLAKE FLOUR

34%-lb. sock

79c

5 ^ 19c

(49-Ib. eack $1.67)

COUNTRY CLUB FLOUR

14%-Ib.eack S9C
(48-lb. eack $1.77)

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

WHEATIES

coumtiy club

SUGAR

OATS

ROLLED
1 6% DAIRY FEED
20% DAIRY FEED
24% DAIRY FEED
STARTING

23c
5 ib. took 23c

2
10

Pko»-

ibo bnik
ib.

imik

m

35c

Weeco Brand 100-lb.boa $1.1

9

Weeoo Brand 100-Ib. bag

$1.25

Weeoo Brand 100-Ib. bag

$1.59

CROWING 1^

6l

Mck $1.09

2

about the $10,000 Conleet

PASTRY FLOUR

BROWN

i4%ib

bag

$2.09

MASH

CHICK FEED W..oo Brand
BLOCK SALT
MED. COARSE SALT
OYSTER SHELLS

FANCY APPLES
Kings mch.

4

1

5c

1

9c

M1CHIGAM

BSC

100-lb.bag

69c

BANANAS

5c

“

GOLDEN RIPE FRUIT

Baldwins 0
Spies MctL 4

ib>

1

FAMCY BOX

Delicious

ib.

23c

3

25c

FAMCY BOX SOME

Beauties 4
MICHIGAN U.

ib*

S.

29c

No.

1

POTATOES
1

$2.09
SO-Ib. block 39c

100-lb.bag

100-lb.bag

9c

MAMCY HALL SWEET

CELERY

Well

Oc

Bleached bunch

SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT 4 -

TOMATOES
SPINACH

w'e

cum

ORANGES

“>

2

5c

1

1

5c

1

5c

6 - 25c

FLORIDA JUICE

Potatoes 3 u* 10c
THURINCIR

SUMMER
SAUSAGE

SHANKLESS SMOKED

PICNICS

25c

SLICED

BACON

LEG O’

*,

2 to 3

lb.

piteta

29c

»

BACON

lb.

19<
16<

y2\b.

LAMB
SHOULDER LAMB
BREAST

ib.

14<

lb

14

lb.

Perk

LOIN

ROAST

BEEF

ROAST

choice

lb.

16

i

ib.

19

Vic

PURE

LARD

A
\\

FLOUR

25c

SINCERITY FLOUR

Csmeli, Luckies, Cbeaterfielda

Co.

5C

2

3

Doable You Money Back Guarantee

WEATHER HISTORY FROM GR.
HAVEN WEATHER BUREAU
While the winter thus far has a
good start for a possible record
there have been other years when

can

coo,

3

supn suds

Grand Haven Tribune

Ovaltine 14 oz.
Pint Super

instances, during the 1913-

7c

“•10c

A $1.00 Compltxion Braih (or 10c and 3 PalmoliveBands

H

14 season."

10c Lux Soap

make our own freth
daily

Colombia Ave.

.....

----------

PECK'S FRESH ICE

I

Van Alsburg Coal

.......

-8-

Size*. Briquet*,Royal Range,

Coal.
• Coke, Domestic Stoker.
•

13c

..............

$1.00 Squibb Adox

Utofclt iImi, properly prepared ft every loose* old oso.
4s* os aloft WASHED MookoHoo ft Raofts.

........

Super D ...............
_..ile
Sandwich Grill .... ..J7e

$1.25 Petrolagar
Pt.

• • .

oz.

Camphorated Oil
Pt. Cod liver Oil ..... - ..... 26e
Qt. Mineral Oil ................
S9c

MANHATTAN

Boric Acid 4

Briten Th.

Holland

Clocks

$1.50 Alarm

tral Africa.

sack 1

u> «.ck

CLEANSER

PALMOLIVE

Qc

lb.

HENKEL'S VELVET cucnoui 5

A

Jacob Haan and the men w’hose names

Harold Yonker

lb.

No. t

SUNBRITE

)

can

Mo. I

GRAHAM FLOUR

DRUG STORE

Sunday night.

29c

1%) cans

COUKTIY CLUl

1

--\i

25c GINGER
SNAPS

2 *

1

25
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HOLLAND REBEKAHS PUT ON
DEGREES FOR RADIENT
LODGE

PASTOR HONORED ON FIFTH
ANNIVERSARY
Deer

Traffic

Arnold Mulder

Across the
The Rev. Charles A. Stoppels
and Mrs. Stoppels were guests of
honor at a congregational social

Straits

IFennvilleHerald)

Holland Rebekah lodge conferred
The Departmentof Conservation
the degrees of the order for Radi- has prepared figures covering the last evening, the occasion being the
ent lodge Friday night, initiating traffic in deer brought across the fifth anniversary of his installation

Miss Margaret Whitbeck. The work Straits over the past n years It as pastor of Bethel Reformed
of the Holland degree team was shows that 1935 is the lowest in church. The couple was presented
impressive and \ery beautifully seven years:
with a purse and sentiments of the
given. A roast beef supper was
1921-2,357deer
church members were expressed
served to the members and guests
1922—2,372deer
by representativesof the different
from Holland, Glenn, Kalamazoo,
1925—2,200deer
orgamzations. A miscellaneousproGrand Rapids and Sheridan.
1927-4,144deer
gram was presented. During the
The lodge room presented a very
1928-5,255deer
five years of his pastorate here 57
attractiveappearance with dainty
1929-6,314deer
joined the church on confession,71
new curtainsand walls redecorated.
1930-5,976deer
ienw lodge will unite with the
bv letter, he officiated at 72 bap1931-5,169deer
tisms of infants and seven adults
Odd Fellows lodge for their annual
1932-6,139deer
and there were onlv four deaths
homecoming to be held on Feb. 14.
1933
4,955 deer
— o
among members of the church.
1934-5,243deer
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Verne
There are 110 families and an
1935-4,790deer
Kehrwerker,241 W. 17th st.. on
ge
January 23, a daughter Betty Lou. 4<44<<4<<44W4<<4<4M<W444<<<444<
School of 275.

-

-

Number

New Way

Good News

Reviews Isaak
Walton’s Views

6BO0MP

MOO

mim'erslatk.w mr

FORMER HOLLAND MAN piVE8 A PLEASING AND VERY
FAIR RESUME OF THE
CONSERVATION ASPECT
IN WALTON S BOOK

60IM0 to 5te. W5

~

PRODUCTION
H. C. Rather, head of the farm
crops department at Michigan State
college, revealed the staff at thia
fine institution is developing a new
system of sugar beet growing it
hopes will produce bigger and Mt*
ter beets.

The system entailsthe use of
cold frames and eliminates the
need of hoeing and thinning operations that now run the cost of
beet growing to an impressive total.

A

year of trial proved, Rather
enough sugar beeta can
be developedin a 5x1 1-foot cold
frame to plant a full acre of land.
The seed is planted 20 to 30 days
earlierin the cold frames than it
would lie if planted directly into
the soil. The frame is filled with
muck, the seed sown and a thick
layer of fertilizer laid on top.
Beeta Double in Sisc.
No great amount of moisture la
permitted to reach the seeds, Inducing them to produce short, thick
seedling beets that can be transplanted without danger of malformation. The boxes may be covered
with glass to keep off rain, or exposed to the sun in fair weather
and covered with canvas at night

said, that

•

had, of course, always

known that the Isaak Walton league
owed its name to the author of "The
Complete Angler," it was not until I reread that charmingbook recently that I discovered that the
league’s program of conservation
of wild life is actually suggested in
specific terms in the book. I had
supposed the league was named as
It was merely because Isaak Walton was known as a famous angler;
I did not know that he was the
father of the conservation movement.
Perhaps there are others interested in conservation who are not
aware of the fact. A rereading of
the "The Complete Angler," or a
first reading of the book, if they
have not read it, will richly repay
them. The book is not only charm-

Easier

COST AND INCREASE

"Father of Conservation" says the
following,
I

is

MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE
USES COLD FRAMES TO CUT

Profeasor Arnold Mulder of Kalamazoo college and for many years
on the Holand City News staff and
an editor of the Holland Evening
Sentinel, fives an unusual review
on game conservation that should
be read by every true sportsman.
He points out how Isaak Walton
was the first conservationist.
Mr. Mulder in the Grand Rapids
Evening Press under the caption

Although

Raise

Many More Sugar
Beets

ONE

• •

to
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and when it rains.
Rather said that while the ex(Owrtikt. W.

It

OJ

to enforcingthese laws it would be
a good thing to pass new ones that

NOVEL WAY TO COLLECT

Allegan Also Sees First

periment cannot yet be termed definitely proved, between one-fifteentn and one-twentieth of the
seeds normally used to plant an
acre were required under the cold
frame system in the first year. The
beets harvested after transplantation were twice the size oi beets
grown in the old, accepted manner,
and their sugar content did not
suffer, Rather added. Normally, the
percentage of sugar in a large beet
is less than in a small one.
Holland farmers naturally will
be interested in this new method
for perfected It will prove a great

Miss Evelyn Steketee of Holland
Robin
ance with modern conditions.
high has devised a novel method
He even goes so far as to suggest for raising a fund with which to
(Allegan Gazette)
that the government should appoint purchase a pencil sharpener in her
wardens to protect the fish of the history classroom. E a c h pupil
The advent of a big robin, probnation against the violators of the found chewing gum during the
laws. Apparentlythe enforcement recitationhours must deposit two ably the first to return or possibly
of the game and fish laws was left cents. The amount already collect- an intrepid one who decided to
weather our Michigan snow and
more or less to chance; at least ed is 84 cents.
cold, was reported in Allegan Wed- saving and bigger return from
the honest angler points out that
"what is everybody’s business is CAKES AND PRESENTS FOR nesday morning. He made his ap- much less work.
nobody’s business,"and so the depearance in the window box at the
THE GOVERNOR
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Meade REV. BURT TO SPEAK HERE
struction of fish goes on without
hindrance.
and from appearances was decidedly cold and uncomfortable. This Is Is Bitter Foe of War and Faadaai
"If it were not so." the angler
the weather when the birds that
continues,"there could not be so
Rev. Roy Burt of Chicago, one of
have remained with us through the the foremost opponents of War and
many nets and fish that are under
winter
need
our
consideration.
As
the statutesize sold daily amongst
Fascism in America will address
most people know, thev manage to the Holland Open Forum on the
us. and of which the conservators
survive extremely cold weather if topic "The Church in a Changing
of the waters should be ashamed."
they are fed but perish if no food Social Order." The address wUl be
is given them as their natural sup"But above all," he tells the
given on Friday evening, January
plies are covered by snow. Besides 31st at 8 o’clock in Labor Hall and
hunter later, "the taking of fish in
the cracked corn, sunflower seeds the meeting is free to the public.
spawning time may be said to be
and other grains which have to be
Mr. Burt is a Methodist minister
against nature; it is like the taking
ing literature, it states the fundapurchased for their feed, they en- and for many years was a member
the dam on the nest when she hachmental principle of conservationso
joy leftovercom bread, pancakes, of the Board of Education of that
** her young, a sin so against natclearly that it can hardly be imor crumbs of any kind and ara denomination. In this capacity hi*
ure that AlmightyGod hath in the
proved upon.
quick to come if anything of the special field was social and econHoly Writ made a law against it."
The angler has been telling the
sort is put out for them. Cardinals, omic problemsand his study and
There we have essentiallythe
hunter about otters.(The book is
blue jays, chickadees, nuthatches, investigation in these fields has
largelya dialog between an angler statement of the doctrine of the
titmice, and many varieties of given him first hand contacts with
and a hunter.) Otters kill fish, and conservation of wild life. While
woodpecker will respond to your social and industrialconditionsin
Isaak
Walton
confined
himself
to
so the angler rejoices in the huntadvances in this part of the coun- all parts of the United States.
the
conservation
of
fish
only,
that
ers’ destruction of otters. But the
try to say nothing of the several
In his report to a conference of
being
the
thing
he
was
interested
otter is not the greatest enemy of
undesirables such as the sparrow, Methodist churches of northwestfish, he adds; man himself is the in, he would unquestionably have
grackels, etc., which seem ravenous
worst and the most destructiveot- been warmly in sympathy with the
and gobble everythingin sight.
ter. For awhile the otter often kills more complete modern program of
Suet or fat of most any sort the
conservation.
For
conservation
is
fish wantonly, for the mere fun of
Governor Frank Fitzgerald cele- birds feel a great need for in cold
of
course
not
a
mere
body
of
laws
killing,' man wantonly destroys the
it is the spirit of settingthe good brated his 51st birthday working at weather. It must be screened for
very source of supply of fish.
his desk in the capitol building. protection else the stronger and
"For I know,” the honest angler of the many above the good of the
Birthday cakes and other service- more greedy varietiesmake short
declares,"that the want of otter few. Isaak may be called the father
able gifts filled the room sent by work of a good-size I piece.
killers and the not keeping of of conservation because he was
thoughtful friends. In the evening
personally
unselfish
and
socially
fence-months for the preservation
there was a family dinner at the ST A R LINGS ALSO PUOV E
wise.
of fish will in time prove the de• • •
governor’sold home in Grand
NUISANCE IN LONDON
structionof all rivers; and those
The News might add that Holland Ledge a few miles from Lansing.
very few that are left that make
Even Londonersare getting fed
conscienceof the laws of the nation and its sportsmen including the
up on the prevalence of English
and of keeping days of abstinence Holland Game club can take pride MILLION MUST STILL
BUY ’36 AUTO PLATES starlingsin their country. Tentawill be forced to eat flesh, or suffer in themselves for they have lived
tive suggestions have been made In
more inconveniences than are yet up to and fosteredthe idea of conservationthat Mr. Mulder has
Central London that a campaign be
foreseen.”
The records of the secretary of
pointed. They, surely as a whole are
startedagainst the ever-increasing
state’s office disclosed yesterday
In other words, the violatorsof no human otters but do their full that more than 1,000,000 motor- number of these birds.
the game and fish laws are going share to conserve game and p 108- ists must purchase 1936 license
PICK ENUMERATORS IN
to make Friday an unpleasant day icute violators of conservation\iaws. plates before Friday night if they
OTTAWA COUNTY
to face for large numbers of peoare to operate their automobiles.
ple! The hunter wants to know VIRGINIA PARK CLUB WILL Last year the motor vehicle divisOttawa county enumeratorsfor
what the angler means by "fenceion licensed 1,349,951vehicles. At
OFFER COMEDY
days.”
noon Tuesday the same department the business census now being conThe answer contains the doc- Virginia Park Community club reported the sale of only 224,452 ducted by the federal government
trine of conservation:"Sir, they be will stage the three-act comedy, sets of plates for passenger cars.
were announced Thursday by John
principally three, March, April and "Cappy Ricks" as its annual play,
Berghage, district supervisor.
o
May, these being the usual months directedby Sipp H. Houtman, Feb
They are Walter Shaffer, Spring ern states of his findings he stressCONG.
CLARE
HOFFMAN
that salmon come out of the sea to 12. 13 and 14. The cast will inLake; Henry VanNoord, Jr., James- ed the facts of the secret growing
IS IN GREAT DEMAND town; Robert Hume, Holland; movement of Fascism in our counspawn in most fresh rivers,and clude: George De Vries, Lloyd Van
their fry would about a certain time
Frank Cherven, Holland!Robert try and the great danger of losing
Lente, Hendrick Nobel, Harvard
our God given American libertiea
return back to salt water, if they Nevenzel, Florence TenHave, Mrs.
Congressman Hoffman of Alle- I>eenhoutB, Jenison Park; Floyd with the result that at this conwere not hinderedby weirs and Fred Steketee and Mrs. J. Kos- gan has been invited to address the I .owing, West Olive; Neal Donker,
ference a resolutionwas adopted
unlawful gins which the greedy
Lincoln club of St. Paul, Minn., at Grand Haven, ami Louis C. Jackowkuba.
placing the conference on record
fishermen set and so destroy them
ski,
R.
R.
5,
Grand
Rapids.
its banquet Feb. 12. The invitation
to combat Fascism through a plan
by thousands, as they would, being
As early as 1665 reports of was presented to him by Congress- A school on instructionfor the of public education informing the
so taught by nature, change the
Indian copper mines in the Lake man Matson, presidentof the club. enumerators was conduced at Hol- American people of the danger afresh for salt water.”
That is an honor to both Mr. Hoff- land Wednesday by E. E. Judkins, head.
Then the angler tells the hunter Superior region were sent out by man and his district.
assistant supervisor.
voyageurs and Jesuit missionaries.
Mr. Burt informed the local comabout the game and fish laws that
mittee in charge of his talk that
were established in the reigns of
he will he pleased to invite ques- *§
Edward I and Richard II, and he
tions nt the conclusionof his talk.
throws out a hint that in addition
Mr. Menrv Geerlings. secretary
of the Boa -d of Education will in-J
troduce the speaker.

would protect the fish in accord-
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The Enduring Ingredient
Even

the stoutest cedar pole

at length

succumb

to

A noteworthy example

must

weather and

—

New methods surpass
and replace — the old. Equipment disappears as progress

wear.

of this

is seen in the evolution of the

renders it obsolete.
There is, however, one factor in

cable. Year by year a greater

number of wires — each an avenue of speech — has been successfully packed into a smaller
circumference.This, with

many

your telephoneservice that never

other improvements, has steadily

alters; one important ingredient

widened the use of cable.

that survives all the effects of the

ized at first only to link subscrib-

passing years

— and

ers’ telephones with central

this is the

factor of policy.

offices, storm-resistant

The policy of this Company

Util-

now used

is

cable

is

in toll circuits connect-

to supply Michigan with the best

ing cities, and in a large percent-

and most economical telephone
service that human effort and

age of

sincerity can provide. To accom-

not haphazard. It grew out of a

all present-day circuits.

This progressivechange was
policy which itself does not
is why telephone

plish this purpose,there has been

a long series of changes — un-

change. That

ending changes — that grew out

service in the State of Michigan is
better today than

nius as applied to the art of

terday.

telephonic communication.

will improve for tomorrow.
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of American inventive ge-

that is

why
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MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY

SHATTFR-PROOFGLASS
l»!»pvr»TT<5rn \OEDY

REMODELING SALE!

TER

K

BURST PROVES

:

|

(Co'W'rnvilleObxerrer)
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ter Keurst,
-ho arrived in Coopersvillefrom
Hreego were the principalsin a
holdun and near tragedy whit
occurred while they were in Chicago, where Mr. Ter Keurst has
secured a teaching positionin the
Chicago Christian College fpr the
next semester.
| They had arrived in Chit
from Milwaukee and after ci
at the home of the presidentof
Christian College,had been
ed to a home where they were tO'
spend the night. As they drove up.'
to the curb, Mr. and Mrs. Tefj
Keurst noticed another
stop in front of them but tl
nothing of it. As Mrs. Ter Kt
(who was formerly Miss
I-aug) was about to leave the
artistic and at the same time pat- she heard a command to “stick
riotic touch.
up." Two occupants of the
* • •
car, for such it proved to
Evidentlyan error was made jumped out, one on each side of
somewhere in planning this build- Ter Keurst car. When Mrs.
ing, because no special provision Keurst did not immediately
had been made for the handling of one of the bandits fired, but
large numbers of baby chicks at shatter-oroof glass deflected
one time, so orders have been is- bullet.Neither she nor herl
sued and plans are now under way band heard the
for a special chick shipping addi- evidentlyhad a
tion to be built on the northwest when Mr. Ter
corner of the new structure. This glass shatter his
will be distinct from the rest of the occupants of
the post office,eliminatingthe us- Jjlb
ual chick odor prevalent during the that their t
past shipping seasons.
beat ahai

;

Our Lois--

STOP-READ-BUY

Your Gain—

Our Entire Stock
Speciali

discount

Values

1 to 3 pairs of

a

$21.05
212*216 River Ave.

Holland, Michigan

By the Yard

Chest .........

Jas.

Hang

Ready to

Your

'

Choice

r

_______

-

$S.9S

15C
Damask Drapary

Bedroom Suites Yeung Couples
Select your Furniture
Bed, Dresser ft**
and

for Painters!

Damask Drapes

Modern

Rugs

Make

Values to 60c Yard

Yard

Heavy Axminister

Room

Curtaining

cAr
-

Must

Reduced Prices

to $1.50 Pair

kind, choice pair

9x12 Feet

at

Ruffled Curtains

30 Living Room Suites

20 to 30^>

W«

NOW—

Free Storage

By the Yard
Value* to $3.00
!

V.

A. Brouwer Co.
uThe Old Reliable Furniture Store”

..........

“It Pay* to

-Me

Trade

at -

BROUWER’S*
Phone 3537

The new Zeeland Post Office has is about twelve feet deep and the
been given the "once over” by the postmaster’s office is at the westpeople of our neighboring town and ern end. The windows for publjc
they expressed their approval and services are directly opposite the
the furnishingsare in place and the front entrance, with letter and
staff headed by the postmaster Wil- package drop chutes'to the east of
liam Wentxel have taken possession the windows. The next portion of
and all is now in running order with the eastern portion of the lobby is
the citizens of Zeeland gettingtheir devoted to fetter boxes and lockposUl needs promptlyunder much drawers. A door at the east gives
more pleasing surroundings. The admittance to the work room at
new buildingis one the city may be the rear of the partition separating
justly proud of located in the heart the lobby from the remainderof
of town.
the building.
The beautifulnew buildingfaces
Main St and the lobby extends The beautifulflag and pole give
across nearly the entire front. It the elegant structurejust the right

1

i

*i

Pan

THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS
Reason For Work
as it is Being in

Hospital At

kept continually open it should
not be touched until the storm is
over. A hajf job causes the road
to drift worse than had it not been
plowed at all.
In Ottawa County there are 93
miles of state trunk line roads;
187 miles of originalcounty roads:
1140 miles of township roads, all

there did not seem to be a great provisionsof these proposed charamount of work at the present ter amendments.
time, that they should adopt this
Mr. Parsons stated that it is the
suggestion of Mr. Kleyn.
purpose of these charter amendeseagssassegggggaegeeaesg It was so ordered.
ments to except and take out from
REPORTS OF SPECIAL
Holland, Mich.
under the general Charter proJanuary 15, 1936.
COMMITTEES
visions surplus funds accumulated
THE OLD AND NEW WAY ARE
The Common Councilmet in regMayor Bosch reported that he by the Board of Public Works by
FULLY DISCRIBED. 1000
Length of Stay of Patients Deof which will be county
wns cMed io order had accompaniedBen Mulder and the operationof the light and
MILES OF ROAD FLOWcreaae but Number Increase. Is
Engineer Zuidema to Muske- water departments. In other words,
April first this year; and 100
* \i
ABLE WITH 28 FLOWS
Report
Present:
Mayor Bosch, Aids. City
of streets and alleys
alleys in platted
gon and Grand Ranids to contact the Charter now provides that no
SCRAFERS IS
Prins, Vande Lune, Drinkwater,
property outside cities and villages
the differentofficials of the WPA
COUNTY SNOW
MAKES A G(K)I) SHOWING
Kalkman, Van Zoeren, De Cook, relative to securing some projects greater amount than 1%% of the
which will become county roads
assessed valuationsof the city can
BATTERY
Steffens, Damson, Huyser, BultApril 1, 1937. No provision has
for the City of Holland. He fur- be used or appropriated by the
(Zeeland Record)
man,
Van
Lente
and
the Clerk.
(Rh County Road Commission )
ther reported that they had receiv- Council during any one year, and
been made tq, date for financing
Devotions by Aid. Bultman who
ed very courteous and friendly con- by. the adoption of these Charter
either constructionor maintenance
The annual report of the I'r
sideration from all these offdals amendments, the funds of the
COMMUNICATION.During the1 of these 100 miles of
of 'pWted
platted
...... I
Thomas G. Huizinpa Memorial present
snow storm, probably the streets.
Minutes read and approved
and stated that he could not prom- Board of Public Works would not
Zeeland Hospitalfor the fiscalyear
worst since 1917, the telephone at I
following
equipment
is
, °?£r Mi!“ ise definitely at this time just what be included in this 1H%.
has just been made public, and it
would materialize.However, he felt
the Jurior
By adopting the proposed amendshows some very interestingfig- the County Road Commission has being operated now on as many
L hVu that something would develop in ments it would be legal for the
ures. Although it has not made as been busy constantly with calls ! our 1200 miles of road as possible,[end
eting
in
a
body.
from people all over the county in- almost continuously from the be- - 016 Counci1 meetinK >n » body, the very near future.
Common Council to authorize the
jp>od a financial showing as it has
It was moved by Aid. De Cook,
quiring why their road hasn’t been ginning of a storm until the snow
COMMUNICATIONS FROM
use of any sum, without limitation
in some vears of the past, it may
seconded by Drinkwater, that all
plowed and when it will be opened, is pushed back to the ditchesafter
BOARDS AND CITY
as to the amount, that may be
be considered to have just closed
Council
members
refrain
from
In discussing this situationwe the storm abates. 10 large V Type
OFFICERS
deemed by the Council necessary or
a very successful year. There is decided it might be well to present
smoking during the session.
plows on SV6 ton trucks, 9 one-way
Adopted.
The claims approved by the Li- expedient in the extension, improveone thing highly in its favor, finan- some information to the public on
speed plows and 9 scrapers are PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS brary Hoard in the sum of $191.29; ment, maintenance or repair of any
cially,that it has closed with nearthe situation in Ottawa County.
being operated.It takes several
ly $600.00 cash on hand and it has
Attorney Arthur Van Duren ap Park and Cemetery Board, $611.31; of its publicly-ownedutilitieswhen
In order to more clearly show days after a storm apparently is
no unpaid bills or accounts outpeared before the Council in the Police and Fire Hoard, $2,495.32; such expenditure shall have been
requested by the Board of Public
standing, a thing that has prob;1!
ably never happenedin its history. Ot taw i
R 1 I
?herever Pawing is | an(( presented a petition on behalf w,‘r«‘ ordered certified to the Coun- Works.
Last year (19341 it closed with a
<•« claim, „„ City Attorney Parsons presented
cash balance of $038.98 hut it had
to reconsider its action I file in Clerk's office for public in- another amendment which would
on
the
highways
was
limited
to
i
We
unpaid biils amounting to $1,043.- on me manways was limited to i We have a contract with the taken at the nrevious meetinir Hnnv snectionA
permit the Council to authorize the
horsedrawnhome made plows on State to maintain the truck lines ing Mr Knann a nonnit tn
f
,
30.
investment of surplus funds of the
local stretchesof roads, or simply
in this
ro.mtv and the requirer«n„ira. !."* K.n®pp a P0™1 to erect
.,.loard .Public Works reported
. r„ in
this county
The net worth of the operating ( riving a team of horses up and ments call for continuous clearance service station on the northwest collection of $6,586.08; City treas- Board of Public Works in bonds or
organization at the close of 1934 down the roads to break down the j of snow between ditches so that comer of River avenue and llthiurer, $3,536.79 for miscellaneous other obligations of the United
showed $2,251.09 while at the close deepest snow for team travel,ruts in frozen snow will not form. street. Mr. Van Duren explained collections, and $32,478.27tax col- States or any State of the United
States or any municipalityor politof 1935 it was $2 90? 44. according ccasionallythis work was paid This is confusing to many who, to the Council that he was not par- lections for two-week period,
ical sub-divisions therein. City
to the inventory presented. Dur- for by the townships, but more seeing the continued scraping and ticularlyinterested to have tnem Accepted.
ing the year voluntary contribu- often it was work donated by far- widening on trunk lines, feel that take definite action at tonight's Clerk reported interestcoupons attorney further stated that the
present provisionsof the Charter
meeting.However, if they would) due in the amount of $250 00.
tions amounted to $2,376.99.and mors to help them to and -from
---- the
-- the equipment
should
' to vote
Pu*
to reconsider,they could then
iio not provide any authorityto the
Ordered paid.
there was an operatingloss of nearest market.
, work on other roads as soon as the '
lay the matter on the table to he MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS Council for investing surplusfunds.
$l,724.f>4.The inventoryshows
Sometime after the County | trunk lines are passable.
The members of the Council
taken up later and in this connecAid. Dr Cook, chairman of the
that there was $495.42 in cash. adopted a countv road system,
This articlehas been prepared tion a furtherpetition was presentSpecial Committee appointed by were unanimousin support of these
$2,048.62 in accounts receivable. horse-drawn road graders were
with but one object, and that is to ed signed by John Knapp requestthe Council some time ago in con- amendments and on motion of Aid.
$39.90 in unearnedinsurance pre- used on some of the main roads.
give accurate information relative ing that the matter of amending
iunctionwith committee from the De Cook, seconded by Aid. J. A.
miums. and $318.50 in medical sup- The first plows attached to trucks
to equinment, money and mileage the Gasoline Station Ordinance, beBoard of Public Works to draft Drinkwater,it was ordered that
plies. The accounts receivable were or tractors were used about 1921
of roads in regard to snow rereduced from $2,247.77in 1934.
and were so constructed, and moval, because a better under- ing City Ord. 363, be referred to certain Charter Amendments, re- these amendments be presented to
The earnings of the hosnitalfor moved so slowly that a high wind- 1 standing of the factors in the the Oniinance Committee for con- ported having prepared such char- the voters at the primary election
ter provisionswhich are now being on March 2nd.
the year amounted to $6,983 59 and row of snow was left along side problem work for mutual benefit, sideration.
presented for the considerationof
the exnenses amounted to $8,708.- the few miles they did plow, and
It
was
the
suggestion
of
Mr
Adopted unanimously.
We realize fully the responsithe Council.
Adjourned.
23, a loss of $1,724.64Rooms and
few hours wind plugged up the bility placed with us, and every Arthur Van Duren that this oniiAid. De Cook then called upon
ward* brought in the maior earn- I
nance be so amended as to strike
OSCAR PETERSON,
™
'n w<>ree condition effort will be made to keep the
ings, $4,261,00: the operating room
City Clerk.
i than it would have Wen
had no roads open to travel when possible, out the provision prohibiting oil City Atty. Parsons to explain the
with materialscame next with j plowing been
i BOARD
ROAD stations within 300 feet of theatres,
$2,168.09; end 0. R. cases and
lo do proper plowing, the plow COMMISSIONERS OF THE public buildings, etc.
uursery $564.50.
There was a brief discussionon
must be so constructedand moved COUNTY OF OTTAWA,
the matter and some of the AiderNurses' salaries was the largest at enough speed that the snow will
men were in favor of reconsidering
item in the expense column, being be spread out rather than left ...
their previous action.
$8,091.50; other salariesand labor windrows.

Zeeland Out
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Ottawa County

“Red”

COMMON COUNCIL
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light, telephone, gas. water, etc..
$1.106 41. food qnnoVpq $'.18? I]mc-Mf-l •TrmH.V* $1 1*0 7C; r*>nair-and -eoWn-w,,,$137.19; miscellaneous, $270.35.

The largestHem of revenue was
from the community chest drive
during the 1934 holiday season

The cheapest and most efficient
snow equipmentis snow fence. It

-

.

'
I

tirement.

j

-

in the other years were, 1930, 244
tration of the
for 12 days average; 1931. 220
trunk lines and
persons lOH days each; 1932, 265
the balance of the gas and weight
PCTsons 9 days; 1933, 203 persons
Potter and Earl Van Maurick.
taxes is all returned to the counties
Those present were Albert Buurfor road purposes. In Ottawa
m*erafe number of patients County the retirement of bonds *ma. Ralph Arnoldink. Earl Vander
ul the hospital per days was as formerly cared for by property tax, Kolk. Lockwood Working.Albertus
Knapp, Russell Teusink, Eugene
1931, 5*4 ; 1932. takes half of the money so reGroters. Lucille Bos. Maxine Orr.
5*4; 1933, 3.4; 1934, 5.6; and 1935, ceived from the State.
Olive Sweet. Lois Potter, Laura
While there has been a rapid Post, Helen Stevens. Beatrice Steincrease in road mileage placed vens and Carl Van Maurick.

.
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,

Works.
Clerk presentedapplicationof

Referredto License Committee
with power to act.

REPORTS OF STANDING
COMMITTEES

shuizen requestingsome action relative to his proposal to sell his
property to the Board -of Public
Works (this being the property located directly west of the light
plant), reported having met with
the Board of Public Works to consider this matter and recommended
that no action be taken and the
matter dropped due to the fact that
the city could not legally purchase
the property under the present
Charter provisions.
Adopted.
Claims and Accounts Committee
reported having examined claims in
the amount of $4,894.83 and recom-

St

>»

4

Diekema
Cross &

»

TenCate

Office— over Pint State

£

John

Feenrtra; organizer, Henry
Velthuis. Meetings will be held
twice a month during the winter in,
the town hall at Vriesland. |

The winter meeting of the Lewis
School associationwill be held with
Mrs. Barbara Truax in Fennville
this week Saturday with pot-luck
dinner.

to

a week will bring
$100 next Decem-

ber.

FIRST
STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORF.

to

Newcomers

If

you have come to the community within this past

/ear, or if you have acquaintances who are new-

may

;

?mers, we

.

sefulness.

be able to be of more than ordinary

Our knowledge

of local conditions

and our many

contacts and friendships can be of use to you both as a

man and

. uiness

as an individual.

nd to all-newcomersand old

wh

have any reason

to deal with a

residents alike—

bank, we suggest:

di^.. *n and get acquainted!

/
CHARLES F. KETTERING, (right)research chief and vice preai>
dent of General Motors Corj- oration, gives final instructions to Herbert
R. Schaeffer, commander of the General Motors Parade of Progress aa
the caravan leaves Detroit for a tour of the United States. It is designed to show American communities the progress of science and
industry as it affects the individual citizen. Composed of 28 streamlined vehicles, the caravan will cover twenty thousand miles during
the next 12 months

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN

Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Dramatizing progress since the turn of the century in automotive

Committee on Ways and Means design and performance, progress in home decoration, furniahingaand
to whom had been referred the equipment, progress in science,and in the arts of public entertaincommunicationof Albert Michmer- ment. the General Motors Parade of Progress ia enroute from Detroit

Hardware

Union has

you $12.50

A Welcome

Clerk also presented application
No. 369 by Central West Oil Corporation for permit to erect and operate a gasoline servicestation on
southeast corner of Central avenue
and 7th street.
Referred to Appeal Board.
Clerk presented applicationsNos.
370-371 for building permits requested by John M. Kornoelje to
erect two residenceson Washington
avenue between 17th and 18th
streets. In this connection it was
reportedthat these residences
would not comply strictly with the
zoning oniinance since there was
not sufficient depth to the lots. to
allow the necessary 25 feet in the
rear yani.
Denied.
Clerk presented operating report
of Gas Co. for October, 1935.
Referred to Board of Public

rj6

officer*: Pres-

25c to $2.00

tor.

NEWS

-m®,

for Christmas spend-

Approved subject to approval by
city engineer and building inspec-

under our jurisdiction, the snow
plowing equipment has increased
very little, primarily because ALLEGAN COUNTY
da^ 1930, $5.89; 1931. $5.62; money has not been made avail1932, $4.84; 1933. $5.61; 1934, $3.able to purchase or operate it.
59; and 1935, $5.91.
Most people are surprised to learn
Dr. and Mrs. Ward DeYoung of
The list of accounts receivable that equipment gets more abuse in Glenwood, Iowa, are the parents of
there are 83 debtors, the snow and ice work than for any
a son, Ward Judd, born Jan. 9.
greatest smn owed by any one per- other purpose, and that approxiMrs. DeYoung was Abbie Robinson
son is $385.65, and the smallest mately 20% of such machineryis
of Saugatuck.
jam owing to the hospital is 50c. laid up for repairs at all times.
Two items are in excess of $100.00 It is safe to say that out of the
Miss Lena Van Liere was honorwhile 46 are for less than $10.00. 1500 miles of public road in the
Among the contributors during county, there are 500 miles not in ed at a surpriseshower Wednesday
afternoon given by Mrs. Benjamin
the last fiscal year, not included in
condition for operatingsnow plows.
Oyerbeek and Mrs. Jennie Van
1 _c°ramunity drive, are A verv small percentageof the
mended payment thereof.
Michigan Bell Telephone Co.. $15.- county’s population lives on these Uere at the home of the former
Approved.
00 and First Ref. Church Sunday poor roads, and in most cases they in Hamilton. Prizes were won by
OrdinanceCommittee called the
School, $50.00, besides several can reach a better road in a short Miss Lena Van Liere and Mrs. Gerrit Menken. Those present were: attentionof the Council to the fact
others who have made gifts of ma- distance.
Mrs. Benjamin Overbeek, Mrs. Jen- that quite sometime ago a proposterial goods.
This is the first year since the
nie Van Liere, Mrs. Herman Schip- ed Plumbing Ordinancehad been
county began taking over town- pers, Mrs. Gcrrit Boerigter, Mrs. drafted but never passed by the
ZEELAND
ship reads, that the winter storms James Overbeek, Jr., Mrs. John Council.Committee further rehave been of any consequence, and Overbeek,Mrs. Henry Overbeek, ported that it would be necessary
"^fond annual report of the the lack of funds and equipment Mrs. Gerrit Menken and the guest to take some action to either pass
Mate Commercial and Ravings has just been discovered by many of honor.
the ordinance or turn the matter of
Bank since its organizationwas is- of the people who expect the serplumbing supervision over to the
wed as of the close of the calen- vice they never had when local
Miss Van Liere was honored at Board of Public Works. After a
lf‘ "Wk, an, I its township funds were raised on a shower Tuesday evening at the brief discussionon the matter and
ing for the election of officers their property for road main- home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dis on motion of Aid. Prins, seconded
was held on Tuesday of this week. tenance. The records of January in East Saugatuck. Miss Nancy by Huyser, the matter of superAll the former directorswere re- 1. 1936, show that $26,431.56has Van Dis and Miss Henrietta Van vised plumbing in the city of Holelected for the ensuing year, and been spent on township roads in IHs were hostesses. Guests were: land was referred to the Board of
at the organizationmeeting of the Ottawa County, in excess of that Florence Volkers, Henriettaand Public Works.
jyrd.of directorsto be hold this which was provided in the town- Nancy and Lillian Van Dis, Mr. and
Welfare Committee reportedthat
week it la anticipatedthe old offi- ship road financing plan. The Mrs. Henry Mannes, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Simon Kleyn, who has been
cers will again be chosen. The mere fact that the roads are under Bert Van Dis, Mrs. Jennie Van working as contact man for the
u2!!nt
of the fol- the jurisdiction of a county organi- Liere, Adrian and Henry Van Liere, city at a salary of $50 per month,
zation does not mean that those
has voluntarilyagreed to work for
JchnQ*^chers’ prcsident: should be plowed which have never Jerry Hulst, Miss Lena Van Liere, the city on an hourly basis. It was
2taJJ-a,mp’V,Ce presi- been plowed before. An effort will John Mannes, Misses Johanna and
Kathryn Grote, Fanny and Bessie further reported that Mr. Kleyn
P* S,eft’ fa8hicr; and
werhert Van Eenenaam, Berend be made to open them in the order Hemmeke, Frances and Josephine had agreed to perform such servKamps Dick E. Smallegan. Peter of their importance, hut in some Dekker, Frances Koning, Margaret ices as might be necessary at a
F. Verplmlc, and Cornelis Roosen- cases it maybe several days after Veldhoff, Rosella Deters, Caroline rate of 40 cents per hour and the
jwad- All these, excepting Mr. a storm before they can be taken and Dorothy Veldhoff,Mattie Kol- committee felt that inasmuch as
care of.
anhrander and Florence Johnson.
* -l1, JSLii***9* officer8 and
were reelected on Tuesday. The
A road commission has no power
The Erutha Rebekah lodge held 44444M44<MMMM44444<M<4M444444
Itlast statement shows the total of to provide funds with which to a meeting in Fennville,Friday eveCASH and CARRY
EtiFiSS8 *n<* liabilitiesbalanced at work. It can only do such work to ning and about 100 were present
iu!?!179,88' AmonK tbe liabilities the extent of money furnished by from Fennville,Kalamazoo,Grand
listed are assets of the organiza- the State Legislatureand by prop- Rapids, Holland and Sheridan
Central
tion: capitalstock. $35,850.00, sur- erty tax levied by the County lodges. The Holland group was
Boy
for Cash and Save Money!
and undivided Board of Supervisors.
congratulated on the work, which
Sherwin-Willlama Paints
u <704.21. The net return to What has been said for Ottawa was under the direction of staff
ffwSSofM
^.reorganizationCounty applies on the average to captain Blanche Burrows.
29 W. 16th
Phone 2114
Is $2204.21. No dividends have yet every county in Michigan. At
paid, it beinK the desire to every meeting of county road
Ganges Methodist Sunday school
tafld «p
ratautial surplus.
officials,the problem of financing held its annual meeting at the
State Commercial
Savings work demanded by the ‘pnblic is church Sunday afternoon following
Bank shows resources of $103,507.- discussed. Everyone agrees that the church service and elected the
insufficient funds have been pro- following officers: Superintendent,
vided for township roads, and the Mrs. E. T. Brunson; assistantsupG reserves,$110345.11; cora- discussionsgenerallywind up with erintendent,Harold Howland; sec^Mcounts, $34,439; liabilities,the statement that tax relief retary and treasurer,Helen Miller;
.11; savings deposits. $258,- measures are provided to curtail Ubrarian, Erma Woltera; organist,
bonds, $15300. Zeeland expenditures.
Dorothy Miller; secretary of misshows resourcesof It is the prevailing erroneous si on ary education, Mrs. Alva
idea that instead of keeping the Hoover; superintendent of primary
L72; $464,240.26; reserves, main highways well plowed dur- department, Bernice Atwater;seccombined assets,$58,- ing a severe storm, that all roads retary of adult department, Serene
Attorneys-at Law
$448387.57; sav- should have a plow every day. The Chase; secretary of home depart; bonds, $2,950; fact is that when a road cannot be ment, Mrs. C. B. Wrightman.

Ca^

money

ing.

However, Mayor Bosch ruled that
no preper motion had been presented on which the Council could take
action, and acconiingly the matter
was passed by without any action.
Clerk presented applicationNo.
368 by Raven & Kramer for building permit to repair fire damage at
Colonial Theatre, at an estimated
cost of $7,500.

Harold Stull for approval to secure
license to sell beer at the East End
Cafe, 200 East 8th street, formerly
department, for ored at a surprise birthday party operated by Sadie Quigley and reWednesday
evening.
Prizes were
townshipsroads,
won by Miss Maxine Orr, Miss Lois cently transferredto Marie Botsis.
o

of

NEWS

.

-

SIMPLEST

MOST CONVENIENT
way to SAVE a definite sum

p

omrt
a

the

HJK

Through bond issues and annual Wevschede and Mr. and Mrs. J.
which netted the hospital$2,375.99. appropriations by the Board of Rusticus.
The comnarativo statement shows Supervisors,the county road sysMiss Helen Van Wieren was honthe earnings and costs for 1935 tem was improved and maintained,
compared with the five preceding and modern road equipment was ored at a miscellaneousshower Friyears, beginning with the year obtained for that purpose. Condi- day afternoon given by Mrs. Nel1930. In the following notations tions in general pointed down and lie Welling, Mrs. Grace Welling
the years are given together with taxes were not being paid. Legis- and Mrs. Jeanette Welling. Others
the earnings first and the costs lation was enacted to reduce prop- present were; Mrs. Marian Dvkand— at.....
the .....
same
road ema. and Mrs. Jeanette De Jong
. time
.....
.....
second: for 1930. earnings $11,930.- erty tax- —
Zeeland: Mrs. Helen Kemme of
65, costs $14,111.17:1931. $8,167- annronriations were discontinued.
46. $10,880.78;1932. $9.016 43 $9.- not only for road improvementand Dren^e; Mrs. Nellie Van Wieren
364.33; 1933. $5,778.14.$6.814 71- maintenance, but also for bond re- Holland.Mrs. Lvdia Welling,
| Mrs. Ella Welling. Mrs. May Ver
1934. $8.262 82. $7,303.18; 1935.
To lighten the township taxes, Wert. Mrs. Vera Welling, Mrs. Ef$6,988.59, $8,708.23.The year 1935
was the onlv vear listed showing the township roads were gradually fi_e Welling and Miss Marian Welplaced under our supervision. P'ng all of Grand Haven.
a profit. $959.64, hut this was more
than overbalancedby underpaid Funds for their maintenanceare
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Ter Louw.
nurses’ services.The greatest los« not from property taxes, but from
was sustained in 1931 when the funds fixed by the State Legisla- 211 E. 14th St. celebrated their
53rd wedding anniversarvSaturbalance sheet showed red for $2 - ture from weight and gas taxes.
These funds now amount to $66.00 day. Born and married in the Neth713.32.
per mile per year. During the last erlands, the couple came to this
In the matter of service 1935 10 years preceding the taking over country in 1891, locating in Roseb?nner >’ear with a total of township roads into the county land, III. Later they moved to Three
of 835 patients having been given
road system, the townships had Oaks, Michigan., where they lived
aid for an average of 6«4 days
raised annually $116.00 per mile for several years before coming
eadL This was better than any average,in this county, and except to Holland in 1907. The couple held
other of the six years, the nearest
in about three townships, no effort onen house three years ago when
approach being in 1934 when 273
was made to clear the township they celebrated their golden wedPersons availed themselves of an
ding anniversary.
roads of snow in the winter.
average of 10 days sen-ice each.
After certain fixed amounts are
Tne number of persons given aid deducted by the State for admisis- Miss Mildred Stevens was hon-

.

NOW?

and

‘

Mrs. Marjorie Van Dis. who celebrated her birthday anniversary
Friday was honored at a surprise
party at her home, 35 E. 17th St.
Those present were; Mr. and Mrs.
Mel Mouw. Mrs. S. Borchert, Ray
Weyschede,Mr. and Mrs. Herman

is usually placed at the points of
heaviest snow drifting, and makes
it possible to use lighter and faster
equipment. There are 25 miles of
snow fence in Ottawa County, 7
miles being on truck lines.
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came second with $1,381.91;fuel,
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Bank
Holland, Michigan

to the Southland. This caravan, comprising 28 motor-driven vehicles
with a crew of 10 men, is carrying a travelingexpositionto the people of the country in a manner and on a scale never attempted before.
After months of study, planning and construction,attended with
the utmost secrecy,this "world's fair on wheels’’was completed re^

cently in Detroit. On invitationof Gav. Dave Sholtz of Florida,it
will begin its showingsin that state, later covering other territory
in a 20,000 mile tour this year.
Eight huge, streamlined,expositiontransport trucks, said to be
the largest cab-over-engine units ever conceived,carry the exhibits
and form part of the expositionon location. These highway leviathans. built on special General Motors Truck Corporation 233 inch
wheelbase chassis, measure 33 feet from bumper to bumper, ll'/2
feet from road to roof, and 8 feet in breadth.
In appearance, these mammoth streamlinerssuggest the artist's
conception of travel in the 25th century, so far advancedare they
over conventional contemporarydesign. The Art and Colour section
of the General Motors Corporation designed' these unique units in collaboration with the staff of the Fleetwoodplant of the Fisher Body
Corporation, where the bodies were built with the same care and
close attentionto detail given Cadillac custom1 jobs.
Finished in silver and red paints, these “jumbo” transportscatch
and hold the eye whereverthey are driven. The pilot, smartly uniformed in gray, trimmed with silver, sits at the controls of each
big “silver-top”in a roomy bay-windowof safety glass, the General
Motors Truck Corporation 6-cylinderengine encased in an insulated
steel housing beside him.
These men. carefully selected for physical fitness and driving
skill, pilot these gigantic units, each of which weighs seven tons
when loaded, with the utmost regard for the rules of the road, exemplifying, in their piloting,General Motors’ stand on highway

DIAL 4651
For Coal, Wood, Coke, Kindling

GEIBEN & UMBER BERG
28th St and Lincoln Av&, Holland, Mich.

BRANCH OFFICE-SUPERIORCIGAR STORE-PHONE

9533

Holland City News $1 a Year

safety.

OX-CARTS

A full complement of navigation light*, dual rear-visionmirrors,
and illuminateddirectional signalsare auxiliaryaids to safe driving.
Cadillac seats add to the pilots’comfort.

The educationalexhibits carried in the big trucks contrast the
new with the old in transportationand the comforts of living. These
exhibitswere designed by the General Motors Art and Colour seetion
m Detroit. The interior walls are finished in bright contrastingcolors.

Among the displaysare various exciting; and mystifying scientific
devices used in automotive research and advancement,all products
of the General Motors research laboratories, improvements over many
of the mechanisms shown at the General Motors building at the
Chicago World's Fair. Some of these exhibit*the visitors themselves
may operate. Forced ventilationhas been installed for the sightseers comfort.
On location, in towns and cities which the Parade of Progress will
visit on invitationof the community, these transportswill be parked
and opened, without charge, to public inspection. On these selected locations,a huge tent, carried in the caravan, will be raised and a
variety show of motion pictures and wonder-workingscientific demonstratjon* and lectures given for the entertainment of the people.
It will be a veritable “circus of science.”
The tent seats 500 and its silveredtop protects the audience*
against the heat of the sun’s ray*. Ventilationis adequate and doors
connecting the show trucks and tent protectthe crowds from the rain.
The complete caravan stretchesdown >h« rosd a distance of more
than two miles. The vehicles are spaced at 200-foot intervalsfor
safety and as a courtesy to other motorists. Other unit* in the line
include 1936 models from all the General Motors car division*
Chevrolet.Pontiac. OldsmobPe. Bulck, and Cadlllae-USalle and three
speciallvconstructed red and silver, streamlined Chevrolet tractor,
snd-trailerunits, each 28 feet long. Two advance men travel in
Cadillacs ahead while a Chevrolet service truck, to aid in tent erection
follows, making a total of 28 units assigned to the caravan.
One trailertrsnsports the -35 K W Wlnton-Diesel power plant,
which lights the show on locaton and rani the exhibit machinery!
The second provideslocker space for the crew and the third ia utilized
for sound motionpicture projectionand the development and printing
of photographs. A 185 inch wheelbase, special Chevrolet sedan is
equipped with public address system for broadcasting music and announcements, both on the road and on location. It is completely air.
conditioned,finishedin silver and red, and aerves as an office for
the caravan.
Herbert R. Schaeffer,former U. 8 Naval officer,now active in
the Naval Reserve, ia commander of the General Motor* Parade of
Progress on tour.
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BANKS

Shortly after men invented primitive wheels,
they used them on ox-carts. Today, they use
wheels on fast-moving hams and automobiles,

X

shortening distances, increasinghuman con| venience and comfort.

Men

also discovered in ancient times,

the use of money, but they were never
able to

make money work speedily and
them until banks came into

jafely for

existence.

Your bank today makes your money
more useful to you, keeping it safely, and
giving you a wider and quicker use of

it

in carrying out your financial plans.

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK
Holland, Michigan

s

Member Federal Reserve System

GENERAL MOTORS MAKES OF CARS SOLD HERE
WYNN R. PEMBERTON, INC.
RIVER AVENUE AND NINTH STREET. HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

HUNDREDS ENDORSE THEM - Want

Ad*

THE HOLLAND C1TT NEWS
NO*

EXTENSION BEYOND
1 FOR SECURING

MAY

. LIQUOR LICENSES

Traveling

Around America

John S. McDonald,chairman of
the State Liquor Control Commiseion, announces there would be no
extension beyond May 1st for se-

. Expires Feb. 1-14172

STATE OF MICHIGAN

“Alf applicationswill be ready to
go out of the Lansing office March
1st, giving applicants practically
two months to fill out the required
forms and prepare for approval of
their applications.All licenses will
be issued by May 1st this year and
there will be no extensionof time,”
Judge McDonald said.

THE PROBATE COURT FOR
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA

At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City
of Grand Haven in said County, on
on the 11th day of January, A. D.
1936.

effective,

adopted upon recommendationof
a state-wide conference of local
law enforcing officers,all applications for licenses must have the
approval of the chiefs of police in
incorporated cities and villages
having organized police departments or sheriffs of countieswhere
applicants reside outside of cities
and village*.
THE GOOD
The rules also provide for investigation of all applicants by
nPHIS sea giant with the benevchiefs of police or sheriffs as to
character, previous police record, * olent eyes Is tne good luck flsb
business experience and ganeral of Costa Rica. It oerves as "symbol
fitness.
of a plentiful catch" In the water
The recommendations of the local festival with wblcn native Usher
law officers are referred by the men each year seek the favor of the
Commission to the Commissioner Virgin of the Sea who, they believe,
of the Michigan State Police for controls the goings and the com
his report before final action is
Inga of the fish upon which they
taken bv the commissionon issudepend for a livelihood.
ance of the license.
Members of the Commission The "Festival of the Virgin of the
have indicatedthat fewer licenses the Sea." held on July 28th. Is one
of all types will be issued in 1936. of the most Interesting of the naChairman McDonald reiteratedhis tive fiestas which make the Spanish
previous announcementthat no li- Americas— on the route of the fortcenses would be issued to gasoline
nightly cruises between New York
stations and that reports on the
and California— so popular with
character,reputation and previous
nolice records of applicantswould travelers.
As the high polni of this festival
be closely scrutinized,before the
commission granted the new licens- Is reached the Image of the "Virgin

BUILDING ACTIVITY
IN

visit with his sister in California.

HOLLAND BOOMED On

Reports for the year Thursday
showed Holland experiencedduring
1935 the greatest buildingactivity
since 1930.
Estimates on buildinepermits in
he citv clerk's office disclose that
$182,547 was spent in the erection
of new homes, additionsto industrial plants and for remodeling and
modernization.
Not since 1930, when a permit
was p-ranted for the erection of

sheet metal work.
49 W. 8th 8U HOLLAND, MICH.
Phone 8204

ANNUAL TAX SALE

State, respectfully

the other hand Gerrit R. Van
Haitsma and Dick Hoeve, also of
Drenthe, have left for a trip to

California.

• •

•

LUCK FISH
of the 8eaN Is borne In solemn procession from the church and placed

Present: Hon. Cora Van De Water, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Benjamin TerHorat, Deceased.
Lyda Rauch having filed in aaid
Court her final administration account, and her petition praying
for the allowance thereof and for
the assignment and distributionof
the residue of said estate ,
It is Ordered, That the Uth day
of February A. D. 1936, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, at said
Probate Office, be and is hereby
appointedfor examining and allowing said account and hearing
said petition;
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by pub
lication of a copy of this order, for
three successive weeks previous to
said day of hearing,in the Holland
City News, a newspaper printed
and circulated in said county.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

a description of

County of Ottawa,

aboard a boat on a specially constructedtbrone. The launch upon
which the honor Is to be bestowed
Is chosen by lot, and as flagship it
leads the procession. At a given signal all the harbor craft, newly painted and In full dress, follow In keel
line— their crews chanting litanies
CORA VAN DE WATER.
and singing hymns as the boats
Judge of Probate.
parade from the Inland barnor A true copy.
around the point to the pier at PunDeloree wierenger Jackson,
tarenas. In the last launch appears
Dep. Registerof Probate.
this unique fish made by the ChiExpires February 1
nese colony In the port— amazingly
MORTGAGE SALE
lifelike even to Its movable gills and
Default having been made in the
swlshable tall— riding 'round the
conditions of a certain mortgage
harbor to bring good luck to the
given by Nicholas Kammeraad and
fishermen.
Anna Kammeraad, his wife, to the
Board of Trustees of Hope College,
a corporation,dated the 23rd day
June, A. D. 1928, and recorded
in the office of the Register of Deeds
Ottawa Investment Corp. for Ottawa County, Michigan, on
the 26th day of June A. D. 1928 in
Liber 137 of Mortgages on page
Bank Certificates
217, on which mortgage there is
Bonds claimed to be due at the time of
this not;ce for principal and interest
Phont 4234

Stocks

the

County of Ottawa

in

in behalf of said State, for the sale of certain lands
for taxes assessed thereon.

Auditor
de-

favor of the State of Michigan, against each

parcel of land therein described, for the

amounts

therein specified, claimed to be due for taxes, interest and charges on each such parcel of land, and
that such lands be sold for the amounts so claimed
by the State of Michigan.
It is

petition will be

brought

on for hearing and decree at the February term of
this Court, to be held at City of

Grand Haven

in the

County of Ottawa, State of Michigan, on the 17th
day of February, A. D.

1936, at the

Court on that day, and that

all

opening of the

persons interested

any part thereof, desiring to con-

part thereof, shall appear

in said

Court, and

file

with

the clerk thereof their objections thereto on or before the first day of the term of this Court above
mentioned, and that

in

default thereof the same will

be taken as confessed and a decree will be taken

and

entered as prayed for in said petition. And it

is

further ordered that in pursuance of said decree

the lands described in said petition for which a

nx^ns.

thereafter, beginning at 10 o’clock a. m. on said day,

Expires February 8—9697

several taxes, interest and charges thereon as determined by such decree, on the

or on the

total

amoi

computed thereon to

time fixed for sale, and collection fee and

e:

as provided by law, extended against each of

Your

petitioner further

shows

to the

Court

said lands were returned to the Auditor Gei
under the provisions of Act 206

of the Public

non-payment of said
re respectively, and that said taxes

of 1893, as delinquent for

for said yea

main unpaid; except that lands included in
“Schedule A” for taxes of 1890 or prior years
fj

said taxes under the provisions of the general

laws

in force prior to the passage of Act 200 of

Public Acts of 1891, and which taxes remain un]

Your petitionerfurther shows that

in all

where lands are included in “Schedule A” as

afoi

said for taxes of 1890 or of any prior year, said

have not been sold for said taxes or have been hei

decree of sale shall be made, will be sold for the

Miss Cina Veldheer and Jerry

of such taxes, with interest

by the State of Michtofore
igan, for such taxes, interest and charges, or any
test the lien claimed thereon

Miss Janet Vander Pal started
teaching again at the Borculo
the sum of Four Thousand Six
school after a few days illness.
Peoples Bank Bldg, Holland,Mich
Hundred Sixty-five ($4665.00) dolMrs. David Van Vliet substituted
lars snd the sum of Fortv-one and
for her in the intermediate class 444444444444444444444444444444444441

80-100 t$41.80) dollars paid bv the
mnr^eagee for insurance and an
attorney's fee as provided for in
said mortgage, and no suit or proceedings having been instituted to
recover the moneys secured bv
said mortgage, or any part thereof

quent for non-payment of taxes, and which

returned to the Auditor General as delinquent

ordered that said

in such lands or

lands in said County of

parcels of land.

filing the petition of the

General of the State of Michigan praying for a
in

all

have not been paid; together with the

matter of the petition of John J. O’Hara,
Auditor General of the State of Michigan, for and
In the

cree

that the list of lands hi

upon which taxes were assessed for the years
tioned therein, and which were returned as

The Circuit Court for
Chancery.

On reading and

shows

inafter set forth and marked “Schedule A," cont

S3.

curing any type of liquor license in

Under rules now

TYLER VAN LANDEGEND
Mill supplies, electricpomps,
plumbing and heating; tin and

first

Tuesday

in

May

day or days subsequent thereto as may he

sold for said delinquent taxes and, the sail

sales so

made have been

set aside by a court of

petent jurisdiction, or have been cancelled as pi

vided by law.
Your petitionerfurther shows that

in

aU

where lands are included in “Schedule A,” as

af<

said, for the first instalment of taxes of 1932,
of any prior year, said lands have not been sold

said taxes or have been heretofore sold for
delinquent taxes and the

sale, or sales, so

made

hi

been set aside by court of competent jurisdictk
Legislative Action (See Act 126, P. A. of 1933,

amended by Act 11, Extra Session of 1934,
amended by Act

73, P. A. of 1935), or

have been

celled as provided by law.

State of Michigan,
necessary to complete the sale of said lands and
The Probate Court for the
riage Thursday evening in the parYour petitioner further shows and avers
$250,000 office building,have ex- sonage of North Holland ReCounty of Ottawa.
of each and every parcel thereof, at the office of the
penditures for residence and in- formed church. The Rev. H. MaasAt a sessionof said Court, held
the taxes, interest, collection fee and expenses as!
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN County Treasurer,or at such convenient place as
dustrial construction reached or sen performed the ceremony.
at the Probate Office in the City
that
by
virtue
of
the
power
of
sale
exceeded the six-flgure mark.
forth in said “Schedule A,” are a valid lien on
of Grand Haven in said County,
• • •
shall be selected by him at the county seat of the
Births and desths in Grand Haven
containedin said mortgage and
Bert Ter Haar of Drenthe was on the 15th day of January, A. D.
pursuant to the statutein such case
Vital statistics in Grand Haven
several parcels of lands described in said schl
i
taken to Blodgett hospitalin East
County of Ottawa, State of Michigan; and that the
for 1935 show eight fewer births
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water, made and provided,the said mort
Grand Rapids.
Your petitioner further shows that the
page will be foreclosedbv sale of sale then and there made will be a public sale, and
than the vear previous and five less
Judge of Probate.
o
the premises therein described at
deaths. There were 154 births and
In the Matter of the Estate of
ZUTPHEN
taxes
on the said described lands have remained
nublic auction to the highest bidde’
93 death* recorded in comnanenn
each parcel described in the decree shall be sepaEildert J. Nienhuis, Deceased
with 162 births and deaths in 1934.
paid for more than one year after they were
Gerrit Van Gelderen having fil- at the North front door of the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elders gave
rately exposed for sale for the total taxes, interest
The eirN led in the births hv 14
ed in said court his first and sec- "ourt hou*e in the citv of Grand
a
shower
Thursday
evening
in
Haven, Michigan, that being the
over the bov* a* there were 81
turned as delinquent; and the said taxes not hai
and charges, and the sale shall he made to the perhonor of Mr. and Mrs. Randolfh ond annual accounts as Executor place where the Circuit Court for
girls and 70 boys born.
of said estate, and his petition praybeen paid, and the same being now due and rei
the Countv of Ottawa, is held, on
Marriage license* increased Elders who were recently mar- ing for the allowance thereof,
son paying the full amount charged against such
through the county bv 17. There ried. Those present were; Mr. and
It is Ordered, That the 18th day Monday, the 3rd day of February
ing unpaid as above set forth, your petitioner pi
were 462 issued this year a* Mrs. Sherman Morrel,Mr. and Mrs. of February, A. D., 1936, at ten o’- A. D. 1036 at three o'clockin the
parcel, and accepting a conveyance of the smallest
against 445 in 1934. There were 38 John Loeks and Janet, Mr. and clock in the forenoon at said Pro- afternoon,Eastern Standard Time
a decree in favor of the State of Michigan agi
Mrs. Dick Van Der Molen, Robert
undivided fee simple interest therein; or, if no perdivorces granted, a drop of 19 over
bate Office, be and is hereby ap- which premisesare described in
and Richard, Mr. and Mrs. Leoneach parcel of said lands, for the payment of
the year previous.
pointed for examining and allow- said mortgageas foliows,to-wit:
ard Van Ess, Mr. George Ensing,
son will pay the taxes and charges and take a conAll of the South twenty-six
ing said account;
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Eldes, Lewis
several amounts of taxes, interest, collection fee
It is Further Ordered, That pub(26) feet in width of the East
veyance of less than the entire thereof, then the
GET CITIZENSHIP PAPERS IN and Alvin and Mr. and Mrs. Ran- lic notice thereof be given by pub- 80 feet of Lot ten (10) in
expenses, as computed and extended in said schi
dolfh Elders. The newly weds relication of a copy of this order, for
Block sixty-six (66) in the said
whole parcel shall be offered and sold. If any parALLEGAN COUNTY
ceived many useful gifts. A lunch
City of Holland, Ottawa Counthree successiveweeks previous to
against the several parcels of land contained thei
cel of land cannot be sold for taxes, interest and
The following foreignbom resi- was served by Mrs. Henry El- said day of hearing,in the Holland
ty, Michigan aforesaid. Proders.
and in default of payment of the said several
dents of the county and one whose
vided however, and the condiMr. and Mrs. Frank Van Der City News, a newspaper printed
charges, such parcel shall be passed over for the
citizenshipwas lost by marriage
tion of this instrument is such,
and circulated in said County.
and children of Grand Racomputed and extended against said lands, that'
were examined Monday before Molen
that the West ten (10) feet of
CORA VANDE WATER,
time being, and shall, on the succeeding day, or bepids and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Judge Fred T. Miles and admitted
the
above
described premises
Judge
of Probate.
of said parcels of land may be sold for the amoi
Mever and son of Hudsonville visshall be excepted,reserved, and
to citizenship: Jenny Mathilde Comfore the close of the sale, be reoffered, and if, on
A true copy.
ited their parents Mr. and Mrs.
kept open for a permanent
fort. Grand Junction; William
Dolores Wierenger Jackson
due thereon, as provided by law, to pay the
Dick Vander Molen on Sunday.
such second offer, or during such sale, the same candriveway and alley purposes,
Fridge Comfort. Grand Junction;
Dep. Register of Probate
Mrs. Wm. Roon was called to
aforesaid.
situate in the citv of Holland,
Ivan Kuhlic, Wayland; Rachel Curthe home of her daughter Mr. and
not be sold for the amount aforesaid, the County
Ottawa County, Michigan.
rie, Allegan; Carl Emil Reinhardt Mrs. Van De Brink in Detroit on
And your petitioner will ever pray, etc.
Expires February8
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF Treasurer shall bid off the same in the name of the
Jensen, Allegan; Adella Ellen account of the illness of two of her
HOPE
COLLEGE,
Coates. Saugatuck;Wilhelm Karl children who were sick with peuSTATE OF MICHIGAN
Dated January 6, 1936.
State.
Mortgagee
Julius Tange, Allegan; Bert Dratiwe monia.
THE
PROBATE
COURT
FOR
LOKKER & DEN HERDER
(changed to Ben Fox). South HaJ.
Mrs. John Pohler is confined to
Witness the Hon. Fred T. Miles, Circuit Judge,
Holland,Michigan
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
ven; John Osterman. Allegan: Lela her home with illness. She imAuditor General of the State of Micl
Dated: November 5th, 1935.
Jeanette Weller. Plainwell. Three proved slightly.
and the seal of said Circuit Court of Ottawa County
At a sessionof said Court, held
Attorneys for Mortgagee
others were adjourneduntil the
The Christian Endeavor Society at the Probate Office in the City of
for and in behalf of said State.
this 4th day of January, A. D. 1936.
June term of court.
i of Beaverdam met with the local
Grand Haven in said County, on the
Society on Sunday evening. Mr. 16th day of January, A. D. 1936.
Expires March 5
list of the lands referred to as included
Fred T. Miles,
Chas. Bosch led the song services.
Present: Hon. Cora Vande Wa- notice of Mortgage sale
“Schedule A” is on file in the office of the Coi
Rev. Schroeder, pastor of the Bea- ter, Judge of Probate.
Default having been made in the
Anna V an Horssen, Deputy Clerk. Circuit Judge
verdam Reformed church spoke on In the Matter of the Estate
conditions of a certain Mortgage
8 * Clerk and subject to public inspection.
Samuel 18-32. “Is the Young Man
made by John Sybesma and Nina
of
Safe." Special were guitar and vo- Ernest H. Sulkers,deceased
Sybesma
his wife, to Alverna Nash,
The Returned Delinquent Rolls and the
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Huidema, cal selections by Mr. and Mrs. CyOrder for Publication dated the 19th day of August 1925,
who were recently married, were reine Husgers of Beaverdam.
plemental Returned Delinquent Rolls, together
The GRAND RAPIDS TRUST and recorded in the office of the
honored at a miscellaneousshower
Mrs. Jennie Leves and friend
Thursday evening given by Miss Mr. Tuffs of Grand Rapids visited COMPANY, a Michigan corpora- Register of Deeds for the County
the delinquenttaxes of 1933, are all filed in
of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
Jean Rookus at her home on R.R. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lean- tion, of Grand Rapids, Michigan,
having filed in said Court its Final on the 21st day of August 1925, in
County Treasurer’s office and contain the de
3. Prizes were won by Eddie Dub- ard Van Ess on Saturday.
Account as Trustee under the Four- Liber 140 of Mortgages on page To the Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa in
beldeman, Miss Louise Veen Hoven
Mr. and Mrs. George Ensing cal- th Paragraph of the Will of said 264 on which Mortgage there is
tions which will be offered for sale. They are subj
and Ben Lemmen. Those present led on their mother, Mrs. Paul
Chancery:
Deceased, and its petitionpraying claimed to be due at the date of
were Mr. and Mrs. J. Rookus, Miss Troost of Zeeland on Friday.
to public inspection.
for the allowance thereof, and for this notice, for principal and inGertrude Rookus, Mr. and Mrs. GilThe Ladies Aid Society met last all matters therein prayed for,
The petition of John J. O’Hara, Auditor General
terest, the sum of Six Hundred
bert Heidema, Alvin Kapenga, week Thursday afternoon. Mrs.
IT IS ORDERED. That the 18th
Johnny Heidema, Fred Van Naar- S. Vroon and Mrs. Henry Van day of February, A. D., 1936, at Twelve ($612.00) Dollars: Taxes of the State of Michigan, for and in behalf of said
paid $52.88;Insurance paid $5.25
den, Eddie Dubbeldeman, Ben Lem- Noord were hostesses.
ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said and the further sum or Twentymen, Marine De Jonge, Jack Veen,
During the past three weeks Probate Office be and is hereby ap- five Dollars, as Attorneys’ fees
Marine Donze, Miss Ruth Everhart, the young people accompaniedby pointedfor examining and allowing
Expires March 5
making the whole amount claims
the South line of said Section34,
arian rights; (Same being parcel
Parcels One and Seven
Miss Nina Raak, Miss Sally Held- Mr. Chas. Bosch spent a few eve- said account and hearing said
mortgage sale
to be due at the date of this notice,
No. 7 in said mortgage)
released upon the payn
running thence North along the
er, Misses Louise and Theresa nings each week calling on the
•
to-wit, the sum of Six HunDefault having; been made in the
$362.90. Parcels Two and
Also begining at the South
Veen Hoven and Mrs. G. Heidema. sick and “shut ins” and enterNorth and South Quarter line,
It is Further Ordered, That pub- dred Ninety Five & 13/100 Dollars,
• • •
will be released upon the
conditions of a certain mortgage
Quarter
Corner
of
said
Section
seven hundred forty-three ami
taining them with group singing, lic notice thereofbe given by pub- to which amount will be added at
ment of $362.90.
Mildred, daughter of Mr. and Scriptural talks and readings.
lication of a copy of this order, for the time of sale all taxes and in given by the Michigan Trust Comseven-tenths feet to the center
34, running thence North along
Dated December 19, 1986.
pany
and
Frank
E.
Locke,
as
ExMrs. Henry Wiggers of Drenthe,
line of Lake St.; thence South
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Eldres and three successiveweeks previous to surance that may be paid by the
the North and South Quarter line
LOUISE H. BRADS1
ecutors of the Wili of Hugh Brad69
degrees
12
minutes
West,
thirwas baptized Sunday morning at Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mieninma of said day of hearing, in the Hol- said Mortgagee
between the
one thousand four hundred twelHudsonville were recent visitors at land City News, a newspaperprint- date of this notice and the time oi' ahaw, Deceased, to Louise H. Bradty-one feet along the center line
church.
ahaw, dated September5, 1934, and
ve and four tenths feet to the DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN C/
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter ed and circulated in said county.
of Lake Street; thence South
said sale; and no proceedings at
CORA VAN DE WATER, law having been institutedto re- recorded in the Office of the Regparallel with the quarter line
center of Lake Street: thence
A class meeting of Mrs. Leroy Heyboer of Grand Rapids.
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
Judge of Probate. cover the debt now remainingse- ister of Deeds for Ottawa County,
seven hundred thirty-threeand
Strong’s Sunday school group
Miss Ruth Ensing who has been
South sixty-ninedegrees twelve
Business Address:
Michigan, on the 24th day of Janfive-hundredthsfeet; thence East
Sixth Reformed church was held 1 employed in Grand Rapids for
A true copy.
minutes West, sixty-four and
cured by said Mortgage, or any uary, 1935, in Liber 165 of MortHolland, Michigan.
twenty-nine
feet
to
the
place
of
Tuesday evening at her home on some 'lime is staying at home for
five-tenthsfeet along the center
part thereof,whereby the power gages, nage 321, and the said MortDolores WierengerJackson
beginning;
(Same
being
parcel
E. 13th st. Those attending were: ' some time and will not go be,
of Lake Street to the point of
of sale containedin said Mortgage
Dep. Register of Probate
gagee naving elected,because of
No. 1 in said mortgage)
Doris Regnerus,Mildred Ooster- ' G?,nd Rapids again for some time,
beginning; from said place of
has become operative;
the
default
in
the
payment
of
inExpires Feb. 1—15826
Also beginning at a point six
baan, Florence Nienhuis, Eunice | „ Mr. and Mrs. Simon Huizenga of
beginning running South 69 deNow Therefore, Notice is Here- terest,to declare the entire amSTATE OF MICHIGAN
Bennett, Dorothy Van Langevelde, Zeeland were recent guests of their
hundred sixty-eightand seven- grees 12 minutes West, fourteen
by Given that by virtue of the pow
The Probate Court for the er of sale contained in said Mort- ount of principaland interest due, tenths feet North and twenty- and five-tenthsfeet along the
Donna Hieftje, Lorraine Strong , {>arents Mr- and Mrs- Tom Ver
on which Mortgage there is claimCounty of Ottawa.
nine feet West of the South one
center of Lake Street; thence
and the
Hage.
gage and in pursuance of the statAt a sessionof said Court, held ute in such ease made and provided. ed to be now due for principaland
quarter Comer of Section 34,
Mrs. John Loeks called on her
North parallel with the Quarter
interest the sum of Seven Hundred
at the Probate Office in the city of
5 North, Range 16 West,
line two hundred and sixty-seven
The Super-Service Station on uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs. Hen- Grand Haven in the said County, Hie said mortgftffe will be foreclosed Dollars and eighty cents and an Town
running thence North parallel and two-tenthsfeet; thence North
by a sale of the premises therein attorney fee of Twenty Five DolUS-16 owned by Dan Youngs at ry Hoppen on Thursday.
o
on the 8th day of January, A. D. described or so much thereof as
with the North and South Quar69 degrees 12 minutes East, fourCoopersville, which has been under
lars, and no suit or proceedings
1936.
* »
ter line, seven hundred thirtyteen and five-tenths feet; thence
may
be
necessary,
at
public
aucOLIVE
CENTER
constructionfor some time, is nearhaving
been institutedto recover
Present, Hon. Cora Van De tion, to the highest bidder, at the
three and five hundredths feet to
south parallel with Quarter line
ing completion. Mr. Youngs has
the
moneys
secured
by
said
mortWater. Judge of Probate.
the Center of Lake St. thence
two hundred sixty-sevenand twoNorth front door of the Court gage or any part thereof:
completed arrangementswith the
TtSURAKCE REAL BSTATi
In the matter of the estate of
South 69 degrees and 12 minutes
tenths feet to the place of beginHouse in the City of Grand Haven,
A P.-T.A. meeting will be held at
Gull Refining Co. to handle the
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY
GIVEN
Ralph
Baas,
also
known
as
Ruth
West,
thirty-one
feet
along
the
ning, together with all riparian
and County of Ottawa, Michigan,
January31.
y, Jam
Gulf Products and last Friday two the local schoolFriday,
that by virtue of the power of sale
Baas, Deceased.
center line of Lake St., thence
Corner 8th and College
rights. (Same being parcel No.8
new electric computing pumps were Those on the program committee It appearing to the court that that being the place for holding the contained in aaid mortgage purSouth parallel with the quarHolland, Mich.
in said mortgage.)
Circuit Court in and for said Counput into service. Much interior as are Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rozema and
the time for presentationof claims ty, on Mon. the 16th day of March auant to the statute in such case
ter line seven hundred twentywell as exterior work remains to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Timmer:
Mr. and Mrs. John Bartels, Sr., against said estate should be lim- 1986, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon made and provided, said mortgage two and four-tenthsfeet; thence
be done, and Mr. Youngs does not
East twenty-ninefeet to the
visited Mr. and Mrs. Harm Loo- ited, and that a time and plate be of said day, and said premises will will be foreclosed by sale of the
contemplate an officialopening day
appointed to receive, examine and be sold to pay the amount so as 'remises therein described at puplace of beginning; (Same being
man Friday afternoon.
until later in the season, but the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nienhuis adjust all claims and demands aforesaid then due on said Mort- Jc auction to the highest bidder parcel No. 2 in said mortgage)
station and garage is now open for
Also beginningat the South
were entertainedFriday evening at against said deceased by and be- gage togetherwith six per cent in- at the north front door of the Court
business as usual. At a later date
Quarter Corner of said Section
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry fore said court.
terest. legal costa, Attorneys’ fees House in the City of Grand Haven,
the Gulf Co. and the proprietor Schamper.
It is ordered, that creditorsof and also any taxes and insurance that being the place where the Cir84, running thence North along
will unite in a Grand Opening
said deceased are required to pre- that said Mortgageedoes not pay on cuit Court for the County of Otthe North and South Quarter
Burial
services
for
Lyman
Carevent.
line one thousandfour hundred
rier, who died at a Kalamazoo hos- sent their claims to said court at or prior to the date of said sale; tawa is held, on Friday, the 13th
twelve and four-tenth*feet to the
pital Friday were held Tuesday af- said Probate Office on or before the which said premises are described day of March, 1986, at 3 o’clock in
Leon Nienhuis and Delbert ternoon at the local cemetery. For 20th day of May. A. D. 1986. in said Mortgage as follows, to- the afternoon, Eastern Standard center of Lake Street; thence The sorrow of losing a loved one
Time, which premisesto be sold South sixty-ninedegrees 12 minKnooihuizen, who celebrated their many years Mr. Carrier made his at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said wit:
brings with It an obligationto ex*
utes West fifty feet along the
birthday anniversaries,were hon- home in Olive township. He was time and place being hereby apLot Nine (9) in Riverside Ad- are describedin said mortgage aa
follows,
to-wit:
center of Lake Street to the point press year grateful remembrance
dition to the City of Holland acored at a party Friday night given an accomplished musician and he pointed for the examinationand
All those certainpieces or paradjustment of all claims and deof beginning; from said place of of happy houra shared together
cording to the recorded plat
by Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nienhuis taught piano for many years.
cels of land situate and being in
beginning running South 69 de- with the departed. Too can fulat their home in Crisp. Guests
Paul Banks of Fort Wayne, Ind„ mands against said deceased.
thereof, on record in the ol
It is further ordered, that pubof the Registerof Deeds for the Township of Park, County grees 12 minutes West, fourteen fill tMs sacred duty in no more fitwere: Mr. and Mrs. John W. Nien- spent the week-end with his parof Ottawa and State of Michigan,
lic notice thereofbe given bp pubsnd five-tenthsfeet along the
said Ottawa County Michigan,
huis and children, Birdie, Raymond, ents, Mr. and Mrs. O. Banks.
described as follows, to-wit:
center of Lake St; thence North ting Manner than by the erection
being in the Township of HolKathryn, Leon, Anna Jean, Con- Mrs. Lester Veltheer and Mrs. lication of a copy of this order for
All that part of the Southparallel with the Quarter line two of a suitablemonument Consult
land, Coanty of Ottawa and
stance, Henry Koop, Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Veltheer attended a show- three successiveweeks previous to
west Quarter of Section Thir- hundred sixty-seven and two- os for suggestions.
Ray Knooihuizen and children, Del- er Friday evening in honor of Mrs. said day of hearing, in the Holland State of Michigan.
ty-four, Town Five North, Range
tenths feet; thence North 69 deAlverna Nash
bert, Charles and Mary Ann, and Jerry Bosch, a recent bride. The City News, a newspaper printed
Sixteen West, which is bounded grees 12 minutes East, fourteen
Mortgagee
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ram per and shower was given at the home of and circulated in said county.
and describedas follows: BeginMrs. L Veltheer.
and five-tenths feet; thence South
CORA VAN DE WATER, Dated Dec. 18, 1986
son, Glenn Allen.
ning at a point on the North and
Mr. and Mrs. Aris Eilman of
parallel with Quarter line two
1 Block North and One-Half Weal of Warm
Judge of Prolate. Elbern Parsons
South Quarter line of said Sechundred sixty-sevan and two18 West Seventh
Phoa
I Grand Haven were visitors at the
A true cow:
tion 34, six hundred sixty-eight tentha feet to the place of beWilliam Kaslander of Drenthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Vander Delores wierenger Jackson,
wciiand ssvsn-tenths feet North of
ginning, together with all rip.
has returned from a two weeks’ Zwaag Wednesday.
Dep. Register of Probate,

the Holland Furnace company’s

-

-

1936.

JOHN

Countersigned,

(Seal)
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LOCAL NEWS

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Netherlands. Mr. Weller will head
Collins, 129 E. Ninth St.
a group of 20.

Anna Zietlow,musician; Ethel Von
Ins, faith; Melva Rowan, courage;

hence the command to Simon Pst- surface seemed to be covered with
^rotbajj jStlprol •r, whose boat Jssus was occupy- the boots of fishermen.Fishing was
A committee of the board of A meeting was held Thursday
Mis, N. L. Goodrich of South
Lillian Bocks, modesty; Marne Beck,
ing, to push out a IRtle from shore. the occupation of multitudes of
v«n U visiting at the home of fire and police commissionersand night in the justiceCourt rooms
unselfishness;Kate Van Slooten,
Simon agreed to the reouest not people living in the vicinity of the
city officials are trying to solve the
E. Goodrich on E. Oth St
endurance.
of the police building for all per- . The American Legion Auxiliary
thinking for e moment that there
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles question,whether to permit right sons wishing to learn details
The Mothers’ club met at the
would be another and even more
While Peter and Andrew no
. Harrington. R.R. 2 on Jan. 23, turns on the red lights or prohibit
Ottawa school for its second meetnecessary to qualifyfor citrenship.
imporUnt chapter to the story. So doubt called to James and John
ion, Alton John; to Mr. and Mrs. the practice. Edward Brouwer,
ing
Jan.
16.
The
new
president,
Ethel
Brandt
favored
with
three
The various forms of government
February 2, 1936
far our Lord had been dealing with in another boat to come and help,
nr Schrei: unlus, 131 W. 19th chairman of the police board, is
were explained by Representative accordiansolos and Miss Betfty Mrs. West, presidedat the business
the crowd. He had made it poeiible they also in their excitement geson Jan 22, a son, Nelson Ar- chairman of the committee making
Jesus Enlists Helpers— Luke
Mills
gave
a
reading.
meeting
ana
later
served
delicious
Edward Brouwer. The next meetfor them to listen to one of those ticulatedwildly,for Orientals al-;
5:1.11;
27,
28
; to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Van- the revision,need for which has
Mrs. Edward Slooter gave a re- refreshments. Mrs. Bloemers was
discoursesthey could not soon for- ways accompany words with signs
Haar, R.R. 3 on Jan. 20, a been felt for some time. Working ing will be held Feb. 6.
port of the Area D, Child Welfare elected secretary-treasurer. ReHenry Geer lings
jfet. Having concluded his sermon, made in a demonstrative way.
Clarence Pott, instructorof Engwith him are Chief of Police Frank
hter, Helen Jean.
conference, held in Detroit. Jan- freshments committees for the P.Moat of Jesus’ preachingwas he turned to Simon and asked him
Nothing is said of the effect of
At e banquet of members and Van Ry, City Attorney Elbern Par- lish and coach of forensics at uary 10-11. Mrs. Alfred Joldersma T. A. meetings' were selected. Durto push the boat out into the deep
the catch upon the other three men,
mni of the Business Institute sons. Commissioner Henry Ketel the local Christian High school presided at the business meeting, ing the program Mrs. Pixley talked done out of doors, under tne sun where Ashing was carriedon.
and Justice John Galien.
turned down an appointmentto and introduced four new members, on the subject,“When a Child is and under the moon and stars. For
except that they, too, were amazed.
Holland to be held at the First
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry teach English in Grand Rapids Mrs. T. Tuinsma.Mrs. Cecil Seery, Afraid.” Mrs. West led a discus- practically all the year the climate When Simon had heard the com- We can clearly see the conflicting
odist Church on Feb. 6, CharChristian high school.
Mrs. Edward Stephan, and Mrs. sion about "Failure and the School is mild enough in Palestineto per- mind and pondered upon it. he impulses of Peter’s heart. He wantR. Sligh, presidentof the Sligh Boorman on January 20, a son
Glenn Dale; to Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. K. R. Sandy, who spent five Harry Garbisch. Refreshments Child." Mrs. Meengs will be host- mit people to be oiit of the house. must have thought it was a little ed Jesus to leave him, and yet he
iture co. will be the speaker,
Timmer, 285 E. Ninth St. on Jan. weeks at the home of Mr. and Mrs. were served by Mrs. Anthony Dog- ess to members at the February The popularity of Jeaua, due both short of mockery. Indeed, that is woud have been broken-hearted
f. and Mrs. Milton Hinga, Mr.
to hla preaching and teaching now. what his answer implied.How did had he done so. What led him to
24, a daughter. Jean Ellen; to Mr. George Schuiling returned to Ann ger and her committee.
meeting.
Mrs. Randall C. Bosch, and Mr.
era, made it impossible for thoee Jesus know he had caught nothing, confess that he was a sinful man
and Mrs. R. C. Rose. 84 E. 16th Arbor Saturday where she is a
o
Churches
in
Holland
and
vicinitv
Mrs. Kenneth V. De Free were
who thronged to hear him to get though he had labored all night, is to be found in his reluctanceto
St. on Jan. 22, a son Robert Char- nurse at the University hospital.
will
send
represenUtives
who
will
LOCAL MAN IS CHARGED
r guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hari/umiiugin their
vneir imiu.
into ...7
any building
land. nu
His ffd *jth all the ikiU he possessed? obey hit Lord when asked to launch
les; to Mr. and Mrs. Tony H. HelWITH PAROLE VIOLATION was
Henshaw in Kalamazooon FriThe Michigan state police “lie meet in Hope Reformed church to
waa a new voice, and
ana besides
oesiaes heiNo
n
fl»herman likes to spend hours out into the deep. His slowness to
enthal, 297 W. 22nd St. on Jan. 21,
•vening.
detector’’ has become a psychologi-morrow, Friday at 2:30 p.m. to
on the water with hook and line believe in Jesus’ power to do what
reached heart* with his meeaage.
a son John Edward.
^ePare
f°r the observance of the
cal
treat
to
the
criminal
with
a
Joe Hall, 21. Grand Haven,
Fred Brummer and Ben Nyland
The land rises from the shore of and net without any result,and he wished was the disciple’s sin,
Albert Timmer, 44 E. 22nd St. guilty secret. State officers say a Wprld Day of Praver on February has been arrested by the sheriff’s
the Brummer and Frederickson
was among the 600 students at total of 41 confessionswere obtain- 28. The general call for prayer for department and turned over to the Sea of Galilee so as to form Peter seen returning home without and he confessed it The miracle,
r, R. R. 6 were injured in
_______ __
a __________
natural amphitheatre.
As ___
Jesus a solitaryAsh. He did not relish togetherw*ith minors that Had
accident Wednesday evening Northwesternuniversity to be a- ed by the polygraph method, but no missions is extended throughout Jack Spangler, probation officer, stood by the edge of the water the
kJea of retracing his coarse oome to his ears of Jesus’ words
warded a scholarshipfor the cur- nrosecutions followed in 12 cases. the world each vear at this time. charged with vioation of his parthe truck in which they were
crowds of people rose tier above ow the water only to meet failure and deeds. led him to put Jesus
rent school term. The scholarships Tests have been given 165 persons The dav will begin in New Zealand ole. He will be brought before circrashed into a City Botwere awarded on a basis of scholasand will end at St. Lawrence Is- cuit court charged with the larceny tier to his view. It provided a again as he was sure would be the in a class by himself,and as a rein criminal cases. It is claimed it
works truck of South Bend,
case. He saw many reasons for not
tic standing. Prof. Timmer, on leave
and in the north, where 250 Es- of a new overcoat and a pair of most natural place in which to obeying Jesus; and he saw one sult the impetuous disciple shrank
has saved the state $25,000 in trial
. The two men returned to their
in his own estimation.
of absence from the Hope college costs.
kimos and three white people will gloves which are alleged to have speak. Perhaps those fartheat
Friday after receiving facultythis year is taking advanccould not hear what he was saying, commandingreason for obeying
Fear seized Peter, a fear creatgather for the service.
been taken at the Hatton Recrea- in which case they would push a- him; and the one reason weighed
lent at the Epworth hospiEugene
W.
Roelofs
of Holland is
ed by the sense of the purity of
ed work at Northwestern.
The
Fourth
Reformed
church
tion
hall
on
Dec.
31
from
Barney
at South Bend, Ind. Brummer
more
heavily
than
the
many.
on the fall honor roll at Michigan
gainst those in front, until the
Jesus, and fear for the consequenOne hundred and fifty WPA em- State college, East Lansing, ac- ChristianEndeavor met Sundav af- DeGraff of Spring Lake.
Nyland were taking a load
whole throng would be crowding
Peter’s faith and obedience were ces of his unwillingness to obey
ployers
returned
to
their
jobs
Monternoon
under
the
direction
of
Miss
Hall
was
placed
on
probation
baby chicks to Gary, Ind. All
cording to a recent announcement.
down about Jesus. Moet of them abundantlyrewarded. Though the Jesus’ command at once. But Jeschicks, numbering 1,200 were day after a week’s lay-off due to Roelofs is a senior in the Division Nocia De Groot. Gladvs Buurme two years ago when convictedof could not see they were shoving nets were made strong enough to us allayed his fear, and told him
weather
conditions.
Men
working
on the subject. “What t.he the larceny of a car belonging to him into the water. Seeing them hold almoet any catch, in this case that instead of them separating
and the truck was completely
of Applied Science and is among
the jobs who are crippled, suffering
Church Exoects of Juniors.’’ “My Dr. S. L. DeWitt of this city.
ed.
closing in uoon him, he stepped they were severely tested. The men as Peter proposed he wanted him
the 336 honor students.
into a boat tnat was lying at the who were handling the nets, and to be his close companion and helpBendert H. Muller, president of heart aliments,hernia,or other The next meeting of the Sauga- Gwn Church” was the topic under
serious bodily handicaps, were ordiscussionat the Intermediate C. GOVERNMENT SPEAKER
water’s edge. It would be inter- so manipulating them as not to er and go out and win men for the
Miss D. Muller, Secretary,of
dered removed by R. J. Mason, reg- tuck Woman’s club will be held in E. with James Grissen leading.
Standard Grocer and Milling
HERE NEXT WEEK FRIDAY esting to know what all Jeeus turn- lose any of the flah, felt they were kingdom. That word of comfort
ional WPA director at Muskegon. the library rooms on Friday. Jan. Mrs. H. Van Dyke led the Senior
ed into a pulpit. Either the boat beginning to break under the un- and strength on Jesus' part knit
have returned from Chicago
Mr. Van Wieren said that there had 31. “Current Events.’’ “Hobbies,’’ society on the topic. “‘Lost and
was so near the shore the people usual weight. The
Sea vi
of Galilee
re they represented the whole«...
«•«.«*. four disciples to him in enduring
Mrs.
Anna
Blain.
Music.
Mrs.
Mr.
Charles
O.
Falkenwald,
probeen a few men who were unable
Found.” Rev. Henry Van Dvke.
were ready to crowd in around it, was noted forr its immense quan- friendship, so that they abandoned
grocery industry of the HolLundberg.
Hostess,
Mrs.
Charles
to stand up under the strain ocwho is continuing a series on Bible
region at the nationalconvontheir
and joinficitiO A dm m
u
' or they could not
not hear
hear Jesus
Jesus 80 tities
m,es as
a“ well
we11 as
** its
,l« variety
v»neiy of
OI fish.
nsn.
tneir customaryvocation
vocat:
casioned by the severe weather. Parrish.
characters spoke at the evening
of wholesaler members of the
Tent shelters equipped with stoves
Orville Steggerda of Holland has service on the subject,“Methuse- ington, and Lynd A W^alkling sec- Wel1 *rom the po8ition the boat’ Ther€ were timM when ita entire ed themselves to him.
:dent Grocers’ Alliance.
retary of the Michigan Electrificahave been erectedand may be used joined the Observer staff. — Coop- lah.”
(AlfredHuntley formerly of Holthe workers to warm up at in- ersville Observer.
David Damstra. who for 20 years tion Association were in Holland
now of Port Huron, who is by
tervalsduring the day.
afternoon conferring
Ver Hage Milling Co., in Zee- has been superintendentof the Sun- Thursday
the Pere Marquette
with Albert H. Stegenga relative
It
was
reported
Monday
that
day
school
of
Trinity
Reformed
land, buy and sell farm products.
y roundhouse, is suffering
to
church was honored at a banquet to the possibilities of the residents
injuries receivedrecently Roger Nienhuis. son of Mr. and John Ver Hage, Zeeland.
Friday mvht given bv teachersand of Ottawa and Allegan Counties
be fell from the cab of a lo- Mrs. H. Nienhuis of 660 WashingLouis Laoekes and Earl Louchs
securing the aid of The Federal
tive. His wife, the former Ma- ton ave., who had a peanut remov- both of Wayland, pleaded guilty officers of the Sundav school. A.
Rural ElectrificationAdministraAllen, is the daughter of Mrs. ed from his lung a few weeks ago Monday when arraigned before Hoeksema, newlv-eleeted superintion in extending electric lines to
in Ann Arbor hospitalwill have to
tendent. nresided as toastmaster
Allen of this city.
JusticeCook to charges of stealing
all residents of this section who dein the hospitalin that city
and introduced the nrovram.Short
Kn. Frances Elders,65 of Rt. 1 remain
chickens from a Wa viand farmer.
for a few more weeks.
talks were given by Rev. Dame. sire to use electricity for light and
ip died Friday night in
Fines of $10.85 were levied on each
The monthly "Players" meeting and each was ordered to pay $2.50 Rev. Van Peursem and the nresent
hospital. Surviving are the
Mr. Falkenwald suggested that
nastor the Rev. H. D. Ter Keumt.
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d, Abel Elders; the follow- will be held on February 5 at 7:45 for the chickens. I^aoekes received
•Musicalselectionswere »l«o preeons and daughters, Albert n m. in Washington school. Mrs.
jail sentence of sixty days and
sented.In appreciationof his loyal
s, Route 1; John Wolters, Winifred Durfee will direct two Louchs one of thirty days, each to
6; Edward Wolters, at home; French plays. Drama classesfrom be increased by twenty-fivedays if services as superintendent for ’so
many years. Mr. Damstra was preWolters, route 6; Mrs. P. Hope college and Holland high fines are not paid.
sented with a gold wrist watch.
Hawthorne, N. J.; Mrs. school will be guests at the meetThe J. U. G. club of Ganges was Specialguests at the meeting were
Young, Grand Rapids; Mrs. ing.
entertainedin the home of Mr. and the Rev. and Mrs. C. P. Dame of
Teusmk, route 1; Mrs. Neil
Because of the condition of the
Mrs. Alva Hoover last Friday. The Muskegon and the Rev. and Mrs.
, route 1; two step-sons. Har- county roads, rural letter carriers
and Clarence Elders, both at deposited mail at the schools that members’ husbands were invited J. Van Peursem of Zeeland. Both
guests.
splendid dinner and Rev. Dame ami Rev. Van Peursem
; two brothers, John Van Oss were open and the mail was dis-

if the residentsof this section of
Michigan want to obtain help they

REDUCE

|

alloted.

A meeting has been called to
which all interestedfarmers in Ottawa and Allegan Counties are invited. The meeting will be held at
the Armory in Holland on FebruHenry Van Oss, both of Rol- tributed to pupils who carried it social time were enjoyed. Mrs. were former nastorsof th» church ary 7th at 2:00 p.m. M. Lynd A.
Mr. and Mrs. George Steggerda Walkling of East Lansing will be
and 19 grandchildren.Fun- home to their parents. In this way Albert Hamlin will be hostess at
services were held Tuesday several borholders are still receiv- the next meeting, Feb. 14, of the entertainedwith a supper on Wed- at the meeting to explain the Fed“jug." Thp News knows it is not nesday evening for a group of
1 p.m. at the home and at 1:45 ing their mail.
eral project and to assist in the
the “little brown iug” nor another voung people of the Sixth Re. at the GraafschapReformed
organization.
Several of the rural schools in:1l The Rev. J. Blfrstra offi- cluding Montello, East and West Roosevelt set-up for a new alpha- formed church who were recently
Each township should have reand burial was in Graaf- Beaverdam and Zutphen, were betic proiect, but it is an organi- graduatedfrom the Intermediate presentatives at the meeting so
zation of fine people who gather C E. society.Those nresent were: that immediate action can be taken.
p cemetery.
closed the past week, according to
Henry Bouwman of R. R. 6 G. G. Groenewoud,county school for a wholesomeneighborly get-to- Miss Frances Sas. Miss Ann Ras, Local meetings can be held and
gether evening. Coffee is the Walter Jacobs, the Rev. and Mrs. committeesselected to represent
' an arm fracture when she commissioner.
strongest.
John Overbeek. Mrs. L. W. White. the township at the meeting.
down the basement steps in
Ben Wassink and Tom LongHenry Maentz of Allegan, new Mr. and Mrs. Steggerda and
o
home on Friday.
street. both of this citv, were asQliam M. Connelly,of the local sessed fines recently for parking head of the First State Bank, and family.Robert Tummel. Miss Van- MRS. JOHN P. MEIMA
his family have moved to Holland derbeek. Miss Geneva Rtrnne Mel
ber of Commerce announced near fire hydrants.
ONCE OF HOLLAND. DIES
‘J that contracts had been
A meeting of the Women’s Re- and are now occupying the large Gloud. Nick Rowan. Virgil White.
home at 17 East 24th street, at Paul Scholten and Miss Coralyn
with Rufus Rose of the Rose
Mrs. John P. Meima, 68, formerlief Corp. was held Wednesday
Central avenue.
ettes and S. Paulus, his busly Nellie Oostema,daughter of a
Nivison.
afternoon in the G. A. R. room of
agent for the presentationof
Bernard Dieters of R. R. 4 is
the city hall. It was decided to
The Rev. Henrv Bast of Grand pioneerHolland family, died Saturonette exhibit during Tulip
day night at Western Springs, 111.,
from a major onerhold a rummage sale Feb. 7 in the convalescing
•
V -----will he the main sneaker at
A ‘klompen dance’ by Freis- citv hall.
ation wlueh he underwent at Hoi- th* annual banauet of the Holland near Chicago, where she had lived
be staged as one of the acts
since her marriagein this city 38
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bos land Hospital Monday morning.
ChristianEndeavorunion this Frithe show to be staged here evRussell Rutgers and Cecil Van d*v evening at 6:30 o’clock in the years ago.
motored
to
Grand
Raoids
Friday.
day during Tulip Time, May
Surviving are the husband, four
Binls must be fed if they are to Duren returned Wednesday from a Third Reformed church. “We
to 24, except Sunday. Til Eulensurvive the rigors of the cold of business trip to Cincinnati,Ohio Choose Christ” is the theme of the sons, Rev. Harold Meima of Moranother Dutch character
rison, 111., Ralph C. of Washington
and Joliet and Chicago, HI.
talk to he given by Rev. Bast.
iar in legend, will be master the past few da vs. Birdloversand
and John and Walter at home; two
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stoepker
conservation
officials
urge
resit ceremonies for the performing
Miss Bertha Vander Bie was daughters, Mrs. M. D. Taylor of
dents of the city to feed the song and daughter Rosella were visitors honored at a surnrise nartv ThtirsChicago and Mrs. Joe Krenz of
in
Kalamazoo
recently.
b Lievense, president of the birds and enlist the co-operationof
dav evening when members of her
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Ryzenga of Sunday school class of Manic Ave. Menominee; two grandchildren,
Fish and Game Club has farmers with the Holland Pointer
three sisters, Mrs. ElizabethRaterthat at least 5,000 more and Setter club which is feeding R. R. 5, Lincoln Ave., had as their ChristianReformed church Fatherink of Virginia Park, Miss Jennie
guests
their
son
and
daughter-inhundreds
of
game
birds
through
of dirt is expected to be leveled in thp home of Mr and Mrs. Al- Oostema of Holland and Miss Lena
day.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Ryzenga
the
facilities
of
their
feeding
stathe new pond at Conservation
bert Slenk on W. 26th at. Prices Oostema of San Antonio, Tex., and
and daughter Dolores Jean. Mr.
on M-21. A steam shovel of tions.
were won bv Miss Flaine Vander
At the weekly meeting of the and Mrs. M. Rvzenga returned to B'e Misc Genevieve Dour and Miss two brothers, Peter Oostema of DeWest Michigan Constructionco.
troit and Rev. James Oostema of
ly began operations at the Holland Rotary club held Thurs- their home in Riverside,111. Sun- Phvllis Biitirema. Th^so nrosont
Brantford,Ont.
day noon, Lyle Spencer, sales pro- day.
«’ere Misses Alma Klinverberg,
Clerk Oscar Petersonin- motion manager of the Holland
Funeral services for Gerrit How- Flaine Rarmsen Flaine Vander Bie.
FEED THE BIRDS EVERYONE
citiiensMonday that the Furnace Co. spoke on Holland and ard, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Mae Stoltz, Joan Slenk.
PLEASE!
day for registrationis Feb- the fame it has gained. The speaker Gerrit J. Vander Maat, 335 Col- Jane Alma Veltman. Marv Bonte15. All persons wishing to was introducedby Vance Mape.
lege., were held Wednesday at the
koe. Phvllis Bmirsma. Ha BmirsMr. Hoffmaster, Michigan direcin the approachingprimary
Henry Weller, Virginia Park, home of Mr. and Mrs. Herman De rna. Genevievo Dear the hostessand tor of conservation,today appealon must sign with the clerk. left Sunday for Baldwin to take Fouw, 555 College Ave. The Rev. the guest of honor.
ed to bird lovers of the state to
who participated in the charge of conservationwork at the L. Vehkamp officiated.The infant
provide the feathered clan with
Mr.
and
Mr^.
John
FWirfitor
onriection here and have not CCC Camp No. F42 there. Since died at Holland hospital Monday
tertained with a familv dinner feed. The conservationdepartment
__ about the city need not re- coming to this country 13 years evening. He was six months old.
told of the plight of the
'ter, it was pointd out.
Dan Vander Vliet is spending Wednesdav evening in honor of head
ago Mr. Weller, who is a landtheir twin daughters who cele- ground feeding birds, caused by
isa Esther Collins, who is an scape architect, has been engaged a few days in Battle Creek.
brated their 17th birthdayanni- the heavy snow, which blanketsthe
hostess with the United Air in developinglarge estates throughDr. G. Heyns. Superintendent of
state. He said during intense cold
flying between Chicago and out the state. He received his the local Christianschools, is ill at versaries. ’Those nresent wer*1- Mr
»nd Mrs. Oscar Hoek and Children! periods birds must have plenty of
York visited at the home of education in the Hague, The his home on E. 24th St
Chester. Donald and Russell.Mr food in order to survive. Mr. HoffThe lecture which was to be give^d Mrs. Mike Fssenhurg and master asked nature lovers to
en this evening in the Sixteenth
children. Nomen and Paul, and leave feed near known roosting
Street Christian Reformed church
covers and in yards, or in other
by Dr. S. Volbeda of Grand Rapids Mr. and Mrs. Harold SliVhtcr.
places where the chirping clan
The
IT.
A
G.
G.
Club
of
the
local
has been postponed indefinitely due
gathers.
Oiristian H'vh school met Thursto weather conditions.
oMrs. WilhelminaPoppema pass- day for a meetiur. John Hiethrink.
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resident, presided.

ter F. Koopman, 60, died at Primary election, March 2, 1936.
his home Monday evening after
Signed: Albert Kronemeyer,
sufferinga heart attack. He died
Park Township Clerk.
at his home 84 E. 18th St. at 11:15 o’clock. For 40 years he had TAXPAYERS OF PARK

TOWNSHIP ATTENTION

been employed as railway clerk
by the Pere Marquette railroad and
was rate clerk at the local office
at the time of his death. He was
active in the Citbeni League of
Holland and in the H. O. H. The
Board of the last mentioned aodety
will be pallbearers.Funeral services will be Friday at 1:30 p.m. at
the home, private, and at 2 p.m.
at TrinRy Reformed church. The
Rev. H. D. Ter Keurst and the Rev.
P. Dame will officiate. Burial
will be in Pilffrim Home cemetery.
He is survived by the widow and

s

To,

gar"-

^

,nd

The Dutch market for the Tulip
festival May 16 to 24, will be designed by Sipp H. Houtman, parcel
post carrier.He was designer of
the 1935 Dutch viHage.

~

Willard G. Leenhoute post, Awill entertain
Grand Haven, Coopersvflle,Zeeland, Saugatuck ana South Haven
posts February 26.
7!e^c?n

of the county

»

living at

Time for paying of taxes has
been extended by the Township
Board of Park Township until
February 1, 1936 without penalty.
Remember! Feb. 1st is positively
the last day. I will be at the People’s State Bank to collect taxes
on January 10, 14, 16. 21, 23. 28
and 30. At home the balance of the
days.

Dick Nieuwsma

treasurer.

3tc.

APPLE BUTTER
8

O'CLOCK COFFEE

WAX BEANS

3 Cans JSC
Del Monte Sliced

PINEAPPLE

SPINACH
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN
DEL

2 Cans

25C

GREEN GIANT PEAS
CATSU P

Large Bottle

BISQUICK

SNO-SHEEN CAKE FLOUR

BACON

Sunnjrfield

JELLO

]

a11

3

p*1**-

2

pw*-

LOG CABIN SYRUP
POST TOASTIES
MINUTE TAPIOCA
BAKER'S COCOA

MAXWELL HOUSE

H-lb.

COFFEE

PRESERVES

Ib.

tin

Ann Pago

PANCAKE FLOUR
A Now
CRAX
BREAD AND BUTTER PICKLES

Harr ett

Tima

Cracker

Best Foods

2

i«r*

Velveeta

KRAFT'S CHEESE
Tender Leaf

TEA

Orange Pekoe

Tender Leaf

A-PENN OIL

2,000-MileOil

Super Values Sc Each
10-ox. »
bottle 9C

RAJAH VINEGAR
GOLD DUST 5COlJR1NC powder

can

Kg

pkf. 5c

SAL SODA

pkf. 5c

Plain or Iodised

Diamond Crystal

No.

By

ANN PAGE

QEVERE weather over much of th
O country hai slowed ahipmentaii
o,
perishable
food* which
no dou
doubt
r ------- ---------- will
...J ao
mean temporarilyhigher prices on
mtan
fruita, vegetables
vegetablea and eggi. Fresh fli
flah
also will be somewhat less plentiful.
Canned foods are Always seasonable
and canned vegetablea are apt to be
aomewhat cheaperthan fresh in late
winter end are equally healthful. The
four favorite eanned vegetable* are
tomatoes,corn, peas and atringless
beans. All are available in two grades,
Grade A are the best quality packed,
Grad* C arc atandardfoods good fo*
all general purposes, and vary economical.

Meat* are aomswhat chsaper,fine
quality eggs are moderateand Iceberg
Lettuce is cheap.
Hare arc three menus at diffsrcnl
budget levels for Sunday dinners.

BORAX

2M"UT~

10c

MIXED VEGETABLES

-----

\

areea’e

10c

"•J* 10c

A&P AMMONIA

*•"* 10c

CHOCOLATE DROPS

L

W

10c

Freih

Pork Roast

«,

18c

[Center Cut Shoulder]

Ground Beef, ^ 29c
PURE PORK SAUSAGE

»

lbs.

39c

Boiling Beefsib. 25c
(Tender Meaty Short Ribs)

Fillets

2 lbs. 25c

Chopped Spinach
Rolls and Butter

I

TOMATOES

lettuce French Dressing
Baked Creamed Custard

r _

10c

BON AMI

BraisedChock Steak
Potatoes Onions Cole Slaw

,

1

can

Super Values 10c Each

Fruit Cup
Individual ChlekeuPise
office,

No.

MAIZ CORN

Coffee

Ltl!'

3

WHITE CORN OR PEAS

Whip

S

No. 2 Can

Del Monte

SuwetUoM-.

Coffee
Beef
Onions

Grand Hav- the Township Clerk’s

P,ff-

ofto 5c

Bread and Batter
Notice is hereby given that I will
Lemon Goletin CostardBanco
receive nominating petitions for the
Tea or
Milk
following Township Offices in HolMedina Coat Dinner
land Township up to and including
Braised
Potatoes
Friday, February7th, 1936, for the
Carrots
Primary Election, March 2nd. 1936.
Bread and Batter
Officers to be elected are: Sup- Orange
Custard Sauce
ervisor, Clerk, Treasurer, HighTea or
Milk
way Commissioner, Justice of the
Very
Special
Dinner
Peace, Overseer of Highways.

en observed the 72nd anniversary JOHN EILANDBR.
Wrth on Sunday.
Clerk of Holland Township

of her

KELLOGG'S WHEAT KR!?®!*?

CLOTHES PINS

Low Coat Dinner

NOTICE

loaf

lb.

Plain or Sliced

SUNDAY DINNEB

si;
petitions with clerk not later than

5 o’clock
o clock p.m.,
p.m.. February, 10. 19
1936.

Gnndmothir’s

*n|D|

•

Mrs. F. Oudemolen spent last
home, 214 E. 17th St. after a linThe Roval Neighbors held a Tuesday afternoon and evening in
gering illness. Surviving are the meeting Thursday nidit and the Holland with friends.
husband Utje Ulysses Poppema following officerswere installed:
The county nurse called at the
and the following children: Jake vellie Kleis, oracle: Frederica local school on Monday.
Bosma, Mrs. Herman Brewer, Hen- Hertz, past oracle: Stella Dare,
Mrs. S. Kolk is employed at the
rv Bosma. Mrs. Louis Tubergan, vice oracle: Martha De Witt, home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
William Bosma, Wilma Bosma, chancellor;Leona Norlm. recorder: Klinkenbergnear Holland.They
Richard Poppema, Benjamin Pop- Grace Urirk. receiver. Fannie Wel- announcethe birth of a baby girl
pema, Mrs. Henry Kuiper, Mias ler. marshal:Ann Rose, assistant on Sunday, Jan. 19.
Allie Poppema of Grand Rapids, marshal; Mvrtle Bennett, inner
Mrs. N. De Boer called on her
Frenk Poppema, Ulysses Poppema sentinel; Pearl Bruinsma, outer sister, Mrs. Chris Van Liere, last
and Frances Poppema. Other sur- sentinel; Rosa Haight, manager; week Thursday afternoon.
vivors are a brother, Henry TuurMrs. J. Van Voorst called on G.
ling of Thompsonville, Mich., and
Gomers one day last week. Mr.
NOTICE
TO
PARK
four sisters. Mrs. Christina Bosma.
TOWNSHIP VOTERS Gomers' health is failing. He is
Mrs. Una Wolters of Grand Rapnow confined to his bed.
ids, Mrs. Mary Chrispellof MuskePrimary
nomination petitions for
gon and Mrs. Carrie Lemmen of
township offices — supervisor;clerk;
Colorado and 30 grandchildren.
treasurer; one justice, full term;
Funeral services will be Thursone member board of review, two
day at 1:30 p.m. at the home and
years; four constables;overseer and
at 2 p.m. at the Central Avenue
highway commissioner.Petitions
Christian Reformed church. The
are now available at the clerk’s oftery.

HIGH-LOW PENFIELD

d

PRICES

i

must organize at once and get in
applications before the money
which has been appropriated is all

-

Continues

5^T^s"uk^r“TU-"WMAQ-

Oysters

£Stp,23c

